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Abstract
The theory for concrete structures strengthened with fiber reinforced polymer materials
has been developing for approximately two decades, and there are at the present time
numerous guidelines covering strengthening of many commonly encountered structural
building elements. Strengthening of in-plane loaded walls and disks is however not
included in any guidelines, and only a small fraction of scientists have initiated research
within this topic. Furthermore, studies of the principal behavior and response of a
strengthened disk has not yet been investigated satisfactorily, and this is the principal
problem treated in this thesis.
By using non-linear fracture mechanics for analysis of a strengthened disk, it is
possible to extract detailed information of the fracture processes when an in-plane load
is applied. To enable a simple but accurate analysis of a strengthened disk, a tool
has been developed that describes a unit width strip of a strengthened disk. The unit
width strip is named a strengthened concrete tension member and contains a single
tensile crack and four debonding cracks. Analysis of the member results in closed form
expressions for the load-crack opening relationship. Further analysis of the response,
results in the ability to determine and characterize the two-way crack propagation,
i.e. the relationship between tensile cracking in the concrete and interface debonding
between strengthening and concrete.
Using the load-crack opening relationship from the strengthened concrete tension
member and dividing it with the total disk thickness, an effective cohesive law is ob-
tained. The effective cohesive law will include non-linear effects from both tensile
cracking and interface debonding. This facilitates use of the response of the strength-
ened concrete tension member as a pseudo material law. If a strengthened disk is
modeled with the effective cohesive law, it will allow for 3D effects to be modeled in
2D, since the effective cohesive law will contain all information about tensile cracking
and interface cracking.
Analyzing and comparing a half-infinite strengthened concrete disk in a 3D finite
element model with a 2D finite element model using an effective cohesive law, shows
a good correlation. All different aspects of the non-linear behavior, including tensile
crack propagation, load prediction, size of debond, crack opening and global behav-
ior including snap-back were captured in the 2D model. The research suggests that
the 2D model paired with the effective cohesive law can be used as a substitute for
computationally heavy 3D models of strengthened disks.
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For problems concerning strengthened structural members witht finite geometry,
the theory of the strengthened concrete tension member must be altered to fit the sur-
rounding boundary conditions. The effective cohesive law will then become a function
of the investigated structural geometry. A simplified approach for the latter topic was
used to predict the load capacity of concrete beams in shear. Results obtained were
acceptable, but the model needed further refinement to predict all tendencies seen in
tests.
Resume´
Teorien for betonkonstruktioner forstærket med fiberarmerede plastkompositter har
løbende udviklet sig i ca. to a˚rtier, og der er p˚a nuværende tidspunkt udgivet en ræk-
ke designvejledninger, der omfatter forstærkning af de mest almindelige bygningsdele.
Forstærkning af vægge og skiver belastet i planen er dog ikke inkluderet i nogen af disse
designvejledninger, og kun f˚a forskere arbejder indenfor omr˚adet. Desuden er studier
af en forstærket skives principielle opførsel og strukturelle respons endnu ikke blevet
undersøgt tilfredsstillende, og dette er den vigtigste problemstilling i denne afhandling.
Ved at analysere en forstærket skive med ikke-linær brudmekanik er det, n˚ar kon-
struktionen belastes, muligt at opn˚a en detaljeret beskrivelse af hvordan skiven g˚ar i
stykker. For at muliggøre en simpel men præcis beregning af en forstærket skive, er der
blevet udviklet en beregningsmodel der beskriver en forstærket betontrækstang, der
beskriver et snit i en forstærket skive. Modellen indeholder e´n trækrevne og fire skille-
fladerevner. Beregning af den forstærkede betontrækstangs last og revne˚abnings forløb
kan udledes p˚a lukket form. Yderligere analyse af last og revne˚abningsforløbet giver
mulighed for at bestemme form og karakteristik af tovejs revnevækst, dvs. forholdet
mellem revnevækst i trækrevnen og skillefladerevnen mellem forstærkning og beton.
Hvis man anvender last og revne˚abningsforløbet fra den forstærkede betontrækstang
og dividerer med den totale tykkelse af den forstærkede skive, opn˚ar man et udtryk
for en effektiv kohæsiv lov. Den effektive kohæsive lov vil inkludere ikke-linære effekter
fra træk og skillefladerevnen. Dette muliggør brugen af responset fra den forstærkede
betontrækstang som en pseudo materialelov. Hvis en forstærket skive bliver modelleret
med den effektive kohæsive lov, vil det derfor være muligt at tage hensyn til 3D effekter
i en 2D model, fordi den kohæsive revne vil indeholde al information om trækrevnen
og skillefladerevnen.
En halvuendelig forstærket betonskive blev analyseret med en 3D elementmetode-
model og sammenlignet med en 2D elementmetodemodel der inkluderer den effektive
kohæsive lov. De to modeller viste en god korrelation, Alle de forskellige aspekter
af den ikke-linære opførsel, s˚asom trækrevnevækst, last, størrelse af skillefladerevne,
revne˚abningsprofil og globalt respons med snap-back, blev korrekt forudsagt i 2D mo-
dellen. Resultaterne antyder klart at en 2D elementmetodemodel kombineret med en
effektiv kohæsiv lov kan bruges i stedet for beregningstunge 3D modeller for forstærkede
skiver.
Ved konstruktionselementer der har en endelig udstrækning og dermed en afgrænset
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geometri, ma˚ de teoretiske løsninger for den forstærkede betontrækstang modificeres
for at stemme overens med randbetingelserne. Den effektive kohæsive lov vil dermed
afhænge af den p˚agældende konstruktions geometri. Ved en simplificeret beregning
af forskydningsbæreevnen af en forskydningsforstærket betonbjælke, blev beregnings-
modellen testet med nye randbetingelser. Der blev opn˚aet acceptable resultater, men
modellen skal forfines, før at alle tendenser set i forsøg kan simuleres.
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Introduction and summary

Chapter 1
Introduction
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 1.1: (a) Strengthening for flexure in Burj Khalifa, (b) Internal Post-stressing
of bridge girder in Croatia, (c) Strengthening of concrete ties in Italy, (d) Strengthening
of wall around door opening. Photos:(a)-(c): www.reinforcement.ch, (d): B. Ta¨ljsten
Concrete structures are built all over the world to meet the functional demands
required by their users or owners. Houses are built to give shelter against the elements,
bridges are built to transport people across otherwise impassable terrain, chimneys
to dispose of smoke high in the air - the possibilities are countless. If the structure
somehow loses some aspect(s) of their functionality, it must be repaired, replaced or
strengthened. In Figure 1.1 a few examples are shown where it has been necessary to
strengthen already existing structures. The variety of structures needing strengthening
can be surprising, but all structures can suffer loss of functionality. It can span from
parts of the world’s tallest building as seen in Figure 1.1 a), to bridges and special roof
structures, to holes in walls.
With the rapid pace in the construction world of today, it is not unusual that
some errors leading to an insufficient load capacity, can occur during the design of a
building, but unforeseen errors occurring during construction are also possible. Lack of
maintenance can trigger rapid deterioration of structures causing corrosion of the steel
reinforcement, which may result in the need to strengthen the structure in order to
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reestablish the original load carrying capacity. However, perfectly sound structures can
also lose certain aspects of their functionality even though they are perfectly sound.
This happens if owners determine that the structure must be subject to higher loads
or increased amount of excitations. An example could be heavier and faster vehicles
on a bridge. If a structure cannot withstand the loads applied upon it, it can be
strengthened using fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) materials, among others.
There may be considerable beneficial economical aspects connected to strengthening
of structures instead of building new ones. If a combined strengthening and renovation
project will cost around 10% of the price of a new structure and will last approximately
15 years, it should be compared to the typical interest and depreciation rates of 3-
10% p.a. for financing a new structure in the same timespan. From this simple and
approximate example, it is clear to see the economical benefit of strengthening.
Strengthening can be applied to a wide range of concrete structures as seen in
Figure 1.1. Strengthening materials are often adhesively bonded to the surface of the
concrete and will function as extra external reinforcement. The method of external
strengthening is today commonly used and dates back to the 1960’s where steel plates
were bonded or bolted to the surface of concrete beams, to increase the capacity,
see Chen and Teng (2001). However, since the use of FRP materials for structural
strengthening were introduced in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, the possibilities for
new simple methods of structural strengthening expanded quickly, Kaiser (1989). The
development within structural strengthening with FRP materials has led to numerous
design guidelines, see Ta¨ljsten (2006); fib (2001); JSCE (2001) and more, that covers
many of the common structural elements, such as beams, columns and plates. The in-
troduction of FRP materials for strengthening of structures led to use and development
of materials and techniques new to the construction industry.
1.1 Strengthening materials and techniques
In the early days of structural strengthening, regular materials already available for
construction would be used for strengthening. This was typically mild steel plates
bonded, bolted or both bonded and bolted to the structure. Attaching the steel plate
with bolts is sometimes necessary, because the self weight of the plate will cause it to
fall down while the adhesive is curing. In search for better materials, focus landed on
lightweight and high strength and stiffness to weight ratio materials from the aircraft
industry. Therefore carbon, aramid and glass fibers were adopted for use in structural
strengthening.
1.1.1 Installation of the strengthening material
FRP materials can be tailored to fit a specific purpose, by simply layering the fibers
in different directions. It has however become normal to use prefabricated standard
unidirectional FRP plates or rods for standard strengthening projects. The range of
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products include among others: Fiber mats consisting of single fiber bundles woven
and stitched together, FRP plates where the fibers are embedded in a resin, and unidi-
rectional FRP bars of different shapes where the fibers are embedded in a resin as well.
Installation of these different systems depends on the specific product chosen during
design, but a lot of the procedures are similar.
• Surface preparation 1: The outer concrete layer is removed to expose the
aggregates and ensure good adhesion. This is often done by grit blasting or
grinding of the surface. For recessed strengthening a groove is cut.
• Surface preparation 2: Cleaning of the surface and removal of dust and loose
particles.
• Surface preparation 3: Application of primer.
• Application of strengthening:
– Wet lay-up: Lay-up of fiber mats on the surface and impregnation of these
with adhesive and rollers. The rolling action ensures a sufficient wetting of
the fibers.
– Plated/recessed reinforcement: Application of adhesive on the surface
or in the groove, followed by the FRP plate that has been cut to length.
Lightweight materials are beneficial when working with strengthening of civil struc-
tures, because it is typically the underside of beams and plates that is prone for
strengthening. This results in impractical heavy overhead work, that may be par-
tially relieved by using lightweight materials as FRPs. FRP materials for structural
strengthening are usually so lightweight, that a batch or roll of FRP material can be
handled by one or two workers, in contrast to steel plates, which are heavy and sig-
nificantly more difficult to carry and handle. Another benefit is the high strength,
but with high strength comes also limited ductility, and the FRP materials fail brittle.
Maintenance of the strengthening material is also to be considered in a design situation,
and an advantage that FRP materials hold compared to steel, is corrosion resistance.
When exposed to environmentally harsh conditions, steel will tend to corrode if it is
not thoroughly protected and maintained. Composite materials do not corrode and do
not need the same protection and maintenance as steel.
To show the strength benefits of especially carbon FRP (CFRP), a short survey of
the material strengths for various FRP laminates is shown in Figure 1.2. An approx-
imate envelope is drawn for each of the FRP materials and steel. It is clearly seen
how the strength of the laminates is superior to the mild steel, but the high strength
steel also hold good properties. The data for the high strength steel is however taken
from steel cables, which makes the comparison in the case of external bonded reinforce-
ment irrelevant, but relevant for recessed reinforcement. Adhesives used in the bond
line between base material and strengthening are usually specially developed by the
manufacturer of the FRP materials for the best performance.
DTU Civil Engineering 5
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Figure 1.2: Envelope of stress-strain relationship for FRP laminates, based on val-
ues collected from manufacturer catalogues in 2011, see (Zoltek, 2012a,b; QuakeWrap,
2012; Condor Kemi, 2012; JCMA, 2012; Sika, 2012a,b; BASF, 2012; DuPont, 2012;
Fiberline, 2012; Aslan, 2012; Skandinavisk Spændbeton, 2012) CFRP: Carbon FRP,
GFRP: Glass FRP, AFRP: Aramid FRP, HS Steel: High strength steel
Because of the possibility to tailor the strengthening material for a specific project,
there are many possible configurations of FRP materials for strengthening. To keep the
discussion of the many possible material configurations down throughout the thesis,
unidirectional FRPs have been chosen as default material when mentioning FRPs,
unless anything else is mentioned.
1.2 Strengthening of concrete structures
A reinforced concrete structure in bending will reach its load carrying capacity when the
reinforcement yields or the concrete is crushed. In the first case the structure is under
or normally reinforced and in the second case over-reinforced. According to the general
theory for reinforced concrete beams, an over-reinforced beam in bending, cannot be
strengthened to carry an increased load, Nielsen (1998). This is because the concrete
will crush regardless of the reinforcement degree, including eventual strengthening.
Therefore, special measures must be taken to strengthen such structures, but that is
not the scope of this thesis and is therefore not treated here. For under or normally
reinforced concrete structures, the procedure is straightforward.
Two principal methods for increasing the load carrying capacity of a concrete struc-
ture, are to bond extra external or recessed reinforcement to the concrete, with tech-
niques as described in the previous section. Two examples of strengthened structures
are seen in Figure 1.3, where a) a crack emanating from a sharp corner in a wall is
strengthened with FRP laminates, and b), where a beam is strengthened on the tension
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face for increased moment capacity and at the web near the supports for increased shear
capacity. In both cases the strengthening has been attached by external bonding. The
bond between concrete and strengthening material, creates a load transferring connec-
tion between the materials, and the extra applied load will be carried by the composite
structure. Strengthening for increased moment capacity is one of the most commonly
encountered problems. Research within this field has been dealt with for many years,
but many of the basic problems are yet to be completely solved and understood. There
are good reasons for that. When a FRP laminate is bonded to the underside of the
concrete beam, the number of failure modes the concrete beam can encounter increase,
since the bonded FRP laminate impose several extra failure modes due to its pres-
ence. Extra failure modes of the beam could be rupture, peel-off and debonding of
the laminates etc. These cases are considered in the guidelines mentioned later in this
Section. Shear strengthening of concrete beams is also considered in desogn guidelines.
For simple structural elements, it is very often possible to find closed form solutions
for the increased load capacity. The beam shown in Figure 1.3 b) is one example, both
in the case of bending and shear.
Concrete shear wall
H
Va)
FRP laminates overlayed a
tensile concrete crack
b)
P1
P2
P3
Reinforced concrete beam
FRP laminates
Figure 1.3: a) Concrete shear wall with a corner crack, which has been strengthened
with a FRP laminate. b) Reinforced concrete beam strengthened in bending and shear
with FRP laminates.
A crucial factor for the efficiency of all strengthening methods, is anchorage of the
laminates where they are terminated. Just as with regular steel reinforcement, tensile
stress in the strengthening material and shear stress in the bond, will require special
analysis near the end of the bonded strengthening. It is not always possible to achieve
sufficient anchorage due to the geometry of the structure, and bolts or compression can
be used to ensure load transfer and sufficient anchorage, see Brunckhorst et al. (2007);
Hansen et al. (2011).
Concrete structures are typically strengthened in shear by applying extra stirrups
in the form of FRP laminates or sheets, bonded to the sides, partially wrapped or fully
wrapped around the concrete cross section. The force transferred in the FRP laminates
is then anchored on one or both sides of the shear crack going through the web of the
beam.
Strengthening of axially loaded structures, such as columns, is also covered in the
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literature. Since FRP materials usually have a small compressive strength, circum-
ferential reinforcement can be used to increase confinement and introduce a triaxial
stress state, that will result in a higher compressive strength. Longitudinal fibers can
be used for increasing the bending capacity of columns, if this is needed. The stan-
dard techniques and accompanying calculations are available in one of the many design
guidelines, such as fib (2001); JSCE (2001); Canada (2001); Teng et al. (2002); CNR
(2004); Ta¨ljsten (2006); ACI (2008). Upon review of these design guidelines, it be-
comes obvious that the topic of strengthening in-plane loaded walls and disks has been
omitted.
1.2.1 Strengthening of concrete disks
The research in strengthened in-plane loaded concrete structures, such as disks and
shear walls, is to this day very limited, as it was found in a literature study performed
in the appended paper Sas et al. (2009), and upon review of the design guidelines in
Section 1.2. From tests made on scaled and full size concrete walls, the literature study
revealed that FRP strengthening of walls is a viable rehabilitation method. Theoretical
work on the subject was however found to be almost non existing. It is well known
that exact analytical solutions to structural disks are difficult to obtain, due to the
natural complexity of their physical and mechanical description. These problems are
further increased when the disk is strengthened and cracking is introduced. This is
clearly discouraging when the goal is to develop simple and efficient design methods
for strengthened disks. The absence of in-plane loaded disks and walls from design
guidelines, indirectly demonstrate the difficulties of handling these complex structural
members, compared to beams and columns, which with their simpler physical and
mechanical descriptions are easier to handle and simplify for use in design.
Because the fracture of a strengthened concrete structure in general involves both
tensile fracture in the concrete and interfacial fracture between the strengthening and
the concrete, a framework for a strengthened concrete disk that includes simultaneous
interaction of the two types of fracture must be prepared. As mentioned earlier, no
satisfactory theoretical models has yet been developed with the purpose of describ-
ing the response and fracture of strengthened concrete disks and walls. However, a
structural model for calculating the load capacity of in-plane loaded walls or disks has
been developed for masonry walls, but it does not include the tensile properties of the
masonry, see Stratford et al. (2004). Stratford et al. based the analysis of the bonded
strengthening on non-linear fracture mechanics.
The fact that no structural model considers the simultaneous occurrence of concrete
cracking and strengthening debonding, leads to a yet unsolved principal problem in the
world of strengthened concrete structures: What is the response of a strengthened and
partially cracked concrete disk? To find the full response of such a structure, the degra-
dation of both interface between strengthening and concrete and concrete in tension
must be taken into consideration. The challenge is now to create a framework that
can include the cohesive concrete stress along with the debonding of the strengthening,
and develop a structural model or tool for practical calculations.
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As was noted in Section 1.2.1, development of a simplified but reliable tool for strength-
ening of disks will solve a very principal problem, not only for strengthened concrete
disks, but for all layered and cracked structures having the same principal behavior as
strengthened concrete disks. An example of where a theory for strengthened disks can
be used, is the cutting of holes in existing walls and shear walls in buildings. Since
many buildings are constructed with load carrying shear walls, it would be possible
to use a theory for strengthened disks to investigate the response and capacity of a
strengthened shear wall. To develop a theoretical framework for analysis of strength-
ened disks, a set of requirements for the contents of the theory has to be defined. These
are the research questions of this thesis.
1.3.1 Research questions
Based on the literature review on strengthened disks in the introduction, a number
of research questions that will be directly or indirectly treated in this thesis may be
formulated as:
1. How can a strengthened concrete structure be characterized? With the
point of reference in the strengthened disk, how is it possible to characterize the
disk, or parts of it, in a rational way?
2. How can a strengthened disk be analyzed efficiently? This is basically a
3D problem incorporating linear elastic materials and non linear cracking phe-
nomena. What possibilities do we have for simple identification of key structural
parameters, what tools are available and which must be developed?
3. How can the response of strengthened concrete disk be calculated?
Which tools are currently available for analysis, and is it possible to develop a
tool for simple, yet accurate, analysis of a strengthened disk?
1.3.2 Development of a general fracture mechanical approach
to strengthened disks
The capacity of a strengthened concrete structure can be found in a number different
ways, but only two methods will be discussed. If the the sole purpose is to calculate the
load capacity of a structure, a useful method based on limit analysis and plasticity was
presented in Arifovic (2010). In the theory of limit analysis, the full load-deformation
response cannot be obtained. Nevertheless, a series of solutions based on plasticity and
limit analysis were obtained for the load capacity of standard structural members. Ar-
ifovic proved, that even though the strengthening components of the structural system
contained a very low ductility, it was still possible to obtain solutions that correlated
well with tests. Parts of the work in Arifovic (2010) were based on a solution for a FRP
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laminate bonded to a concrete prism, that is also possible to obtain with non-linear
fracture mechanical theory.
The tests on masonry walls described in Stratford et al. (2004) were evaluated by
means of non-linear fracture mechanics as well, but the theory did not consider the
tensile properties of the masonry. However, since a non-linear fracture mechanical
solution could be obtained, it might be possible to describe the full response of a
strengthened concrete disk including the effect of the tensile cohesive concrete stress as
well. Including the tensile contribution from concrete will require analysis of a two-way
cracking problem.
The principle of two-way cracking is demonstrated with a strengthened concrete
tension member as seen in Figure 1.4, where a unit width concrete prism is strengthened
on top and bottom with FRP laminates.
2P2P
Interface cracks
Tensile crack
FRP strengthening
Concrete
Crack opening, w
Figure 1.4: The two-way cracking problem. A strengthened concrete tension member
cracks while loaded. This will result in a crack opening, w. The crack opening will
create a slip, s, between the adherents, causing four interface cracks to form.
When the tension member is loaded, a single crack will form with a crack opening,
w. When the tensile crack opens, four interface cracks will appear because of the defor-
mation mismatch between the FRP strengthening and the concrete. This mismatch is
also named the slip, s, between the adherents. The non-linear behavior of the tension
member is contained within the area limited by the five cracks. Traditionally the ten-
sile Mode I fracture has been omitted when designing strengthened structures, because
only the maximum load of the strengthened structure is needed. But to analyze the
full response of strengthened concrete disks, the tensile and interface cracking must be
united into one theory.
In analysis of fiber reinforced concrete structures, it was shown by Dick-Nielsen
(2008) that the combined behavior of fibers embedded in a cement based mortar could
be described by adding fiber and mortar contributions to obtain the load capacity
of the composite material. If such an approach is possible for strengthened concrete
tension members, it may be possible to describe an effective cohesive law based on the
response of a concrete tension member, including two-way cracking.
In the present work a set of tools has therefore been developed, describing the
behavior of strengthened concrete tension members. Theoretical calculations on a
strengthened concrete tension member may be used to answer the research questions
in the following way:
1. How can a strengthened concrete structure be characterized? When the
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fracture mechanical model is able to predict the load-crack opening response of
a strengthened concrete tension member, the cracking response of the structure
is obtained by equating transitions zones between single and multiple cracking.
Depending on the material models for crack and interface and simplifications in
the model, simple fracture mechanical expressions can be derived to describe the
single and multiple cracking phenomena.
2. How can a strengthened disk be analyzed efficiently? First of all the
structure is simplified by assuming it is strengthened with a unidirectional FRP
material. By neglecting effects of transverse Young’s modulus and shear modulus
of the FRP, a unit width strip is cut out parallel to the loading direction, see
Figure 4.1 and Figure 5.1 in the sucessive chapters. This strip is similar to
a strengthened concrete tension member. Such a member can be analyzed by
applying well known concepts of fracture mechanics for bonded joints and a
superposition principle, from where the key structural parameters can be derived.
3. How can the response of an arbitrary strengthened concrete disk be
calculated? In order to solve the disk-problem, an effective crack concept is
developed. Using the load-crack opening response of a strengthened concrete
tension member as an effective cohesive law for a crack in a disk, the response
of both concrete cracking and interface debonding can be lumped into one single
effective crack. The disk subject to analysis, must have equivalent material prop-
erties, to compensate for the strengthening. With this concept, a strengthened
disk can be efficiently analyzed in a 2D finite element model.
1.4 Prerequisites for fracture and bond analysis of
strengthened concrete structures
A vast part of this thesis utilizes analysis of discrete cracks in concrete and inter-
faces, by assuming simplified cohesive laws for the stress-deformation relationships. A
brief introduction to the concepts used in cohesive fracture mechanics for concrete and
interfaces are therefore presented here.
1.4.1 Cohesive crack models for concrete and interfaces
The formulation of a material law describing fracture of concrete in a satisfactory
manner, was first proposed in Hillerborg et al. (1976) as the fictitious crack model. In
this thesis the model is referred to as the cohesive crack model. The intention was
to describe fracture of concrete in tension, but the principles also apply for interface
cracks.
If a piece of concrete with an initial crack, a0, is loaded in tension, it will start
to crack when the tensile strength, ft, at the end of the initial crack is reached, see
Figure 1.5 a). The concrete will now undergo a fracture process, where micro cracks are
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a0 Lp
w0
σ
ft
a
Cohesive zoneStress free Undammaged
x
a0 Lp
τ
τm
a
Cohesive zoneStress free Undammaged
xInterface
s
P
P
s = s0
Q
Q
w
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: Cohesive crack model for: a) Tension, b) Shear. A deformation w or s in
one of the cracked bodies, will result in normal or shear stress on the fracture process
zone, Lp, of the cracked interface, according to a cohesive law for the material. The
material is elastic and with elastic stress outside the cracked region
formed in a zone ahead of the initial crack. This part of the crack is called the cohesive
zone, since tensile stress is transferred between the crack faces. Cohesive stress transfer
takes place until micro cracks have broken all connections between the two crack faces
in the cohesive zone. From the end of the crack and onwards, the material is assumed
undamaged and linear elastic. The relationship between crack opening and stress in
a point, is described with a cohesive law, where the stress is a function of the crack
opening. A simple linear softening curve is used in this thesis as a principal description
for a concrete crack. Cohesive concrete stress σw(w) as a function of crack opening is
given as:
σw(w) =
 ft
[
1− w
w0
]
if 0 ≤ w ≤ w0
0 if w > w0
(1.1)
where w0 is the deformation at which the crack becomes stress free. There are two
basic assumptions connected to the model. No stress concentrations are allowed at
the crack tip and the crack must close smoothly. With these assumptions the stress
intensity factor at the crack tip will become zero. The stress intensity at the crack tip
will instead be replaced by a much longer fracture process zone when fracture occurs.
Similar considerations are made for the shear crack in Figure 1.5 b): Two pieces of
concrete are connected through an interface and loaded horizontally by a shearing
force. Shear stress will arise in the interface and a crack will eventually occur. The
shear stress in the interface crack will decrease from the maximum shear stress, τm,
towards zero as the slippage between the two concrete faces increase. Similar to the
concrete in tension, a cohesive law can then be written for the interface as a shear-slip
relationship and is found in Equation (1.4).
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1.4.2 A brief historic overview of bonded joints for structures
In a historical industrial perspective, structural adhesive bonding was derived directly
from the furniture, carpentry and shoemaking trades and gained its first major struc-
tural use in the aircraft industry, Mays and Hutchinson (1992). The revolutionary
DeHaviland Mosquito bomber plane was built of strong and lightweight wood, and was
the first plane to be assembled with glue and brass screws. Its design made it the
fastest plane early on in World War II. The concept of adhesively bonded joints gained
significant use in the aircraft and automotive industry for load carrying components,
because weight and maintenance of structures could be reduced. Since components
were used to carry significant loads, theoretical models were required to analyze the
different types of bonded joints and their strength. One of the earliest models to in-
vestigate riveted joints predates the Second World War, and is presented in Volkersen
(1938). Volkersen analyzed riveted joints and considered adherents linear elastic, only
normal force in the adherents and the interface between adherents was only loaded
in shear. Because of the need for a more accurate evaluation of stress distributions,
the Volkersen model was modified in Goland and Reissner (1944) to include bending
of the adherents. From here on, bond models became more and more sophisticated,
considering moment, shear, axial deformations etc. Some examples are Cornell (1953);
Renton and Vinson (1973, 1975); Allman (1977).
For strengthened concrete structures, the anchorage of the strengthening material
bonded to the concrete surface, is very often simplified as a bonded joint. Examples
are shown for concrete anchorage in Figure 1.6 a) and b). For concrete anchorage in
a) and b), the resulting force in the fiber, Pf,res, emanates from a combined effort of
the bending moment and the shear crack, see Ta¨ljsten (1994). To insure sufficient
anchorage length, the end of the beam is simplified as a push-pull joint from b) and
analyzed.
a) F
Pf,res
Pc
La
Concrete beam end
Last shear crack
FRP reinforcement Pf,res
Pc
La
Concrete prism
FRP
b)
CL
Figure 1.6: Simplification of anchorage problem to push-pull single-lap joint. a)
Strengthened concrete beam with FRP reinforcement, shear and bending cracks. b)
Simplified beam end as a push-pull joint for check of sufficient anchorage.
Through a vast amount of experiments on strengthened concrete structures and
theoretical models based on Volkersen (1938), researchers has found the basic bond
model of Volkersen to be sufficient, when the fracture is predominantly governed by
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shear, Pichler (1993); Holzenka¨mpfer (1994); Yuan et al. (2004). Because of this, the
Volkersen model has been adopted for the NLFM analysis of strengthened concrete
tension members in this thesis.
1.4.3 Basic Volkersen bond mechanics
Investigation of bonded joints is an integral part of this thesis. Since the mechanical
basis and assumptions for all the different calculations of externally bonded reinforce-
ment is based on the Volkersen bond theory, the theoretical background is introduced
in the following text.
Practically all design guidelines mentioned in Section 1.2 and in the gerneral lit-
erature, e.g. Gustafsson (1987),Chen and Teng (2001), are based on the bond model
presented in Volkersen (1938). A bond model is a mathematical description of the
kinematic relations between two adherents and their mutual load transferring inter-
face. Volkersen described the stress distribution in riveted joints with a simple shear
lag bond model, see Figure 1.7 a). In the original Volkersen paper, an ideal continuous
distribution of the rivets was considered, very similar to an adhesively bonded joint see
Figure 1.7 b). The assumptions for the Volkersen shear lag model used in this thesis
are:
1. Adherents are linear elastic.
2. Bond line is infinitely thin, i.e. discrete cracking.
3. Bond line is only deformed and loaded in shear.
4. Bending and bending related stress is neglected.
5. Small strains are assumed.
6. Axial load is distributed evenly across the adherent cross section, thus shear
deformation of adherents is neglected.
It is now possible to draw a physical sketch of the problem, as is done in Figure 1.7
c), and set up a differential equation for the slip between adherents, i.e. the difference
between deformation of adherents, s(x) = u1(x) − u2(x). The differential equation
and derivation is thoroughly described in the appended papers Hansen et al. (2010);
Hansen and Stang (2012b); Hansen et al. (2011), and can via horizontal equilibrium
and Hooke’s law eventually be written as:
d2s
dx2
− λ21τ(s) = 0 (1.2)
where
λ21 =
[
1
E1t1
+
1
E2t2
]
(1.3)
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Adherent 1
Interface
Adherent 2
τ
σ1 + dσ1
σ2 + dσ2σ2
σ1
dx
x, u
t2
t1
a)
b)
c)
P
P
P
P
Riveted joint
Joint with continous bond
Figure 1.7: a) Riveted joint as investigated by Volkersen. b) A riveted joint with an
idealized continuous interface. c) Small differential element for derivation of governing
differential equations.
Material and geometrical constants are: E1,2, Young’s modulus of the adherents and
t1,2 the thickness. A cohesive law, τ(s), must then be chosen for the interface, in order
to obtain the response for the joint. It can take any relevant form, but is in this
case, and throughout the thesis, considered as linear softening, unless anything else is
mentioned. The cohesive law can be written as:
τ(s) =
 τm
[
1− s
s0
]
if 0 ≤ s ≤ s0
0 if s > s0
(1.4)
where τm is the maximum transferrable shear stress and s0 the slip at which the interface
becomes stress free. To demonstrate the use, the commonly encountered single-lap joint
is analyzed.
1.4.4 The single-lap joint
A single-lap joint is characterized by jointing two structural elements through a single
interface, and it is one of the most simple adhesive joints available. When using it
on concrete structures, Adherent 2 in Figure 1.7 c) is a concrete prism and is usually
thick. Adherent 1 is a FRP laminate and is usually thin. In the example given in this
section, we will analyze a single lap joint using a linear softening cohesive law without
any elastic part. This is a simplified ideal approach, but it has been shown to work for
strengthened concrete prisms in Chen and Teng (2001).
For the single-lap joint analyzed in this example, the boundary conditions and
geometry are given in Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.7 c). The laminate is pulled of by a
force P at x = Ltr. At this point, the slip s between adherent 1 and 2 is set to s = w/2.
Here w is a crack opening, that will be used later in structural models that are related
to the single-lap joint, and is therefore kept here for consistency in the formulas. At
x = 0 the slip is assumed to be s = 0 and first derivative of slip ds/dx = 0. These
boundary conditions are used because of the lack of an elastic part of the crack and the
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Ltr x0
P
Interface crack
s = 0
ds
dx
= 0
s = w/2
ds
dx
=
P
E1t1
σ1
σ2
Figure 1.8: Boundary conditions for a single-lap joint.
assumption of equal strains at x = 0. Combining the boundary conditions in Figure 1.8
with (1.4) to solve the governing differential equation (1.2), the load as a function of
crack opening can be written as:
P (w) =
[
1 +
E1t1
E2t2
]√
wτm(4s0 − w)
4s0λ21
(1.5)
If w = 2s0 is inserted, the maximal load is obtained as:
PI =
[
1 +
E1t1
E2t2
]√
2GI
λ21
(1.6)
where the fracture energy of the interface is given as:
GI = tms0/2 (1.7)
It is seen in Equation (1.6) how the strength of the joint is governed by the size of the
fracture energy. Larger fracture energy will obviously result in increased load capacity
with the root of GI . It can furthermore be shown that the load transferred as shear
stress in the interface can be written as
Pτ =
√
2GI
λ21
(1.8)
and that the factor
[
1 + E1t1
E2t2
]
is directly related to the boundary conditions that are
chosen. This knowledge can be used when interpreting the full response of the strength-
ened concrete tension member in Chapter 3.
1.5 Outline of thesis
This thesis is structured after the natural development of the ideas and theories covered
in the appended papers found in Part II. In Figure 1.9, the progression is shown
schematically, where each chapter is connected to specific papers. The appended paper
Sas et al. (2009) was mainly used in the introduction. Apart from the papers, there is
a chapter devoted to further elaborations, extensions and use of the theory on a more
practical level than in the appended papers.
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Figure 1.9: Progression of the work and main topics treated in the thesis related to
specific papers.
Chapter 2 - Fracture of bonded joints. Key paper is: Hansen et al. (2011). Non-
linear fracture mechanics is introduced for analysis of bonded joints with trans-
verse pressure in the interface. Important governing parameters describing the
response is found and the developed theory is compared to tests.
Chapter 3 - The strengthened concrete tension member. Key papers are:
Hansen and Stang (2012b,a). Basic principles behind the developed theory
for strengthened concrete tension members are explained along with the main
results. The influence of the ingoing parameters on the response is discussed,
especially in connection with multiple cracking. It is also shown how classifi-
cation of a structure can be made, either while designing a new structure or
before strengthening. The proposed strategy allows the designer to strengthen
the structure so a certain desired cracking response of the tension member can
be obtained. The proposed theory is finally compared to tests.
Chapter 4 - FE analysis and effective cohesive laws. Key papers are: Hansen
and Stang (2012c,a). The theory from the previous section is implemented in a
2D finite element model and compared to a 3D finite element model. Comparisons
are made for the non-linear cracking response and the global behavior.
Chapter 5 - Practical uses of the effective crack method. Key papers are:
Hansen and Stang (2012c,a). Exemplification of the derived structural mod-
els and the effective cohesive model. The effective cohesive crack concept is
demonstrated on a series of tests performed on shear strengthened concrete
beams, without shear reinforcement. Minimum reinforcement of concrete tension
members is also show as a possible use of the theory.
Chapter 6 - Discussion and conclusions. Fulfillment of thesis objectives and
goals in the form of research questions, are discussed along with the main
conclusions from the different steps taken when developing the effective crack
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method. Furthermore, the results obtained from practical use of the devel-
oped theories are summarized and conclusions drawn. The section begins with
an overview that briefly summarizes what has become possible based on the
developed theories and methods.
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Fracture of bonded joints
As was stated in the introduction, bond analysis is an integral part of this thesis, and
the bond theory of Volkersen will be used as a mathematical tool to answer the research
questions. As was shown in Section 1.4.3, the theory of Volkersen is fairly simple,
and the accuracy for use in analysis of bonded joints could therefore be questioned.
However, the theory has the advantage that most results obtained from it can be
simplified to closed form solutions.
To introduce some of the principles and show the usability of the Volkersen bond
theory, a newly developed model to predict the response of concrete joints with trans-
verse pressure will be outlined in this chapter. Where many authors have investigated
the anchorage problem presented in Figure 1.6 and developed cohesive laws in that
context, only few have investigated the improved anchorage method where transverse
pressure is applied at the interface. Full details are found in the appended paper
Hansen et al. (2011).
2.1 Single and double-lap joints with transverse
pressure
For externally bonded strengthening on beams, plates etc., it must always be checked if
the tensile force in the strengthening material can be transferred in the anchorage zone,
typically located near a support. In cases where the anchorage capacity is too small, or
a certain amount of ductility is required etc., transverse pressure can be applied on the
externally bonded strengthening. Analysis of this problem is treated in the appended
paper Hansen et al. (2011), where a compressed bonded joint is analyzed with theory
based on Volkersen. The effect of the pressure perpendicular to the strengthening was
introduced as a Coulomb friction contribution, ∆τ , to the cohesive law, based on the
concrete friction angle of 37◦, see Figure 2.2. The layout of the principal joint geometry
and pressure is shown in Figure 2.1. By using the traditional Volkersen bond model
for these geometrical and cohesive models the maximum load for the tested specimens
can be derived, as shown in Hansen et al. (2011), to be:
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Figure 2.1: Geometry and pressure σN on a) Pull-pull lap joint. b) Pull-push lap
joint. c) Double pull-pull lap joint. d) Top view.
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Figure 2.2: Linear softening cohesive law with and without Coulomb friction contri-
bution
Maximum load for double pull-pull joints:
P = 2bs
[
1 +
bsEsts
bcEctc
][√
2GI
ω21
+ ∆τ(L− xs)
]
(2.1)
And for the single push-pull joint:
P = bs
[√
2GI
ω21
+ ∆τ(L− xs)
]
(2.2)
where
ω21 =
[
1
Ests
+
bs
bcEctc
]
(2.3)
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ω22 =
τm
s0
ω22 (2.4)
and
xs =
[
pi − cos−1
(
τm − τp
τp
)]/
ω2 (2.5)
Subscripts s and c denotes concrete and steel. Note that the two cases have slightly
different load expressions as a result of two different sets of boundary conditions. The
load in the push-pull joint can be found directly by integration of the shear stress,
whereas the pull-pull joint requires analysis that includes the influence of boundary
conditions on the maximum load. This knowledge is important when applying bond
mechanics to find the full response of a strengthened concrete tension member in Chap-
ter 3. The results are now compared to the work in Pichler (1993), where push-pull
and pull-pull specimens with pressure applied on the interface were tested. Fracture
mechanical parameters are found via inverse analysis from test specimens without ap-
plied pressure, and geometry of all specimens is found in (Pichler, 1993) and Hansen
et al. (2011).
2.2 Results and conclusion
Results presented in Figure 2.3 shows that the theory correlates well with tests. The
coefficient of determination is high and suggests that the model gives a good prediction
of the specimens physical behavior. Even though this is a special type of joint, it clearly
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between test and theory for specimens tested in Pichler
(1993).
exemplifies the usability of the simple Volkersen model for externally strengthened
concrete structures. It is almost certain that more complex bond models paired with
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fracture mechanical analysis will result in expressions difficult to derive in closed form,
or impractical formulas. Another example on a complex problem solved with the
pressurized bond theory, is a combined bonded and mechanical anchor system for FRP
rods.
The bond model including transverse pressure was used in a recent PhD project,
(Schmidt, 2010), to estimate the capacity of anchorage devices for carbon fiber rods.
Even though only a few different variations of the CFRP rod anchorages were tested
and not all material properties were known, it was concluded that the model predicted
the correct physical behavior of the anchorage system and gave a good estimate of the
load capacity.
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The strengthened concrete tension
member
3.1 General considerations
In this thesis a strengthened concrete tension member (SCTM) is defined as a unit
width infinitely long concrete prism strengthened with FRP material on top and bot-
tom. Moreover, only formation of one tensile crack is assumed. In a strengthened
concrete tension member with one tensile crack, two different modes of cracking will
be present; The Mode I tensile crack and a Mode II debonding crack, see Figure 3.1
a). Investigating this problem of two-way crack propagation is possible through the
governing differential equations derived from the Volkersen bond model. Contributions
to the load from Mode I and Mode II fracture are decoupled and added through super-
position, thus obtaining the full solution. The Mode II contribution is defined as the
load transferred through the interface, equivalent to the load obtained by integration
of shear stress, see section 2.1.
2P
Strengthened concrete tension member(SCTM)
Concrete
FRP
Tensile crack
2P
a)
P
Concrete
PFRP
Single lap joint (1/4 SCTM)
b)
Debonding cracks
Figure 3.1: a) Strengthened concrete tension member, where one tensile crack has
formed along with debonding cracks in the interface between concrete and strengthening.
b) A single-lap joint resembling quarter symmetry of the SCTM.
Assuming the cross sections of the adherents are deformed uniformly over the entire
thickness, the crack opening and slip is defined from Figure 3.2 as w = 2s. It is now
possible to write the total load as a function of crack opening, P (w). Because the
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cohesive crack model is used, the load-crack opening response is governed by the choice
of cohesive laws.
Ltr
x, u
t2, E2
t1, E1
σ1(Ltr)
σw(w)
σ2
σ1
τ σw
s w
s = w/2
y
τ
σ1 + dσ1
σ2 + dσ2σ2
σ1
dx
x, u
a)
b) c)
2P
Tensile crack
2P
Debonding cracks
τm
s0 w0
ft
w
2
CL
Figure 3.2: a) Strengthened concrete tension member with one tensile crack and 4
debonding cracks. b) Quarter symmetric section is analyzed with the kinematics defined
in c). The crack is opened w/2 in the symmetric case, and the slip is equal to the half
of the crack width.
Following similar definitions as given in Figure 3.2, expressions for load-crack open-
ing relationship were derived in Hansen and Stang (2012a) for several different cohesive
laws. Both softening and hardening cohesive laws were investigated as interfacial co-
hesive laws and softening, hardening and an exponential model from Stang and Aarre
(1992) were used as cohesive laws for concrete in tension. All of the cohesive laws are
presented in Figures 3.3 - 3.4. To keep calculations, discussion and conclusions within
the thesis clear, it has been chosen to focus only on solutions obtained from linear
softening concrete and a linear softening interface.
Softening Hardening
w ww0
ft
ft
w0
fh
σwσw Exponential
w
0.5ft
w50
fh
σw
Figure 3.3: Cohesive laws for concrete used in Hansen and Stang (2012a). a) Linear
softening law. b) Linear hardening with cut-off at w0. c) Exponential law from Stang
and Aarre (1992).
In Figure 3.2 a-c) the quarter symmetric section of the strengthened concrete tension
member is analyzed. Because of the symmetry, the crack opening is w/2, which is equal
to the slip at the interface. This can be assumed since shear deformation of adherent 2 is
neglected. Following derivations given in Hansen and Stang (2012a) for linear softening
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Figure 3.4: Cohesive laws for interfaces used in Hansen and Stang (2012a). a) Linear
softening law. b) Linear hardening with cut-off at s0.
concrete and interface laws as specified in Figure 3.2 b), we obtain the expression for
the load as a function of crack opening as:
P (w) =
[√
wτm(4s0 − w)
4s0λ21
+ σw(w)t2
][
1 +
E1t1
E2t2
]
(3.1)
The load transfer length can be written as
Ltr(w) =
cos−1 (1− w/(2s0))
λ1
√
τm/s0
(3.2)
It is thereby possible to obtain the load in a unit width concrete tension member along
with the load transfer length, only as a function of the crack opening.
3.2 Characterization of the SCTM
A series of different properties can be identified from a plot of the theoretical load-
crack opening relationship, as seen in Figure 3.5. There are five different cases to be
be identified:
Pc
PI
P
wm w2s0w0
Pm
Single crack
Multiple cracks
1 2
3
4
5
Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of the load-crack-opening relationship in a SCTM with
markers where interesting data points are found.
Case 1 First intersection with first cracking load.
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Case 2 Second intersection with first cracking load.
Case 3 Maximum load with stress transferring concrete crack.
Case 4 Maximum load without concrete.
Case 5 Determination of single or multiple cracking.
Cases 1 and 2 are derived in the appended paper Hansen and Stang (2012b), by
solving the differential equation for a strengthened concrete tension member at a spec-
ified load level, Pc, as seen in Figure 3.6 b-d). Using Equation (3.1) derived in Hansen
and Stang (2012a) will yield the same result. It turns out that the behavior of a
strengthened concrete tension member can be classified in case 1 and 2, using two frac-
ture mechanical parameters, Ω1,2, and one geometrical parameter, Ω. The parameters
are given as:
Ω = 4λ21t
2
2 (3.3)
Ω1 =
τmw0
f 2t s0
(4s0 − w0) (3.4)
and
Ω2 =
4s0τm
f 2t
(3.5)
The values of these parameters determine how the load-deformation response will cross
the horizontal line of Pc. Using Ω and Ω1,2 to determine the type of response is
illustrated in Figure 3.6. When Ω < Ω1 there is no solution, meaning the load, P (w)
will never drop below Pc. However, if Ω1 ≤ Ω ≤ Ω2, it is seen from a) that there will
be two solutions where the crack is in equilibrium. The load will in this case pass the
line of Pc first downwards and then upwards. In the case of Ω > Ω2 there will be only
one intersection, meaning that P (w) will remain below Pc after the first downwards
passage at wb. The formulas for equilibrium crack widths wb and wd are given as:
wb =
4s0τmw
2
0
Ωs0f 2t + τmw
2
0
(3.6)
wd =
2s0 −
√
4s20 − Ω
f 2t s0
τm
τm
(3.7)
The question is now what use can be made of this classification method. What the
formulas provide, is an easy way of determining how the response of a structure will
be, or to show how a structure can be designed to obtain a certain cracking behavior.
Case b) in Figure 3.6 is clearly unsatisfactory if the first maximum load Pm should be
exceeded, and it is furthermore not possible to obtain multiple cracking in this case.
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Figure 3.6: Classification and crack opening response.
In Case c), Pc is passed first downwards and then upwards. The downward part is
defined as unstable crack growth, since load decrease as deformations increase. Stable
crack growth is achieved when the crack opening becomes larger than the critical crack
opening for concrete, w0. If the first maximum load, Pm, is close to Pc, designing in
the region of Ω1 ≤ Ω ≤ Ω2 is likely to result in multiple cracking. Case d) will in
most cases reach a load higher than Pc, but multiple cracking is not assured - only in
the case of a reasonably low Pm value. The theory is with these considerations able
to characterize the approximate response of a strengthened concrete tension member,
and in cases of low first maximum load value, Pm, predict multiple cracking.
Moving on to direct determination of maximal loads with and without concrete
contribution as seen in Figure 3.5 case 3 and 4, and Equation (3.1) must be used. In
Case 3, Equation (3.1) is differentiated once with respect to w and equated to zero.
The crack opening at maximum load wm can then be found as:
wm = 2s0 − 2ft
√
Ωτms30√
Ωs0τmf 2t + τ
2
mw
2
0
(3.8)
where Ω was given in Equation (3.3). Once the maximum load is found, it can be
compared to the maximum load without contribution from the concrete crack and
solve Case 5 occurrence of single or multiple cracking. Case 4 has been solved in
appended paper Hansen et al. (2011) and is shown in Chapter 2, Equation (1.6).
Multiple cracking is present if the load transferred by the strengthening alone exceeds
the first maximum load, Pm. If we require PI > Pm, Equations (1.6), (3.1) and (3.8)
can be used to calculate a limiting size of Ω, that will provide a criteria for multiple
cracking.
Ω <
τm
s0
(√
4s0wm − w2m − 2s0
)2
ft (1− wm/w0)2
(3.9)
This constant is not directly usable in a design situation, but for design, the stiffness
E1t1 of the strengthening can be numerically determined with iteration from Ωm upon
insertion of wm. Before moving on to considerations regarding design and minimum re-
quired reinforcement for multiple cracking, the model is compared with results obtained
in a finite element model.
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3.2.1 Comparison with finite element analysis
In Hansen and Stang (2012b) and Hansen and Stang (2012a) the theoretical solutions of
the load-crack opening relationship and crack openings wb and wd were verified through
finite element analysis of a 2D section of the geometry. This calculation however does
not completely correspond to the modeled geometry, since the 2D finite element model
will yield shear deformations in the adherents, that are not accounted for in the theory.
To overcome this problem, a high stiffness of the concrete adherent (or adherent 2) was
assumed. To verify the derived theory using a natural concrete stiffness value, the
strengthened concrete tension member is modeled with finite elements neglecting the
adherent shear stiffness. It is also paramount to insure that the superposition principle
works in praxis, and the load-crack opening relationship, the shear stress distribution
and the stress distribution in the concrete (adherent 2) is therefore investigated. The
theoretical relationship for the load vs. crack opening was given in Equation (3.1). The
shear stress distribution can be found by solving the governing differential equation
(1.2) using the boundary conditions from Figure 1.8. This will result in the equation
τ(x) = τm cos(λ2x) (3.10)
From equilibrium equations given in Hansen and Stang (2012a) the stress in adherent 2
is found through integration of shear stress, and taking the superposition into account,
will result in the following equation:
σ2(x) =
τm
√
4s0w − w2
2s0t2λ2
+ ft (1− w/w0)− τm sin(λ2x)
t2λ2
(3.11)
These theoretical predictions are now ready for comparison with the finite element
results.
3.2.2 Finite element model
The principal modeling is made with truss elements as FRP and concrete, that are
connected using interface elements, as seen in Figure 3.7. The model is loaded at the
left hand side with the load P , where top and bottom points are tied together, to
recreate the correct boundary condition. At the right hand side a cohesive concrete
crack element is added to simulate the single concrete crack, and the FRP is supported
horizontally. Analysis is then carried out in the finite element program DIANA 9.4.2.
Material and geometrical values are given as: Length of member: L = 500mm, t1 =
1.4mm, t2 = 100mm, τm = 5MPa, s0 = 0.2mm, ft = 2.9MPa, Gc = 0.125N/mm,
w0 = 2Gc/ft, E1 = 155GPa, E2 = 30GPa.
3.2.2.1 Results and discussion
Results from the finite element analysis are given in Figures 3.8 - 3.10. Shear stress is
seen to fit well with the one obtained through finite element analysis, see Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Principal modeling of the strengthened concrete tension member using
truss elements
In the lead-in part of the shear stress, the finite element results have an elastic part
whereas the theoretical results have a vertical drop. This divergence is due to the elastic
stiffness if the interface that must be programmed into the finite element model to make
it work. The good correlation between load-crack opening relationship, in Figure 3.10 in
the second part, suggests that the elastic part does not have any influence on the load-
crack opening response. From Figure 3.9, it is seen how the superpositioned concrete
stress varies through the concrete truss element. The prediction is good but there is a
small discrepancy at the constant part where the stress is overestimated. Compared to
Figure 3.10, this does not seem to have any influence on the overall response that also
predicts crack equilibrium points accurately. Overall, the finite element calculations
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Figure 3.8: Shear stress in the inter-
face between FRP and concrete (adher-
ent 1 and 2) in a strengthened concrete
tension member as a function of distance
measured along the load-crack opening re-
lationship in the interface.
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Figure 3.9: Normal stress in adherent 2
of a strengthened concrete tension mem-
ber as a function of distance measured
along the interface.
must be said to substantiate the correctness of the theory. This entails that the closed
form solutions can be used in a parametric study on the influence of each parameter
on the response, rather than performing the investigation with a finite element model.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of load-crack opening relationship between numerical and
theoretical calculations. Horizontal lines indicate cracking load of concrete and max-
imum transferrable load in the interface. Vertical lines marks calculated equilibrium
crack widths wb and wd.
3.2.3 Parametric study of required reinforcement
A parametric study investigating the required reinforcement for multiple cracking has
been made with the following material parameters and assumptions: The reinforcement
needed for multiple cracking is obtained by isolating E1t1 in Ω < Ωm. The set of
reference parameters has been chosen to resemble reasonable values for fracture and
stiffness parameters in strengthening problems as: E1 = 150GPa; t1 = 1mm; E2 =
30GPa; t2 = 100mm; τm = 5MPa; s0 = 0.2mm; ft = 5MPa; w0 = 0.1mm. The
results are shown as the ratio between the required minimum reinforcement and the
reference required reinforcement, as a function of the ratio between parameters being
investigated and their maximum or reference value (Subscript max or ref).
It is seen from Figure 3.11 how the necessary reinforcement increases with fracture
mechanical values connected to concrete in tension, whereas values connected to the
interface results in a decrease of reinforcement.
The grouping of the fracture mechanical properties suggests a direct connection
between the fracture energy ratios. To show this, the fracture energy ratio between
interface and concrete is normalized by the reference value and plotted against the
necessary reinforcement ratio in Figure 3.12.
It is seen how the necessary reinforcement decreases as the fracture energy ratio
GI/Gc increases. If we review Equation (1.6), it is seen how the maximum load trans-
ferrable in the interface is a function of the fracture energy of the interface, GI . The
fracture energy for the interface therefore controls the size of the transferrable load,
and it is therefore given, that by increasing τm or s0, the required reinforcement must
decrease.
For increasing fracture energy ratio when varying parameters related to concrete, ft
or w0 has to be decreased. The first maximum load Pm is both a function of interface
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Figure 3.11: Minimum required reinforcement ratio for variations of material param-
eters related to the cohesive laws for concrete and interface.
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Figure 3.12: Minimum reinforcement ratio as a function of fracture energy ratio.
and concrete fracture mechanical properties, and since w0 is usually small compared
to 2s0 and w0 is larger than wm, w0 is less likely to have a significant influence on the
reinforcement ratio for increasing GI/Gc. The reason is, that wm will become very
small as w0 decreases and as a reaction the first maximum load will approach the crack
initiation load Pc, Pm → Pc. This is exactly the trend seen in Figure 3.12, where
the horizontal plateau of w0 is situated higher than the rest of the varied parameters.
Thus with the given reference values, ft has a more significant influence in the necessary
reinforcement than w0. This is again seen, as increasing GI/Gc for decreasing ft, gives a
lower necessary reinforcement at a faster rate than for decreasing w0. The explanation
is straightforward, because with a low tensile strength, less force has to be transferred
through the interface to obtain multiple cracking.
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3.3 Comparison to tests
To investigate the relationship between crack opening, debonding and load in concrete
structures of different types, a series of short reinforced cementitious tension members
were tested and monitored with photogrammetric equipment featuring digital image
correlation in La´russon (2012). The results from these tests are presented in this
chapter, because they were analyzed with a structural model based on the SCTM.
3.3.1 Brief description of test specimens and measurements
In tests of short reinforced cementitious tension members, the connection between
crack formation, crack growth, debonding of reinforcement and load was investigated
for different types of cementitious materials and reinforcement types. With the aid of
photogrammetric equipment, it was possible to measure deformations on the surface
of the specimen. It is thereby possible to monitor cracks and crack openings that have
25mm
50mm
25mm
Figure 3.13: Test setup where a specimen is placed in the hydraulic jaws and pho-
tographed with a digital camera. The output is here seen as an image depicting major
strains. From La´russon (2012).
not directly been initiated by any pre-cut groove etc. The setup of the equipment is
seen in Figure 3.13, where the camera is photographing a selected area of the specimen.
A computer then processes the images and outputs a deformation or strain field, as is
shown in this case.
Test specimens from La´russon (2012) are seen in Figure 3.14. The specimens are
made from either concrete or engineered cementitious composites (ECC), and are re-
inforced with either ribbed steel bars or GFRP rods. Details on concrete and ECC
composition and reinforcement types can be found in La´russon (2012). Specimens were
shaped as dogbones, with two through longitudinal rebars placed near the surfaces, to
enable the photogrammetric equipment to monitor the deformation field. The moni-
tored zone is marked in Figure 3.14 with a red rectangle and measures approximately
35mm x 45mm. An example of a strain plot obtained with the photogrammetric equip-
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Figure 3.14: Geometry and reinforcement layout of the short tension specimens. Im-
ages were captured at the side of the specimen, marked with a red rectangle. Partially
after La´russon (2012).
ment and digital image correlation is seen to reveal a primary crack, internal cracks
and debonding.
The tests were displacement controlled using the hydraulic piston displacement.
Measurements were preformed with virtual clip gages placed across the entire primary
concrete crack. A principal sketch is presented in Figure 3.15, where examples of virtual
clip gages are shown.
An average crack opening was used in the presentation of the test results. A total of
twelve specimens were tested. Four of the most successful measurements are presented
here. The test configurations were: Conventional reinforced concrete, steel reinforced
ECC, GFRP reinforced concrete and GFRP reinforced ECC.
3.3.1.1 Material parameters
For material parameters, La´russon used values based on fib (2010) and his own mea-
surements. For further details, see La´russon (2012). For modeling of the tensile crack, a
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ebar
Debonding zone
Primary tensile crack
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s(z)
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w(x)
z
x
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Virtual clip gages
Figure 3.15: Idealized conditions near the first primary crack. The crack is opening
along with debonding between reinforcement and concrete. Internal cracks will form
along the reinforcement. Crack openings are measured with virtual clip gages across
the tensile crack and averaged. Modified from La´russon (2012).
bi-linear softening curve was used for conventional concrete and a combined hardening-
softening law for the ECC. A graphical representation of the cohesive laws along with
definitions of the material parameters is given in Figure 3.16. They are both found in
Figure 3.16. Material values used for regular concrete were found to be: ft = 4.4MPa,
w0 = 0.035mm, w1 = 5w0. For ECC material data was given as: fe,t = 2.7MPa,
fh = 4.5MPa, we,0 = 0.4mm and we,1 = 1.2mm.
Concrete ECC
w ww0
ft fe,t
w1 we,0 we,1
fh
σw
0.2ft
σw
Figure 3.16: Constitutive models for concrete used in La´russon (2012).
Three different cohesive laws were used for the interface and they are all presented
in Figure 3.17. Law 1) is a linear law. Law 2) is a linear hardening law. Law 3) is
a basic friction law. Interface properties for all tests were assumed to be the same.
Values were: τh = 20.5MPa, τm = τh/2MPa and s0 = 0.2mm were used. The fracture
energy was not held constant when the theory was compared to tests.
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Figure 3.17: Constitutive models for various cohesive laws for the interface between
reinforcement and concrete used in La´russon (2012).
3.3.2 Results and comparison to theory
The purpose of La´russons study was to investigate the interaction between concrete
cracking, reinforcement debonding and total load P , for different types of concrete and
reinforcement. This objective is closely connected to the nature of the SCTM presented
in this Chapter and in Hansen and Stang (2012a). However, modifications of the theory
is necessary. Based on modified equilibrium equations for the SCTM corresponding to
the ones shown in section 5.4, solutions were developed similar to those in Hansen and
Stang (2012a), but now considering concrete area, reinforcement area and reinforcement
circumference. The tests results compared to the theoretical calculations are seen in
Figures 3.18 - 3.21. In all figures the loads P1, P2 and P3 correspond to the number of
the cohesive law. In the case of concrete-steel and concrete-GFRP, the crack was found
to grow asymmetrically through the specimen. Probably because of a small skewness
in the test setup or alignment of reinforcement. To compensate for this problem in the
calculations, it was chosen to reduce the concrete area contributing to the load to half.
See Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 for the outcome.
In the case of the steel reinforced concrete in Figure 3.18, the overall behavior
seems well predicted by the hardening and constant interface law from Figure 3.17
2), 3). The linear model (P1) seems to predict a principally wrong behavior with
dP1/dw < 0, where the test results clearly show that the slope must be dTest/dw > 0.
The response from P1, P2 compared to the test, suggest that there should be included
some sort of initial cohesion, friction or interlock in the interface law. This will provide
the best fit and correlation. At approximately w = 0.07mm the inclination of the crack
shifts. This is due to other cracks appearing outside the measured area. Behavior of the
GFRP reinforced concrete member in Figure 3.19 is found to be principally identical
as the steel reinforced. It is again suggested that a hardening or constant interface law
should be used, since it provides by far the most accurate prediction of the response.
For tests involving ECC the response is somewhat different, since only the very first
part of the load-crack opening relationship can be assessed, due to multiple cracking
and crack bridging. This behavior is seen in Figure 3.20, although the initial part
of the response is predicted with good accuracy. For the GFRP reinforced ECC in
Figure 3.21, the crack is allowed to open slightly more before multiple cracking and
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fiber bridging occur. Opposed to tests involving regular concrete, this test suggest
that the linear relationship is the best for evaluating the response. If observations from
the three previously described tests regarding choice of hardening laws hold, it is a
possibility that initial cracking of the specimen may have been skew, and that this was
not captured by the camera.
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Figure 3.18: Test of a steel reinforced
concrete member. Load found in test and
theory is plotted as a function of the aver-
age crack opening. Reinforcement strain
markers are inserted at selected values.
Concrete contribution has been halved due
to skew cracking. After La´russon (2012).
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Figure 3.19: Test of a GFRP reinforced
concrete member. Load found in test and
theory is plotted as a function of the aver-
age crack opening. Reinforcement strain
markers are inserted at selected values.
Concrete contribution has been halved due
to skew cracking. After La´russon (2012).
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Figure 3.20: Test of a steel reinforced
ECC member. Load found in test and the-
ory is plotted as a function of the aver-
age crack opening. Reinforcement strain
markers are inserted at selected values.
After La´russon (2012).
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Figure 3.21: Test of a GFRP reinforced
ECC member. Load found in test and the-
ory is plotted as a function of the aver-
age crack opening. Reinforcement strain
markers are inserted at selected values.
After La´russon (2012).
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3.4 Discussion and conclusion
To briefly summarize what the SCTM can be used for, a short recap of the findings is
given here. Solving the governing differential equations of the SCTM with two different
methods, made it possible to derive expressions in closed form, that can characterize the
behavior of and/or describe the load-crack opening relationship, P (w). The expressions
were found to correspond well with finite element analysis.
Further use of the SCTM is possible in two ways: Either the geometry of the model
is changed to fit that of a finite tension member in La´russon (2012), or it can be used
in related model development. When used in related model development, the model of
the SCTM can be used as a unit width member for modeling of structures using the
strip method. In this way the SCTM can be used as a tool for simplified modeling of
disks, which is presented in Chapter 4.
The SCTM model was applied to the geometry of a short reinforced concrete tension
member and compared to test results from La´russon (2012). In the case of concrete
with bi-linear softening behavior, the theoretical response approximated the load-crack
opening response from tests well. For ECC materials with hardening behavior, the
results were too few to conclude anything final. It was clear however, that very fine
measurements must be made at the onset of first crack growth, since multiple cracking
and fiber bridging will appear shortly after the first one.
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Chapter 4
Finite element analysis and
effective cohesive laws
4.1 General concept
Analysis of cracked concrete disks can be so comprehensive, that it requires use of
numerical models to prevail. In structures with complex geometries and non-linear
material behavior, closed form analytical solutions are generally not available, or they
exist in a simplified form. Two examples of simple problems that can be solved in closed
form, are the strengthened concrete tension member and the three point bending test
for determination of fracture energy of concrete, Olesen (2001). Disks of concrete mor-
tar and fiber reinforced concrete under uniaxial tension were analyzed in Dick-Nielsen
(2008), using either semi-analytical methods or the finite element method. When Dick-
Nielsen, inspired by Li et al. (1993), analyzed disks of fiber reinforced concrete mortar,
an average cohesive law was derived. Slightly different to the formulations of effec-
tive cohesive laws in this thesis and Hansen and Stang (2012a), but based on some
of the same basic ideas. Dick-Nielsen attempted to describe the mechanisms causing
multiple and stable cracking in engineered cementitious composites (ECC) using nu-
merical methods, where the work in this thesis and characterization methods are based
on a more theoretical approach. Dick-Nielsen did not find any decisive parameters to
describe crack growth in ECC disks, but a general guideline to how multiple crack-
ing could be promoted was given. It was found that the cohesive law for the concrete
mortar combined with fiber bridging curves were the overall governing parameters gov-
erning the crack opening shape and size, and that multiple cracking could be promoted
by reducing the tensile strength for the ECC material. These factors are analogue to
what may be found for a concrete disk strengthened with externally bonded fibers,
provided the 3D problem of interface debonding, tensile concrete cracking and FRP
and concrete composite action can be evaluated within the limitations of the effective
cohesive crack concept. This leads to the general concept and purpose of this chapter.
The overall hypothesis is that the 3D problem of a strengthened concrete disk is
possible to model in 2D, using an effective cohesive law, incorporating information
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about both tensile cracking and debonding. This effective cohesive law can be derived
and used in a strip-method context, where the strip is equivalent to the strengthened
concrete tension member, presented in the appended paper Hansen and Stang (2012a)
and Chapter 3. Modeling of the equivalent disk must be performed with equivalent
properties for the strengthened disk to account for composite action. If the hypothesis
holds, it will be possible to model a 3D problem in a disk, by using 2D modeling
techniques. To demonstrate the correlation between 2D and 3D models along with
the effect of the strengthening, an infinitely large half infinite disk is modeled, since
conclusions can be kept general in this way.
The contents of this chapter is based on the work found in the appended paper
Hansen and Stang (2012c), where the use of a 2D FE model model utilizing the prop-
erties of the effective cohesive crack concept, is compared to a full 3D FE model of a
strengthened disk.
4.2 Review of strengthened disks and plates
It was found in Sas et al. (2009) that the theoretical work done on strengthened concrete
disks is minimal. Strengthening of metallic cracked disks and plates has however been
known for many years in the aircraft industry. Especially aircraft hulls are of particular
interest, since they can crack due to fatigue, and have to be repaired for the aircraft
to remain in service. Repair techniques with bonded composite patches were therefore
developed, see Baker (1978). To calculate the fatigue crack growth after repair, the
stress intensity factor of the cracked plate had to be calculated, considering the bonded
repair and interface debonding. In a classical paper by Erdogan and Arin (1972),
the stress intensity factor was found by deriving and solving integral equations for a
strengthened disk with an interface debond, and applying a limit to the maximum
shear stress. It was thereby possible to derive the shape of the debond and calculate
stress intensity factor. It was later proved in Ratwani (1978) that integral equations
corresponded well to finite element calculations of the same problem. The approach by
Ratwani was in Rose (1981) found to be rather comprehensive due to the use of finite
element calculations, and instead an inclusion technique was used to derive simpler
solutions usable for design. Rose used some of the same assumptions as will be applied
in the effective cohesive approach presented in Section 4.3. Later Kim and Lee (2000)
analyzed a patched crack problem, assuming the composite patch over the crack to
act as a 1D spring between the crack surfaces. The stress intensity factor was then
found by the weight function method. In more recent work, application of prefabricated
CFRP laminates on steel plates has also been tested, see Bassetti et al. (1999), Ta¨ljsten
et al. (2009). These investigations were aimed specifically for use in the building and
construction industry, for fatigue strengthening of straight and flat structural members.
Analysis of the tests were done with finite elements or simplified theoretical analysis,
both based on linear elastic fracture mechanics.
Principals from the linear elastic fracture mechanical studies on metallic disks are
not all applicable to strengthened concrete structures, but some of the ideas can cer-
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tainly be used. Concrete is a quasi-brittle material and the cohesive crack model in
Hillerborg et al. (1976), is appropriate for analysis of a concrete crack and an interfacial
crack between concrete and the strengthening medium. This truncates the parts of the
before mentioned papers analyzing the crack propagation with linear elastic fracture
mechanics. However, the idea of interpreting the effect of the strengthening material as
a 1D problem is appealing, since parts of the formulation for the effect of the strength-
ening can be held in closed form, just as the SCTM model. If results turn out to be
accurate, the simple approach can be used in praxis.
4.3 Theory and modeling principles
Consider the half-infinite composite disk in Figure 4.1 a). The composite disk consists
of a concrete disk with a strengthening medium bonded to the surface. A crack has
initiated at the right side and is propagating through the disk in the y−direction.
Along with the concrete crack, a debond crack is propagating through the interface,
in the xy−plane. The cracks are assigned softening cohesive laws and the concrete
and strengthening materials are assumed linear elastic. A full analysis of this problem
will require 3D modeling, because the interface must be modeled with solid interface
elements. To transfer the 3D modeling problem to a 2D problem, cracking effects and
the composite effect must be carefully considered.
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of the half-infinite disk in a) Composite structure with interface
and debond cracks b) Equivalent structure with effective and equivalent properties.
Consider again Figure 4.1 a) and divide it into strips along the x−axis. Both shear
stiffness and stiffness in the y−direction is now decoupled from the model. If we look at
one of the strips and give it a unit width of one, it is similar to the strengthened concrete
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tension member analyzed in Hansen and Stang (2012a) and Chapter 3. Utilizing the
similarity between the strengthened tension member and the strengthened disk, it is
possible to model the disk as a series of strengthened concrete tension members next
to each other. Because of the 1D nature of the strengthened concrete tension member,
the 3D problem of the strengthened disk can be reduced to a 2D problem, if the disk
is given equivalent and effective properties as explained in these three steps:
1. The thickness of the equivalent disk as shown in Figure 4.1 b) is te = t1 + t2.
2. The equivalent stiffness of the disk is defined as:
Ee =
E1t1 + E2t2
t1 + t2
(4.1)
3. An effective cohesive law is added as the cohesive law of the tensile crack and
includes the response of the debonded part, where P (w) can be found from (3.1).
The equation is given as:
σe(w) = P (w)/te (4.2)
By using this concept, deformations in the body of the disk due to debonding have been
neglected and full composite action is assumed in the composite cross section. This
effective crack method has some drawbacks, since only Young’s modulus in the loading
direction is taken into consideration, and it is consequently not possible to predict any
debonding in front of the tensile crack. However, it was shown with theory and tests on
linear elastic strengthened structures in Erdogan and Arin (1972) and Ratwani (1977),
that the tensile crack and the debonded interface were likely to have approximately the
same extension along the y−axis. This indicates that the strip model approximation
used in the 2D analysis in this thesis, may be a reasonable approximation to the full
3D analysis.
4.3.1 Finite element modeling
Comparison of the two different modeling approaches is made with two finite element
models in the finite element program DIANA 9.4.2. One 3D model incorporating
interfacial debonding, concrete cracking and the unidirectional FRP reinforcement,
modeled as an isotropic material. The 3D model is then compared to a 2D model
with the equivalent properties and effective cohesive law from Section 4.3. Material
and geometrical properties are given for the 3D model as a = 25mm, w = 4025mm,
h = 2000mm, t1 = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 1.4]mm, t2 = 100mm, τm = 5MPa, s0 = 0.2mm,
ft = 2.9MPa, w0 = 2Gc/ft, E2 = 30GPa, ν1 = 0.3, ν2 = 0.3, E1 = 155GPa. Even
though the strengthening material is orthotropic, the calculations are performed with
an isotropic material. When only loaded in the direction perpendicular to the crack
this should, if any, not be a significant error.
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Figure 4.2: a and b): 2D and 3D Principal layout of finite element models of the
strengthened disk with element types, loads, constraints and controls.
The 3D model consists of a concrete disk interconnected with the FRP disk, through
a 3D cohesive interface element, as seen in Figure 4.2 b), where DIANA element type
names are also given. The cohesive elements are here depicted as springs. Concrete
and FRP disks are modeled as 2D membrane elements, by recommendation from TNO.
Concrete and FRP are assumed isotropic. The concrete crack is modeled as a cohesive
line interface, also depicted by springs. Next to the crack is the initial crack a0. The
concrete crack, and nearby parallel FRP edge are both supported in the y-direction.
To maintain stability the upper left strengthening and concrete edges are supported in
the x-direction. Supports in the z-direction are also added to the faces of the concrete
and strengthening medium, to insure a stable model. These z−axis supports are not
depicted in Figure 4.2. Since crack propagation is assumed to take place near the
initial crack, we must ensure that interface cracks cannot appear elsewhere. Therefore
a constraint requiring equal deformation, and thereby equal strains and no interfacial
shear stress, is applied on the two lines at the load. A load, σ, is applied at the top
of the strengthened disk. A sufficiently small mesh was found with an element size
of approximately 2mm at the tensile crack. An arc-length method was applied in the
solution procedure, where the controlling deformation was the crack opening of the
concrete, marked CMOD in Figure 4.2 a) and b). A plot of the finite element mesh is
found in Figure 4.3.
The 2D model is modeled using 2D membrane elements with the equivalent prop-
erties derived from values given in Section 4.3.1. The concrete crack is modeled as a
cohesive line interface and depicted by springs. This line interface will have effective
properties, see Equation (4.2). The initial crack is placed next to this. The initial
crack is also modeled as a cohesive line interface, since the FRP is supported here.
This will result in an effective cohesive law without the contribution from concrete.
Supports are applied to the cohesive line interface and the left hand side of the disk,
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see Figure 4.2 a). Loading and control of the analysis is similar to the 3D model. The
same mesh layout is used for the 2D and 3D model, and is found in Figure 4.3.
Interface elements
Membrane elements
Figure 4.3: Finite element mesh for 2D and 3D models. Details about elements are
found in Figure 4.2. Mesh for 2D and 3D is similar.
4.4 Comparison of 2D and 3D finite element models
The crack propagation of the two models are compared in terms of tensile cracking,
interface debonding and overall behavior, to determine how well the models coincide.
4.4.1 Results related to crack length
In Figures 4.4 - 4.5 the crack length and the deformation found at the top of the disk
is compared to the far-field stress. In both figures there is good correlation between
2D and 3D calculations, except for a minor discrepancy after the load peaks and starts
to drop. Here the length of the propagated tensile crack is not completely accurate, as
has been the case in the preceding part of the curves. This discrepancy is especially
seen in the case of t1 = 0.2mm. The beginning of the load drop coincides with the
beginning of snap-back behavior seen in Figure 4.5, where the 3D model is seen to
have a slightly stronger snap-back. Part of the reason behind the difference in crack
length, may be because of the load steps made during the solution in the finite element
program. When the crack starts to propagate again, the two models are found to
correlate well until the 3D model does not reach convergence and stops.
The overall behavior of the structure related to the propagated tensile crack length is
from the Figures 4.4 - 4.5 seen to be principally correct. It can from this be derived, that
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a 2D model as devised in this thesis, is indeed applicable for and capable of predicting
the response of a 3D model. Deviations that are found, are of minor importance in the
overall picture.
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4.4.2 Results related to debonding and crack opening shape
Obtaining the debonded shape from the 3D finite element model is hampered by the
elastic interface in the 3D finite element model. The principal effect of the elasticity is
seen in the comparison between theory and finite element results of the strengthened
concrete tension member in Figure 3.8. Finding the shape of the debond is done by
mapping the outline of the maximum shear stress in the interface. This outline is
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compared to a predicted debonded shape, obtained from the crack opening results of
the 2D model inserted into Equation (3.2). Comparisons are made at two different
crack lengths for the specimen with the FRP thickness t1 = 0.2mm. The two different
crack lengths are shown in Figure 4.6, where crack opening shape results from 3D and
2D calculations are compared. Crack openings are seen to correlate very well at the
two different chosen crack lengths. This is however not seen in the comparisons of the
debonded shape, where the outlines are not correlating well, see Figure 4.7. When
studying the debonded shape obtained from the 3D model, the elastic stiffness has
a significant impact at small crack openings because the shear stress is still elastic at
small crack openings. This results in, if any, a smaller debonded area than the predicted
ideal shape from the 2D model and Equation (3.2). Because of this phenomenon, it
is suspected that the debonded shape is overestimated at any crack length. This is
however not the case. For a larger crack length the 3D model yields a result that is
larger than the predicted. This behavior is most likely a result from using isotropic
elements for modeling of the FRP, but this is not investigated in further detail here.
Overall, the prediction of the debonded shape yields a reasonable result, but crack
opening shapes are similar and with good correlation. This leads to the conclusion,
that even though the debonded shape is predicted reasonably well, it does not have
any decisive influence on the propagation of the tensile crack.
Having shown that 2D and 3D calculations coincide well, we can now use the
computationally efficient 2D model with effective cohesive law to compare the effect of
strengthening on concrete disks.
4.4.3 Effect of strengthening on disk behavior
Four different cases of strengthened disks are compared to an unstrengthened reference
case. Material values are kept identical with those from Section 4.3.1, but the thickness
is varied with values t1 = [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 1.4]mm to investigate the effect of FRP thickness.
The resulting cohesive laws that are derived from the given material and geometrical
parameters are shown in Figure 4.8. In the case of t1 = 0.1 − 0.3mm, the response is
classified as Ω > Ω2, and multiple cracking will not occur under any circumstance. In
the case of t1 = 1.4mm, Ω < Ω1, and since Pm < PI multiple cracking is ensured to
occur. The question is now whether this method of characterization is able to predict
the cracking behavior of the disk.
It is desirable to achieve as ductile a fracture as possible and not to have the load
drop suddenly after reaching the peak load. When reviewing results from the reference
disk in Figure 4.9, it is seen that a peak load is reached below the tensile strength.
This is due to the initial crack and the stress concentration. After reaching the peak
value, the crack enters unstable crack growth, where the load will decrease as the crack
propagates. It is also at this point that snap-back behavior will initiate. The shape
of the descending curve is dependant on the fracture energy of the concrete, whereas
the peak load is governed by the tensile strength. This was also found in Dick-Nielsen
(2008).
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of load vs. crack length between a reference disk and three
strengthened members.
When strengthening is applied, the peak load is increased due to stress relief in the
concrete caused by the strengthening. Because of load transferred in the FRP, the disk
will still be able to transfer load after the concrete has fully cracked. The peak load
will be evened out over a wider plateau and thereby sustain a high load at longer crack
lengths than the reference disk.
However, after the peak and after the plateau, a steep drop in load can be observed.
It occurs when the main contribution to the load shifts from predominantly concrete
to FRP strengthening. The size of the drop and length of the plateau is dependant on
the concrete fracture energy and the amount of strengthening, and thereby the shape
of the effective cohesive law. If the drop in the effective cohesive law becomes too
large or steep, snap-back will occur due to the built-up energy in the elastic disk. By
plotting the load as a function of deformation at the top, this phenomenon is clearly
seen in the cases of the reference, t1 = 0.1mm and 0.2mm on Figure 4.10. A tendency
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Figure 4.10: Snap-back behavior in disks at different degrees of strengthening. Defor-
mation measured at the top point as a function of the far-field stress. The circles mark
the points where the crack has propagated fully through the disk.
towards hindering snap-back is seen for values of t1 = [0.3, 1.4]mm, simply because the
interface and strengthening will take over more load from the concrete earlier. The
case of t1 = 0.3mm is special because snap back occurs after the crack has propagated
through the entire width of the disk.
When using larger amounts of strengthening, such as t1 = 1.4mm which is a common
value for prefabricated unidirectional CFRP laminates, the load plateau is seen to
continue until the end of the disk. Since the investigation concerns a half-infinite disk,
the results are not valid for general conclusions near the end of the disk, but it is still
an interesting phenomena. It shows that even if the disk contains a very long crack or a
crack has propagated a long way through the disk, the load capacity remains virtually
unaffected and will actually increase as the crack reaches the end. For a strengthened
structure, the response for t1 = 1.4mm is clearly the most desirable for strengthening,
because the structure allows crack propagation, while still maintaining the same load.
For a finite disk, the load capacity will be reached when the laminate breaks or reaches
the maximal load transferrable in the interface.
When comparing the characterization of the effective cohesive law to the results
of the crack propagation, there is no immediate connection. There does not seem to
be any direct result present to indicate that any of the different characterized cases
of strengthening have a definite connection to the propagation of the tensile crack.
This is because the same type of crack growth is seen in the case of t1 = 0.3mm and
t1 = 1.4mm, where t1 = 0.3mm was predicted to behave more as the t1 = [0.1, 0.2]mm
cases. However, it can be predicted, that for finite specimens with a through crack, the
case of t1 = 1.4 will reach a higher load compared to t1 = 0.3mm, as can be seen from
Figure 4.8, since the principal behavior will become that of a strengthened concrete
tension member with a given width.
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Based on the comparison of 3D and 2D finite element calculations with an effective
cohesive law, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• A 2D finite element model incorporating an effective cohesive law is, with good
accuracy able to predict the response of a 3D finite element model with separate
modeling of tension and interfacial cracks.
• All important aspects of two-way cracking in the 3D model, such as the length
of the tensile crack, crack opening shape, snap-back behavior and shape and size
of the debonded zone, all as a function of far-field stress, were replicated in the
2D model.
• Using a 2D finite element model instead of 3D, computational time and effort
can be significantly reduced. Furthermore, a 2D model is far more operational
and easier to handle than a 3D model, where convergence of a solution can be
difficult obtain.
The results in this Chapter is important for future efficient investigations of strength-
ened disks. It suggests that instead of creating large 3D models of the strengthened
disk, it is sufficient to know the fracture mechanical properties of the interface and
concrete and stiffness of the adherents, then use these to calculate an effective cohesive
law, and use the effective law in a 2D model.
A problem is however encountered when using the proposed theory and 2D modeling
method in praxis. Since a half-infinite disk was investigated here, the interface cracks
are allowed to propagate infinite distances. If the problem is analysis of a disk with a
finite size, the effective cohesive law must consider the new boundary conditions. An
effective cohesive law will then not only be a function of the material and geometrical
properties, but also the boundaries and geometry of the problem at hand. The final
failure will then either become pull-off of the laminate from the structure, or tensile
failure of the laminate.
As far as the characterization of the strengthened disk goes, there was found no
obvious connection between the characterization methods and prediction of the tensile
cracking response. However, had the disk been finite, the characterization would be able
to foresee multiple cracking when cracks have propagated through the entire specimen.
A more likely method to prevail is analysis of the development of the cohesive stress
in connection with criterias for unstable crack growth. This problem is not dealt with
in this thesis.
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Practical uses of the effective crack
model
5.1 Purpose of chapter
In the appended paper (Hansen and Stang, 2012a), a general method to determine
the load-crack opening relationship of strengthened concrete tension members was pre-
sented. The geometry of the solved problem is closely connected to the analysis of
many other problems covering fracture in quasi-brittle or quasi-ductile materials, such
as pull-out and debonding problems in reinforced concrete and concrete structures
strengthened on the surface. The general nature of the solution for the strengthened
concrete tension member has advantages compared to other methods as presented
in Fantilli et al. (1999), because it in some cases allow for closed form solutions for
structural classification, load-crack opening relationship, minimum reinforcement and
effective cohesive laws, see (Hansen and Stang, 2012a).
It was shown in Chapter 4 how the strengthened concrete tension member could be
used to analyze strengthened half-infinite concrete disks using a strip-method approach.
This particular study was made using the effective crack model (ECM) implemented
in a finite element program. For analysis of a strengthened structure with the strip-
method approach, the effective cohesive law must be modified to fit the geometry of the
structure. In other words, the ECM theory based on the infinitely long SCTM, must be
re-derived with boundary conditions corresponding to the geometry of the investigated
structure. The principle is shown in Figure 5.1, where a corner of a concrete disk is
strengthened with a sheet of unidirectional FRP laminate. As indicated, cracks that
have longer bonded lengths, can develop longer phases of steady-state debonding. This
will eventually result in a larger value of wend as indicated in the load-crack opening
for strip 1 and 2 in Figure 5.1.
The purpose of this chapter is to show how a simplified version of the ECM with
finite boundary conditions can be used for structural analysis.
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Figure 5.1: Example of strengthened concrete corner under loading. Responses of two
different strips cut from the strengthened part, where the effect of the finite boundary
is shown.
5.2 Strengthening of a concrete beam in shear
An example of the ECM with boundaries, is the case of shear cracking of shear strength-
ened concrete beams. The principle behind strengthening of concrete structures in
shear, is to bridge the critical shear crack with bonded reinforcement. Typically, sheets
or plates of FRP are bonded to the side of the concrete beam in three different config-
urations:
Side bonding: Sheets or plates are bonded on the side of the beam.
U-wrap: Sheets or prefabricated plates are bonded to both sides and bottom.
Full wrap: Sheets are fully wrapped around the cross section and bonded to top,
bottom and sides.
Both strips and sheets can be used for strengthening, but it depends on the actual prob-
lem. Principal examples are shown in Figure 5.4. The angle of the reinforcement can
be changed and optimized for the best utilization of the strengthening, and the angle of
the diagonal concrete crack will also be altered as a consequence of the strengthening,
since it will always propagate along the path of minimum energy dissipation.
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5.3 Finite element modeling of shear fracture in
beams
In Gustafsson and Hillerborg (1988) the cohesive crack model was used to model the
shear fracture of a concrete beam, by modeling the shear failure as a crack propagating
along a predetermined path. This discrete approach to crack modeling results in opti-
mization of the crack path to find the correct load. The same basic approach is used
in this study of strengthened reinforced concrete beams without shear reinforcement.
Before modeling the strengthened beam, the formation and properties of the shear
crack requires some discussion.
The surface of a concrete crack will inherit a natural roughness once the crack
has opened, because the aggregates are exposed in the fracture plane. The roughness
creates dilatation effects - or mixed mode effects - as the two crack faces slide past each
other. It has been proven complicated to develop models considering both shearing and
opening effects, since the parameters governing these cracks are dependent on concrete
composition. Existing models implemented in the finite element program DIANA, BV
(2010), are rather empirical and usually dependant on the maximum aggregate size.
However, research suggests that the aggregate size is not the only governing parameter
throughout fracture in the shear crack, where mixed-mode cracking will occur, see
Jacobsen et al. (2012). Since this study does not cover the exact shear fracture of
concrete on material level, but rather creation of a simplified model to describe the
influence of the strengthening on the load capacity, the attempt to investigate shear
strengthened concrete beams in a basic engineering way, will require the following
simplifications and assumptions in a finite element analysis of a strengthened shear
beam:
1. Dilatation effects are neglected.
2. Crack sliding effects are neglected.
3. Critical shear crack is modeled as a diagonal cohesive crack, with only Mode I
crack opening response.
4. Strengthening is implemented in the effective cohesive law of the diagonal crack.
5. Dowel action / bending of reinforcement is neglected.
6. The contribution to the effective cohesive law from load transferred in the inter-
face is multiplied by a factor, k, to compensate for areas where full anchorage
cannot be achieved. This is typically near the ends of the crack.
The purpose is to use the effective cohesive law derived in Chapter 4, as a sim-
ple engineering tool for investigation of the strengthening effect on the load capacity.
However, the 1D model that forms the basis behind the effective cohesive law is de-
rived for an infinite member, whereas the bonded length of the FRP sheet is finite.
By extending the model in Hansen and Stang (2012a) to include a finite FRP plate,
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the response is calculated in the case of steady state debonding and pull-off or tensile
failure when the crack reaches the plate end. For the sake of completeness, the full
array of formulas for the load crack opening response is provided in this section. All
stages are shown in Figure 5.2 where the failure mechanism begins with initiation of
tensile and interface cracking. In this case it has been chosen to keep w0 < 2s0 which
means that the concrete crack will only contribute in the debonding initiation phase.
Next comes steady state cracking, followed by the final failure process.
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Figure 5.2: Stages of crack growth for a finite strengthened concrete tension member.
A) Initiation of the cohesive crack. The crack starts to propagate in the interface, along
with tensile crack in the concrete. B) Steady state debonding is initiated. The load P
is constant along with the load transfer zone Ltr, and the debonded zone LD expands.
C) Complete failure. The crack has reached the of the FRP strengthening and fractures
completely. Subscript ”C” denotes cohesive part of the crack, and ”D” the debonded
and stress free crack.
5.3.1 Crack initiation
Formulas are given in section 3 as:
P (w) =
[√
wτm(4s0 − w)
4s0λ21
+ σw(w)t2
] [
1 +
E1t1
E2t2
]
(5.1)
where the load transfer length can be written as
Ltr(w) =
cos−1 (1− w/(2s0))
λ1
√
τm/s0
(5.2)
5.3.2 Steady state debonding
A differential equation can be written for the debonded part as
d2s
dx2
= 0 (5.3)
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When it is solved with regards to the boundary conditions in Figure 5.2 b), the load
and load transfer length is found constant as:
P = E1t1λ
2
1
√
τms0 (5.4)
Ltr =
pi
2λ2
(5.5)
The length of the debonded part is found to be:
LD =
w − 2s0
2s0λ2
(5.6)
5.3.3 Complete failure
The strengthened concrete tension member can fail in two different ways when the
crack has propagated to the end of the FRP plate. The first case is pull-off of the
laminate. This behavior was treated in a similar case in Hansen et al. (2011). The
second possibility is FRP rupture, and it will only occur if the load transfer in the
interface is very good, or if the FRP plate is still anchored when the crack has prop-
agated to the end. An example of such behavior is normally found for fully wrapped
shear strengthened beams.
Unloading or snap-back. At a certain crack opening wend defined in Figure 5.1,
the cohesive crack has propagated to the end of the plate. The crack opening at this
point can be calculated by setting L = Ltr + LD resulting in the expression:
wend = s0(2Lλ2 − pi + 2) (5.7)
At this point, the cohesive part of the crack will unload and could experience some sort
of snap-back. It is assumed, that the effective cohesive law used in the diagonal crack
is not capable of snap-back, and will therefore fail brittle, meaning the load drops to
zero at w = wend.
Failure of laminate. When a laminate is sufficiently anchored at the end of the
bond line, it is possible to utilize the full tensile strength, fu, of the FRP plate. With
this in mind, the differential equations in Section 3 can be solved for the boundary
conditions given in Figure 5.3. Solving the governing equations with the given bound-
ary conditions, results in the following expressions for use in the load-crack opening
relationship: The load is given as a function of the load transfer length.
P (Ltr) =
E1t1s0λ2 sin(Ltrλ2)
1− cos(Ltrλ2) (5.8)
The crack opening is found to be a function of both load and load transfer length.
w(P,Ltr) = 2s0
2P (L− Ltr)
E1t1
(5.9)
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Figure 5.3: Case c) in a new form, where failure of laminate is investigated. See
Figure 5.2 for other cases.
To find P and w, a value of Ltr is chosen in the interval Lu ≤ Ltr ≤ pi2λ2 , where Lu is
the defined in Equation (5.10). Here Lu is the lower limit for the length of Ltr, and
can be found by inserting the failure load, Pu = fut1, of the FRP into Equation (5.9).
This will yield the expression:
Lu =
2
λ2
tan
(
E1s0λ2
fu
)−1
(5.10)
5.3.4 Comparison to experiments by Beber and Filho (2005)
To show how the ECM method can be used in praxis, the shear strengthened reinforced
concrete beams from Beber and Filho (2005) are analyzed with the finite element
program DIANA 9.4.2 employing the ECM.
In Beber and Filho (2005), reference beams and shear strengthening with two differ-
ent laminate types were performed. Only one of the types is reported here, since one of
the systems has an anchorage length longer than Lavg (explained later in this section).
For reference concrete beams without shear reinforcement, a diagonal tension failure
was reported. Strengthened beams failed with a diagonal concrete crack, followed FRP
debonding or FRP rupture in the case of fully wrapped beams.
The modeling in DIANA was performed with 2D eight node quadrilateral elements
for concrete, 2D truss elements for the reinforcement and 2D line interface elements for
the concrete crack and interface between reinforcement and concrete. The principal
layout of the finite element model is shown on Figure 5.4 a) and the mesh in b). The
diagonal crack is modeled with a linear tension-softening cohesive law, and the interface
between steel reinforcement and concrete by Do¨rr’s model, BV (2010). Contribution
from strengthening to the effective cohesive law was found by projecting the force in
the fiber perpendicular onto the crack. For reinforcement with strips, the effective
cohesive law was derived by smearing the contribution over the entire crack length.
Material data was partially given in Beber and Filho (2005). No data was how-
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Figure 5.4: Geometry of the modeled beam. Half the beam is modeled due to symme-
try. A small initial crack length a0=10mm is added to the geometry for shear crack
initiation. A tying between the reinforcement and surrounding concrete is added to
model anchorage near the rebar end.
ever given for the fracture energies of concrete and interface and they have there-
fore been approximated. Concrete: Tensile strength: ft=2.9MPa. Fracture energy:
Gc=0.120N/mm. Compressive strength: fc=32.8MPa. Replark 20 CFRP system:
Tensile strength: fu=3400MPa. Modulus: Ef=230GPa. FRP-to-concrete inter-
face: Shear strength, τm=2.83MPa. Strengthening-concrete interface fracture energy,
GI=0.3N/mm. Reinforcement-to-concrete interface: Do¨rr’s bond slip model imple-
mented in DIANA: Cut-off displacement, c=0.06mm.
Because the ECM was originally derived for elements that have enough bond length
to develop the full transferrable force in the FRP, the method is best suited for analysis
of strengthened structures with large bonded areas, compared to the load transfer
length. In shear strengthened beams, the limited height of the beam will require
boundary conditions to be used for the effective cohesive laws included in the finite
element model. Such boundaries were discussed in the previous section. However,
since this will lead to a series of different effective cohesive laws along the crack when
performing the finite element modeling, a simplification is made. An average bond
length, Lavg is defined in connection with the fiber angle, as the average of the available
bonded length. For the three strengthening cases, the average bonded length is given
as:
Side bonding, 90◦ fiber angle: Lavg = h/4
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Side bonding, 45◦ fiber angle: Lavg =
√
2h/4
U-wrap, 90◦ fiber angle: Lavg = h/2
Full wrap, 90◦ fiber angle: Lavg = h/2
Beam geometry is defined in Figure 5.5. To account for areas where the fibers can-
not develop over the full bonded length, a correction factor is used, as stated in the
assumptions. Inspired by evaluation of shear tests in Carolin and Ta¨ljsten (2005), a
factor of k = 0.6 has been chosen.
P P
2Φ16mm
Web:Φ 6mm
α β β α
Side bond U-Wrap Full wrap
CL
L
a− xxe
a
h
6Φ16mm
c=40mm
sf
wf
wtf
Concrete FRP Sheets
FRP Strips
Figure 5.5: a) Geometry of the tested and modeled beams from Beber and Filho
(2005),(Not to scale). Beams were without shear reinforcement, but with longitudinal
reinforcement as indicated. Measurements are: L=1500mm, e=235mm, a=740mm,
sf=100mm, wf=50mm, x=variable, c=Estimated distance to reinforcement center.
Left side of the beam shows FRP strips as strengthening and right side shows FRP
sheet strengthening. All configurations of side bonded, u- and fully wrapped configu-
rations were investigated. b) Mesh used in the finite element analysis for half of a
beam.
5.3.5 Results and discussion
Results from the finite element analysis are shown in Table 5.1 and in Figure 5.6.
Analysis was performed using load control. Load capacity for each configuration of
strengthening was found by varying the distance from the support to the bottom crack,
x, and choosing the minimum load. Convergence was in some cases difficult to obtain,
along with an accurate reading of the load capacity. This leads to some of the obtained
load capacities being very approximate and doubtful. In particular beams V12 A,
V18 A and V20 A are questioned. The majority of failures found from the simplified
straight diagonal crack, resembled a bending fracture with rotation around a point
in the compression zone, or translational failure, where the middle (right) part was
translated approximately vertically downwards.
A low coefficient of determination was found then calculating it for the entire test
population. Outliers from finite element calculations of beams V12 A, V18 A and
V20 A are reasons for that. Disregarding these beams gives a much higher value, as
seen in Figure 5.6. This suggests that the rest of the finite element calculations does
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predict the capacity with reasonable accuracy. A detailed comparison is now made for
each type of beam.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of load capacity obtained from finite element analysis and
tests. Note that two values of the coefficient of determination is given. One R2 for all
tests, and R2∗ that does not account the encircled outliers from test specimens: V12 A,
V18 A and V20 A.
Reference beams. Reinforced concrete beams without shear reinforcement were
tested as reference beams. In the finite element analysis of these beams, load capacities
were found to be only 6-8% higher than test results. This indicates a reasonable choice
of crack angle and fracture energy. Results were expected to be higher than tests due
to the simplified straight crack. With this result, the concrete contribution to the
effective cohesive law should be of a reasonable size.
Replark 20, 90◦, strips. There were both sides, U- and fully-wrapped configura-
tions of this laminate type. The side bonded configuration obtained slightly lower load
capacities than the test showed. The obvious reasons are a too conservative choice of
Lavg or a too low value of fracture energy for the interface, GI . However, in compar-
ison with an investigation of fracture energies for interfaces between FRP laminates
and concrete in Czaderski et al. (2010), the value chosen here is sound. Tests exhibited
some variation in load capacity, but all were higher than the calculated load and the
predictions were therefore conservative and safe.
U-wraps have a longer average bonded length, and were expected to obtain a higher
load capacity compared to side bonded configuration. Test results were seen to vary
considerably. On average level, the capacities were overshot by approximately 10%,
which must be considered acceptable for a simplified model.Compared to the side
bonded case, higher load capacities were predicted, which did not materialize in the
test results, but the highest load of the two cases were however obtained in the U-wrap
configuration.
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Configuration Beam Wrap Test Calc. Ratio
[kN] [kN] Calc./Test
Reference V8 A - 115 122 1.06
V8 B - 113 122 1.08
V9 A S 196 182 0.93
V9 B S 209 182 0.87
V21 A S 230 182 0.79
Replark 20 V11 A U 196 220 1.12
β = 90◦ V11 B U 250 220 0.88
sf=50mm, wf=100mm, tf=0.111mm V17 B U 186 220 1.18
V12 A F 232 440 1.90
V18 A F 254 440 1.73
V20 A F 280 440 1.57
V13 A S 244 182 0.75
Replark 20 V13 B S 251 182 0.73
β = 90◦ V15 B U 277 228 0.82
Sheets, tf=0.111mm V16 B U 225 228 1.01
V16 A F 368 406 1.10
V18 A F 405 406 1.00
Replark 20 V12 B S 203 220 1.08
β = 45◦ V14 B S 183 220 1.20
sf=100mm, wf=50mm, tf=0.111mm
Replark 20 V14 A S 257 230 0.89
β = 45◦ V15 A S 241 230 0.95
Sheets, tf=0.111mm
Table 5.1: Different tested configurations with load obtained in tests as given in Beber
and Filho (2005), compared to the load obtained in DIANA with the ECM. S:Side
bonding, U: U-wrapping, F: Fully wrapped.
The fully wrapped configuration deviated significantly from the finite element anal-
ysis. There is the possibility that either the finite element analysis somehow failed, or
that the experiments and test beams behaved in a way the model could predict. One
possibility is that the shear cracks may have formed along a path bypassing some of the
FRP laminates, which cannot be accounted for in the smeared approach. This cannot
be completely disclosed with the current amount of information of each beam failure.
Replark 20, 90◦, sheets. When strengthening with sheets of the same properties as
laminates, it is obvious that the amount of fibers used is increased, but the question is,
whether the increase in fiber amount corresponds to a similar increase in load capacity.
When not considering the doubtful results in the fully wrapped case, the calculated
load capacities are almost identical, and the tested capacities are only slightly higher.
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This suggests that when the failure of the strengthened reinforcement initiates, the
strengthening is pulled off almost immediately, or at a load only marginally higher.
The individual tests showed the same tendency for side and U-wrapped beams,
whereas the fully wrapped beams were predicted accurately this time. With an average
overestimation of only 5%, the ECM and finite element model proved especially good
in this case. One reason could be that the crack cannot skip any strips as proposed
previously, but must instead activate the entire length of the FRP sheet along the
diagonal crack.
Replark 20, 45◦, strips and sheets. Laminates angled at 45◦, seem to have a
more optimal angle for strengthening, since it bridges the diagonal crack close to 90◦.
This effect is also seen reflected in the finite element calculations, where a higher load
capacity is predicted. However, tests performed do not show the exact same picture.
Actually the load capacities are about the same as for 90◦. This was in Carolin and
Ta¨ljsten (2005) ascribed to the strain and stress distribution across the crack, that
is reasonably similar in shape and size for crack angles ranging between 45 and 90◦.
Comparing calculations and tests does however show a good correlation. An average of
10% over or undershooting for strip or sheet strengthening is considered a good result.
5.3.6 Conclusions
The fracture mechanical model of the ECM implemented in a finite element program,
did with an acceptable accuracy predict results in all cases except a fully wrapped
case. It could be caused by problems in the finite element solution of that particular
problem, or unknown factors when the beams were tested.
The simplification with an average bonded length, Lavg, along with the correction
factor, k, was acceptable with regards to accuracy. However, in the case of predicting
the almost similar load capacity that should exist between strengthening schemes with
45 and 90◦ fibers, as stated in Carolin and Ta¨ljsten (2005), it was not sufficiently
accurate.
To obtain a more accurate solution, the diagonal tensile crack must be divided into
small sections, each being assigned an individual effective cohesive law. Each individual
effective cohesive law must consider the boundaries of the structure, as sketched in
Figure 5.1. This should eliminate the use of an average bonded length and correction
factor.
All in all, reasonably good results were obtained especially when considering that
fracture energy and properties for the concrete and interface had to be assumed, along
with a simplified approach to modeling of the reinforcement, crack shape and crack
placement.
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5.4 Steel reinforced concrete tension members
As was concluded in Chapter 3, one way of using the theoretical framework of the
strengthened concrete tension member, is to extend the geometry to fit that of a real
structural element. One such member could be the steel reinforced concrete tension
member as seen in Figure 5.7. It is for such a member possible to calculate the usual
load-crack opening relationship and determine the criteria for multiple cracking. Deter-
mining the minimum reinforcement for strength and ductility is a different matter, and
must be derived taking the yield stress of the steel into account. A new approach to
determination of minimum reinforcement for strength and ductility of concrete tension
members, using the model of the strengthened concrete tension member, is devised in
the following section.
5.4.1 General theoretical approach
Ltr x0
P
(b) (c)
Crack
s = 0
ds
dx
= 0
s = w/2
ds
dx
=
P
EsAs
τ
τ
σs + dσs
σc + dσc
σc + dσcσc
σc
Concrete
Concrete
Interface
Interface
Steel
σs
σ1
σ2
σ2
PP
w Ec, Ac
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σw(w)
σw(w)
Figure 5.7: a) Geometry of steel reinforced concrete tension member. b) Differential
element dx. c) Geometry and boundary conditions.
The geometry of the steel reinforced concrete tension member is seen in Figure 5.7
a). It consists of a concrete bar with the cross section Ac and steel reinforcement with
a total area of nAs, where n is the number of reinforcing bars and As the area. All bars
are of the same size and has the area As = D
2pi/4, and circumference C = piD. Here
D is the diameter of the bar. The derivation now follows the same methodology as
in Hansen and Stang (2012a), with the exception of the equilibrium of the differential
element dx seen in Figure 5.7, that must be rewritten as:
dσc
dx
+ τ
C
Ac
= 0 (5.11)
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dσs
dx
− τ C
As
= 0 (5.12)
Eventually the expressions for force as a function of the crack opening is found to be:
P (w) =
[
1 +
EsAs
EcAc
] [
C
λ
√
τm
s0
w(4s0 − w) + σw(w)Ac
]
(5.13)
where
λ2 = C
[
1
EsAs
+
1
EcAc
]
(5.14)
The first peak load appears at the crack opening w = wm, which is found by requiring
dP/dw = 0. After some calculations wm is found to be:
wm =
2s0
[
χ+ Ψ−√Ψ (χ+ Ψ)]
χ+ Ψ
(5.15)
where
χ = τmw
2
0C
2 (5.16)
Ψ = s0CΩf
2
t (5.17)
Ω = 4A2cλ
2
1 (5.18)
λ21 =
[
1
EsAs
+
1
EcAc
]
(5.19)
The minimum reinforcement area can then be found by requiring Pm < fyAs.
5.4.2 Comparison to Eurocode 2 and conclusion
As a comparison to other models used for steel reinforced concrete tension members,
is the model in Standard (2008), where the minimum reinforcement is given as:
As,min = Ac
ft
fy
(5.20)
This equation basically states that the reinforcement should be able to transfer a
minimum load corresponding to the load transferred in the concrete. In Figure 5.8
a comparison between the derived proposed model and the recent model is given.
The following reference values were chosen: Steel yield strength: fy = 550MPa, Steel
modulus: Es = 210GPa, Concrete modulus: Ec = 30GPa, Concrete area: Ac =
1500mm2, ft = 3.65MPa, w0 = 0.1mm, τm = 5.63MPa, s0 = 0.13mm and n = 1.
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Figure 5.8: Reinforcement ratio as a function of fracture energy ratio.
It is seen from Figure 5.8, where the reinforcement ratio is shown as a function of
fracture energy ratio, that the model in Standard (2008) is underestimating the need
for reinforcement if the cohesive properties of concrete are considered. This is because
the first peak load, Pm, (see Figure 3.5, case 3) is raised compared to the cracking load,
Pc, because of the contribution of load transferred in both interface and concrete. This
fact will lead to an increase in the need for reinforcement. If GI is increased and Gc
decreased, the reinforcement ratio will approach the demand in equation (5.20). This
model can, after the same simple method as given in Standard (2008), conservatively
be used for determination of minimum reinforcement in concrete beams.
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The main conclusions are briefly presented along with a discussion covering the findings
in relation to the research questions. Furthermore, a statement is given, summing up
the new findings and their implications on modeling of strengthened concrete disks.
General
Achieving an efficient and simple way of analyzing strengthened concrete disks, was
a key objective in this thesis. As one of the first attempts to set up a theoretically
sound framework for efficient analysis of strengthened concrete disks, and to create an
alternative to computationally costly 3D finite element analysis, the focus was directed
towards simplification of the original problem. By deriving a model of a strengthened
concrete tension member based on discrete cracks and cohesive material laws, the 3D
problem can be transformed into a 2D problem by using an effective cohesive law. The
effective cohesive law combines discrete tensile and interface cracking into one effective
cohesive law. Using the proposed method in praxis will only require, that the cohesive
properties of tensile and interface cracks are known together with the geometrical and
elastic properties of the concrete and strengthening.
As an example, the concrete corner seen in Figure 6.1 is strengthened with FRP
laminates to increase its capacity. This is a problem usually necessary to model in
3D. The strengthened area is now replaced with an area having equivalent properties,
and an effective cohesive crack is placed along the suspected crack path. It is now
possible to obtain the response of the strengthened corner by analyzing this reduced
2D problem.
The new 2D modeling principle was found to correlate very well to 3D finite element
analysis in the analysis of a half-infinite strengthened disk. There are still no tests
performed on strengthened concrete disks, and comparison with tests will of course be
required for final approval of the proposed theory and modeling technique. It will in
particular be of interest to monitor whether the effective cohesive law is able to predict
the length of the tensile crack, the size of the debonded zone and the load capacity,
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Figure 6.1: a) Concrete corner strengthened with FRP and under moment loading. b)
The same strengthened concrete corner, but with equivalent properties at the strength-
ened area and an effective crack.
when the test specimen has a finite size.
The general conclusions from each topic are found in the following sections.
General theory of bonded joints
To investigate the use of the Volkersen theory for bonded joints, the problem of trans-
versely compressed bonded joints was analyzed using Volkersens bond-model and non-
linear fracture mechanics. Volkersens bond model has already been verified for use in
normal pull-pull and push-pull lap tests by many authors, but the compressed joint
problem was chosen to expand and investigate the use of the theory. Originally treated
in Pichler (1993), the problem was defined in terms of non-linear fracture mechanics
with an interfacial cohesive law composed of contributions from softening and friction.
Design equations for maximum load and full load-deformation response were derived.
Theoretical maximum and tested load was compared in all the different test configu-
rations, where the theoretical predictions proved good, and with a large coefficient of
determination. This solidifies the belief that the Volkersen bond theory is sufficiently
accurate for analysis of bonded strengthening on concrete structures, and that it is a
reasonable choice on which to base the theory of strengthened concrete members.
Characterization
A set of fracture mechanical constants for classification of strengthened concrete tension
members were derived by solving the governing differential equation for a strengthened
concrete tension member, and finding points of intersection between the load-crack
opening relationship and the cracking load. This led to the identification of three dif-
ferent kinds of cracking responses. All three cases were verified with finite element
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calculations. The first case is typical for concrete tension members with only a small
amount of strengthening, whereas the second and third have potential for multiple
cracking. Adjacent to the characterization using the new fracture mechanical con-
stants, closed form expressions were derived for a full load-crack opening relationship
of the strengthened concrete tension member with the following assumptions: Concrete
cohesive laws can either be linear softening, linear hardening or follow an exponential
formulation. Cohesive laws can either follow a linear softening or linear hardening law.
Through parametric studies of the first peak load, Pm compared to load transferred
in the FRP, PI , it was determined that the reinforcement needed for multiple crack-
ing is strongly dependant on the fracture energy ratio between interface and concrete:
GI/Gc. The multiple cracking analysis was an offspring from the development of the
final model, and is furthermore a good way to characterize a structure, especially when
most built structures are designed to undergo multiple cracking before failure. Super-
position of contributions from tension in concrete and interfacial shear was used to
derive the load-crack opening response and stress distributions, which was found to
correspond to results from finite element analysis. When comparing theoretical results
obtained with SCTM model on reinforced concrete tension members to test results
from La´russon (2012), a good correlation was found. This solidifies the belief that the
SCTM model is indeed capable of predicting the cracking behavior of other reinforced
tension members or externally strengthened tension members.
As was sought after in the research questions, methods for which a strengthened
concrete structure could be analyzed and characterized efficiently and accurately were
developed. The strengthened concrete tension member based on the theory of Volkersen
demonstrates that it is indeed possible to establish a model based on a theory that is
accurate when compared to experiments, and able to characterize structures with closed
form solutions. The strengthened concrete tension member is of course an ideal model
since it has unit width and is only able to contain one crack. An idealized specimen like
this is in addition very useful if a strengthened disk is modeled after a strip-method
principle as in Kim and Lee (2000).
The effective cohesive law used on concrete disks
An effective cohesive law was derived from the model of the strengthened concrete ten-
sion member, for use in simplified analysis of strengthened concrete disks. Its purpose
is to replicate the behavior of a full 3D finite element model when used in a 2D finite
element model. If this is possible, the use of a 2D model incorporating an effective
cohesive law can obviate the need for a computationally heavy 3D model. Based on
comparisons between 2D and 3D finite element computations, the 2D model was found
able to predict the response of a 3D model of a half-infinite disk with good accuracy.
Especially the propagation of the tensile crack was estimated to be highly accurate,
whereas the debonded shape was less accurate. It can therefore be concluded that a
model has been developed, capable of replacing 3D models for analysis of strengthened
disks. There is a need for verification of the model on suitable specimens before it can
be used in practical engineering, but once the model has been experimentally verified
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and possibly, subsequently modified, the model will become a useful and simple tool
for analysis of strengthened disks.
Analysis of a shear strengthened concrete beam
A simplified model of a shear strengthened concrete beam was analyzed in a finite ele-
ment model using an effective cohesive law in the diagonal shear crack. Simplifications
are given in Chapter 5, but one important was the assumption of the average bonded
length. The actual bonded length varies along the crack and the effective cohesive
would therefore also vary. Reasonable results were obtained, but not all tendencies
seen in the tests and other literature were seen in the the finite element calculations.
It is suspected that the use of an average bonded length was too rough an assumption.
Removing the assumption of the average bonded length and having an effective cohe-
sive law as function of the beam geometry, should improve the accuracy of the finite
element calculations.
Minimum reinforcement for concrete tension member
The normal estimation of minimum reinforcement for steel reinforced concrete tension
members in Eurocode 2, is based on force equilibrium. By using the ECM, it was
possible to derive expressions for the minimum reinforcement based on fracture me-
chanics. It was shown that the normal method underestimates the required minimum
reinforcement compared to the fracture mechanics based method, thus increasing the
risk of brittle fracture of reinforced concrete tension members.
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ABSTRACT 
Strengthening reinforced concrete (RC) walls with openings using fibre reinforced 
polymers (FRP) has been experimentally proven to be a viable rehabilitation method. 
However, very few theoretical investigations are reported. In this paper two methods of 
analysis are presented. Since openings vary in size, the analysis of a strengthened wall can 
be divided into frame idealization method for large openings, and combined disk and frame 
analysis for smaller openings. The first method provides an easy to use tool in practical 
engineering, where the latter describes the principles of a ductile strengthening method, 
relying on dislocation of yield lines and creation of a new yield mechanism. The frame 
idealization method can be considered as a safe guideline for real strengthening projects 
based on commonly used principles. The principles in the latter are new and promising, but 
need experimental verification before use in strengthening projects. 
INTRODUCTION 
High-rise structures are one of the most common structural systems in the world. When 
high-rise structures are constructed from reinforced concrete they usually include RC walls. 
These structural elements are designed to resist lateral loading induced by earthquakes or 
wind loads and gravitational loads. The walls can be loaded perpendicular to the median 
plane or along the median plane. These different loading systems can produce various 
failure modes far more complex than the ones in beams or columns. In a simplified form 
the main modes of failure are depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Failure modes in walls  
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An important aspect in studying the walls is the boundary conditions applied to the sides of 
the walls. The response of the walls under axial loading as a function of the boundary 
conditions has been identified by [1] as being: one-way action for walls supported at the top 
and bottom and two-way action for walls supported on all edges (Figure 2). 
Side support 
Curvature 
Cracks 
a) One way action wall 
with opening 
b) Two way action wall 
with opening 
 
 Figure 2. Response of walls in function of the boundary conditions  
Nowadays, functionality modifications of the structures are often encountered. New 
windows, doors, paths for ventilation or heating systems demands openings in walls. Small 
openings does not normally create significant changes in the structural behaviour, due to 
the stress redistribution capability. However, in the case of larger openings, the stress 
distribution may change. Thus, a strengthening of the structure is imposed to recover the 
initial capacity. Traditional strengthening methods, such as bordering using reinforced 
concrete/steel frame system or increasing the cross section thickness, may not be 
architecturally convenient, fulfil the functionality of the opening or time consuming. An 
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alternative to these classical methods is fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) strengthening 
systems. The low weight to high strength ratio, good mechanical properties and the easy 
application techniques, makes the FRP materials suitable for strengthening RC walls.  
STATE OF THE ART 
Ehsani and Saadatmanesh, [2], rehabilitated the RC walls in a high raised building 
following the ’94 Northridge earthquake using glass fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP). 
Tests were conducted to establish the efficacy of this rehabilitation method. After 
strengthening the moment capacity of a unit width wall increased to 74%; while before 
retrofitting was 13.8%.  
Four walls loaded in a quasi-static cyclic sequence in load control up to yielding and in 
displacement control from yielding to ultimate failure have been tested by [3]. Two RC 
walls were tested and used as reference, retrofitted with carbon fibre reinforced polymers 
(CFRP) and then retested. From the same group of specimens, two RC walls were 
strengthened using CFRP and then tested. Different configurations of the CFRP 
strengthened system along with mechanical anchorages at the basis of the wall have been 
considered. The strengthened walls developed a substantial increase of the ultimate bearing 
capacity compared to the retrofitted and reference specimens respectively. An empirical 
theoretical model was developed to predict the load-displacement envelope of reinforced 
concrete shear walls strengthened by CFRP based on the analogy between the cantilever 
beam’s behaviour and the shear wall’s behaviour. It was highlighted as important 
parameters the flexural and shear deflection at the top of the wall.  
Seismic behaviour of non-structural reinforced concrete walls with openings, strengthened 
using FRP composite sheets, was studied by [4]. A series of tests were conducted on eight 
1:3 scaled specimens with different opening configurations. Three walls with openings 
were tested without strengthening as reference specimens. Different strengthening 
arrangements using CFRP sheet systems were applied to the remaining walls. The static 
scheme considers the cantilever wall behaviour. The non-structural reinforced concrete 
walls were compared with a shear reinforced concrete wall. It was concluded that even if 
the bearing capacity of the non-structural walls increased, the global behaviour remained 
the same.  
Hiotakiset al., [5], tested two series of  RC walls FRP retrofitted laterally loaded. The RC 
walls were loaded up to failure, repaired, strengthened and then loaded up to failure again. 
During tests large torsion effects were observed for all elements, however the effect of the 
strengthening was considered successful. The ultimate load of the wall repaired with one 
layer of FRP sheets on each face increased by 80%. In the second series two new walls 
strengthened with FRP were tested. For these strengthening schemes, the increase in 
ultimate load was between 46% and 132% compared to the control specimen. In the second 
phase a reconfiguration of the stand setup was considered in order to prevent torsion and 
five additional tests were performed on four walls. The ultimate load for the strengthened 
and retrofitted elements increased with approximately 55% compared to the control 
element. It is important to mention that all the specimens in this set had a higher failure 
load compared to the first set, proving that torsion effect has a negative influence on the 
walls even if strengthened with FRP. 
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In two series of tests [6] analyzed the results of seismic loading on low-medium slenderness 
cantilever reinforced concrete walls strengthened with FRP. The walls, designed according 
to modern code provisions, were subjected to cyclic loading up to failure. After a 
conventional repair, the walls were retrofitted with FRP to increase both flexural and shear 
capacity. Special attention was given to the FRP anchorage system: GFRP tows, U-shaped 
strips, C-shaped strips and metal plates, steel angles fixed with resin and metal bolts. A new 
series of tests was performed on the strengthened specimens. A comparison between initial 
specimens and retrofitted ones was used to show the effect of FRP strengthening. The 
dominant failure mode in all cases was flexural with local anchorage failure. Appropriate 
confinement of the compressed concrete could not be reached even if visible damage such 
as concrete crushing or reinforcement buckling was not observed. The strengthened walls 
showed an increase of capacity between 2-48% with respect to unstrengthened repaired 
walls and a loss of 6% compared to initial undamaged walls. 
Khalil and Ghobarah, [7], conducted an experimental investigation on the behaviour of RC 
structural walls strengthened with FRP. The potential of the plastic hinges retrofitted with 
composite materials under earthquake loading was studied on 1:3 scaled models. Three 
specimens reproducing the plastic hinge of a ten storeys structure, 33 m high and 3 m long 
wall were tested. According to the design methods when the building was constructed, the 
plastic hinge region was considered at 3 m from the bottom of the real structural wall. The 
first specimen has been tested as a reference specimen without any strengthening. Two 
different mechanical devices have been used for anchoring the applied FRP strengthening. 
The control specimen failed in shear at a load level of 363KN. Diagonal debonding of the 
FRP followed by crushing of concrete at the bottom has been reported for the second 
element at a 515KN load level. The third element had a more complex failure mechanism 
as a result of the conjugated tensile failure of the steel bolts and debonding of the FRP with 
crushing of the concrete for 571 KN load. It is important to notice the large displacement of 
this specimen. It was reported that the wall was shortened by 100mm as a result of the 
crushing.  
Following a pattern of a real four-levels building arrangement (i.e. different positions of 
doors and windows), five 1:4 scale reinforced concrete walls specimens, strengthened with 
FRP were tested by [8]. Initially all the walls were seismically tested up to failure in cyclic 
loading. The FRP strengthening system was applied on one face of the walls after a 
standard repair of the damaged specimens. The FRP was anchored at the toe of the walls 
using bonded steel angle profiles fixed with bolts. Different configurations of strengthening 
were used in function of the openings positions in the walls. The effect of the strengthening 
was evaluated by average values (relative to baseline records). The elastic limit increased 
by 47%, average failure load increased by 45%, average stiffness decreased by 53% and 
average ductility decreased by 60%.  
STRENGTHENING RC WALLS WITH OPENINGS USING FRP MATERIALS 
Using FRP materials on RC walls is proved to be a viable solution for strengthening or 
retrofitting [3-8], mostly on the premises of experimental investigation. However 
theoretical models and design recommendations have not been reported at the same extent 
as the experimental work. Here two theoretical approaches are presented for investigating 
the effect of the FRP strengthening on walls with openings.  
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Frame idealization  
In this paragraph several aspects considering a safe calculation procedure for axially loaded 
FRP strengthened walls with openings are outlined. This simple model is under 
development and here general aspects are presented only, due to space limitations. A more 
analytical approach can be followed in [9]. According to [10] the efforts surrounding the 
opening can be determined using a frame idealization of the wall with openings. Based on 
these efforts the necessary steel reinforcement surrounding the opening can be determined. 
In a similarly manner the FRP necessary strengthening can be determined as it will be 
presented below. It must be noted, in this case only an axial load is used, but other types of 
loading can be used too. 
Consider a solid one-way action wall loaded with an initial axial load q acting on the top, as 
in figure 3. Now assume a door opening is created in the wall. The objective is to determine 
the necessary FRP strengthening system to rehabilitate the wall considering the new created 
opening. The area surrounding the opening, figure 3, is considered to be acting as a frame 
and is idealized as in figure 4a.  
 
Figure 3. Wall with opening (left), centre lines of the frame (right) 
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The diagrams of the efforts are presented in figures 4c, 4d ad 4e and are according to the 
loading scheme and supports depicted in the figure 4b. Obviously changing the loading 
scheme and the support system will modify the distribution of the efforts. The influence of 
these parameters should be investigated and always the less favourable case should be 
chosen for design.  
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Figure 4. Frame idealization and efforts on the frame 
To simplify the design procedure the following assumptions are made: 
• The moment resistance for bars 2-5 is set to be equal to zero, since in reality for 
making the opening the bar is sectioned.  
• The resultant of the axial load acting on the assumed frame is equal to the reaction 
force in the support V2=R2 and is determined as in equation (1). 
• The bending produced by the eccentricity e, is determined as in equation (2) 
 2 2
qlV =  (1) 
 2 2M eR=  (2) 
• The horizontal reaction force H is determined from equation (3). 
 2 3M MH
b
−=  (3) 
Design efforts  
The unknown design efforts are derived considering the static analysis of the frame. The 
bar 3-4 is considered fixed in node 4 and hinged in node 3, while the bar 2-3 is simply 
supported. According to these assumptions the rotation condition of node 3 (θ23=θ34) is 
used to determine the design moment M3. The derivations and the resulting design efforts 
are not presented here due to space limitation but full derivations can be found in [9]. 
Design of the FRP strengthening  
At this stage no contribution from the concrete is considered in this analysis for the 
elements subjected to bending or shear, and all forces are transmitted to the composite 
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material. The FRP strengthening has to be designed for each element considering all the 
efforts in the section of interest, i.e. bending moment, shear force and axial force, see figure 
5. 
4 3
1 2
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Figure 5. Considered section for the strengthening and the specific efforts 
Design for bending moment  
The design for bending is similar for all elements of the frame and is performed considering 
the approach found in [11]. 
 , 0.9
d
st y
frp b
frp frp
M A f
dA
Eε
−
=  (4) 
Where Afrp,b is the needed FRP area for bending strengthening, d is the internal lever arm, 
εfrp is the design strain in the FRP, Efrp is the Young modulus of the FRP. The steel area Ast 
and the yield strength of the steel, fst, should not be accounted if no steel is present in the 
section. Md is the design bending moment for each element calculated. 
Design for shear force  
The shear contribution attributed to the strengthening material is determined as in [11]: 
 , 0.6
d
frp s
frp frp
VA
Eε=  (5) 
Where Afrp,s is the needed FRP area for shear strengthening and Vd is the design shear force 
for each element calculated.  The partial safety factor 0.6 presented in equation (5) is based 
on experimental investigations.  
Design for axial load 
A simple check adopted from [11] is considered for the axial load design. Equation (6) 
defines the necessary FRP material thickness. 
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Where kg is the gap factor, σl is the confinement pressure provided by the FRP material. 
Detailed derivations of the formulas used for the design of the FRP strengthening for 
bending, shear and axial load are presented in [11]. 
Disk theory  
Inspired by tests carried out in [8], a model for calculating the failure mechanism of a 
rectangular disk with opening FRP strengthened, and loaded in pure shear is suggested 
(Figure 6a). This setup has been used in a successful test series on fibre reinforced concrete 
panels presented in [13] and all details have been reported in [14]. The analytical 
derivations have the origin in the fictitious crack model and limit analysis. By using 
principles of equality between inner and outer work, a good agreement between the upper 
bound analytical results and test results was reported. The investigation presented here is 
based on the observations reported in [14] and adopts some simple principles for 
strengthening using FRP materials. 
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Figure 6. a) Principle sketch of test, b) Test setup c) Kinematic yield mechanism from 
previous tests of un-strengthened and conventionally fibre reinforced specimens. 
a=225mm, b=350mm, c=225mmm, d=240. 
The development of yield mechanisms for disks has been refined during the last decades 
with the aid of computer based programs. Generation of stress fields and prediction of load 
capacities for conventionally reinforced concrete panels has been undertaken in [15]. 
However this method relies on ductility of the RC wall. It is known that most FRP 
materials are linear elastic until fracture, since they contain no ductility as a single material. 
To avoid strengthened disks from failing in brittle manner, the following method named the 
yield line dislocation method is used. 
Yield line dislocation method 
The proposed method assumes ductility in the original RC disk which is available when it 
contains minimum reinforcement prescribed by a design code.  The areas reinforced with 
FRP are assumed to strengthen the structure to a level where no yield lines or mechanisms 
can appear. With this method and these simple assumptions, it is now possible to strengthen 
the yield lines in the mechanism and change the yield lines to another place in the disk. The 
specimen presented in Figure 6a-c is strengthened with FRP material in the corners as in 
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Figure 7a. Assuming the natural optimum placement of the yield lines is as in Figure 6c, 
any dislocation of the yield lines will provide a larger capacity. The structure to model is 
shown as principle sketch in Figure 7b-c. 
 
Figure 7. a) Strengthening in shaded areas, b) Possible yield mechanism, c) Yield 
mechanism as a frame structure. 
The results of un-strengthened  and strengthened frame is shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8a, 
the original disk from Figure 6 is idealized as a frame structure, where the cracks are 
interpreted as plastic hinges with a given yield moment Mpl=1kNm. In Figure 8b, the 
strengthened specimen is shown with the dislocated plastic hinges. The hinges are moved 
corresponding to a new yield mechanism as seen in Figure 7b and c. 
 
Figure 8. a – left) Statically admissible moment distribution for un-strengthened case. b – 
right) strengthened case. Max moments are annotated on both figures. Axis are in mm. 
The results show us that the maximum tensile moment in the un-strengthened disk is 
1.55kNm, which is larger than the yield moment. This is allowed because the corner of the 
disk has a stronger cross-section. The maximum moment in the strengthened disk was 
found to be 2.65kNm in one corner. The moment capacity of the strengthened RC concrete 
corner should be able to withstand this moment to dislocate the yield lines. If the 
strengthened corners resist moment, shear and axial force, the disk will have a ductile 
failure following the new yield lines, with an increase in capacity corresponding 
approximately to the lowest ratio between corner moments. Thus, in this case an estimated 
increase of carrying capacity is min(Mini/Mstr)=1.4, where is the original un-strengthened 
corner moment, and Mstr is the strengthened moment. At this time the program calculating 
the yield mechanism is not able to calculate the critical load; therefore the comparison is 
done on moments. 
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Figure 9. Definitions for calculation of upper bound load. 
Calculation of upper bound load 
Analytical expressions can be written to estimate the upper bound load of the disk. The 
geometry in the un-strengthened  and strengthened case is as before. New definitions have 
been introduced in Figure 9. 
Equilibrium between internal and external work is written as: 
 ,
1
   where   
n
i e i y n
i
W W W m nθ
=
= =∑  (7) 
n is index for the yield joint, the yield moment and ym θ  the angular change. The external 
work is written as the force F times the movement u and load factor λ+ as 
    and   eW Fu u aλ θ+= =  (8) 
The following rotations are used to calculate the load factor: 
 
1   ,     ,  
  ,  
C E F
F F
G F H
cd cda ac c b c b c
b c b c a d a d
e f e f
g g
θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ θ θ θθ θ θ θ
⎛ ⎞+ +⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ − −= + = + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− − −⎝ ⎠ ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
+ += + = +
−
 (9) 
The load factor is then given as 
 
( )y C E G Hm
F a
θ θ θ θλ θ
+ + + +=  (10) 
For un-strengthened case and a=420mm, b=575mm, c=112.5mm, d=32.5mm, e=52.2mm, 
f=c, . In the strengthened case c=162.5mm, d=140mm, e=162.5mm, . 
The ratio and increase in capacity is then 23.1/13.2=1.75, hence the strengthening should 
increase capacity significantly. This method does also provide a larger increase than the 
approximated method presented previously. 
13.2λ+ = 23.1λ+ =
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH  
RC walls have not been studied at the same extend as other structural elements even though 
they are common structural elements in RC constructions. The reasons may be found in the 
complex nature of failure of these elements and in the difficulty of performing full scale 
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size experiments and the large costs associated to these investigations. The literature survey 
carried out for this research confirmed the lack of analytical theoretical investigations for 
strengthening RC walls with FRP materials. Moreover, to the best knowledge of the 
authors, very few attempts on investigating theoretically the behaviour of the RC wall with 
openings have been made. In addition these derivations are based on regression analysis 
from experimental results, and not on an intrinsic mechanism approach, results making 
their use limited in design applications. 
At this stage the frame idealization procedure can be regarded as a guideline on how to 
strengthen RC walls with openings. Simplifications adopted and the omission of the 
contribution from the steel reinforcement provided in the middle plane of the wall, are 
factors decisively influencing the behaviour of the elements. If walls with existing openings 
are the subject of an investigation, the presence of structural steel reinforcement cannot be 
disregarded. In what manner existing reinforcement in the wall is influencing the 
strengthening effect is a subject of a future research. 
The real behaviour of a structural wall with openings is not always covered by the 
simplification assumed in this design procedure, because large variation of the efforts can 
occur if different frame models are selected. To avoid these situations critical aspects such 
as support systems and boundary conditions of the wall should not be disregarded in the 
analysis. Until further investigations of the behaviour of FRP strengthened walls with 
opening are performed mechanical anchorages are suggested to be used to ensure full 
utilization of the strengthening and avoiding the loss of bond. However, the strain in the 
FRP can be calculated considering different theoretical approaches available in the 
literature. 
The design efforts determined analytically in this model can be viewed as a specific case 
but the principle is similar for other configurations too. The interaction between the efforts 
(bending moment-axial force and bending moment-shear force) in a section of an element 
is another subject to be followed. Furthermore, for different types of openings the 
configuration of the efforts can also change. It is of high interest to determine in what 
manner the size of the opening is influencing the structural behaviour of the walls. In other 
words when will the wall stop acting like a single element and start to behave partially or 
fully as a frame? A fast solution for determining the efforts acting on the wall can be 
provided by simple finite element analysis. Normally this should be carried out considering 
different support systems and an envelope of the maximum efforts can be used for design 
considerations.  
For walls with smaller openings, the creation of a new yield mechanism outside the 
strengthened areas is a natural and rational approach, and the benefit of a ductile failure of 
the structure is worth considering. The ductility is an important aspect, since the wall must 
possess sufficient ductility to allow the use of the yield mechanism approach.  
Until validated against experimental results the two methods should be regarded as the 
basis for a future theoretical model. 
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The load capacity of bonded joints can be increased if transverse pressure is applied at the interface. The
transverse pressure is assumed to introduce a Coulomb-friction contribution to the cohesive law for the
interface. Response and load capacity for a bonded single-lap joint was derived using non-linear fracture
mechanics. The results indicated a good correlation between theory and tests. Furthermore, the model is
suggested as theoretical base for determining load capacity of bonded anchorages with transverse
pressure, in externally reinforced concrete structures.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Steel and ﬁber reinforced polymer (FRP) plates may be used for
external strengthening of concrete structures. Researchers have
been developing models for accurate prediction of the load capac-
ity, see Chen and Teng [1]. Structural models for the prediction of
load capacity, are typically developed using theory for lap-joints,
where two adherents are adhesively bonded together. It has been
shown that full utilization of a bonded plate is difﬁcult to obtain,
because of premature failure in the interface. To improve the utili-
zation, transverse pressure can be added to the plate surface,
imposing friction on the interface, see Pichler [2]. In this paper,
non-linear fracture mechanics (NLFM) in combination with a Cou-
lomb-friction contribution, emanating from the applied transverse
pressure, is used to evaluate a transversely compressed bonded
joint. Comparing joints with and without transverse compression,
the compressed joint will reach a higher load capacity, provided
it has the same bond length.
1.1. Assessment of bonded joints
The load capacity of a bonded joint is dependant on the
adhesive interface, that bonds the two adherents together. Such
adhesive interfaces in joints, may be assigned both elastic and frac-
ture mechanical properties. During the elastic loading regime of a
joint, all load is transferred between the two adherents in a shear
transfer zone of ﬁnite size. When the interfacial shear stress
reaches the maximum shear stress, crack propagation is initiated.
The stress transfer in the cracked regime is described with a cohe-
sive law, where the interfacial crack is considered as a line without
a thickness. Material laws for the linear elastic and cracked regime
is depicted in Fig. 1, where the linear elastic material law is an
ascending branch and the cohesive law a descending branch, both
with a maximum shear stress limit of sm. The linear elastic material
is described through a shear vs. shear strain relationship. Since it is
described with strain, the material law refers to a volume. A cohe-
sive law describes softening in an interface without a thickness,
and is written as a shear vs. slip relationship. The slip is deﬁned
as the difference in deformation between the two adherents across
the crack. Linear elastic and fracture mechanic descriptions, are
often merged into one cohesive law as seen in Ranish [3], Wu
et al. [4] and Fig. 3iv. However, such approaches should be dealt
with carefully. A material law cannot consist of contributions from
volume dependent and volume independent material laws added
together. Volume and localized deformations are incompatible
and must be treated separately.
It is however likely that a cohesive law can exist of both ascend-
ing and descending line segments. These must be determined from
tests on molecular level, which is difﬁcult, if not impossible. This
phenomenon is not treated further in this paper. When linear elas-
tic and cohesive material laws are separated, the load carrying
capacity of a bonded joint, will consist of separate contributions
from both parts. In practical evaluations of bonded joints, and in
particular the ultimate load capacity, the linear elastic part can
often be neglected, if the it is small compared to the fracture
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mechanic contribution. In this paper we neglect the elastic
deformations and calculate the load capacity using only the NLFM.
However, for the sake of completeness, the load carrying contribu-
tion from the elastic part is also given.
1.2. Elastic and fracture mechanical models
Linear elastic joint evaluation was performed by Volkersen [5],
who was among the ﬁrst to propose governing equations for
bonded joints as depicted in Fig. 2. His model was based on linear
elastic adherents and interface. The governing differential equation
was developed assuming (i) Homogeneous linear elastic adherents
(ii) Adhesive loaded in pure shear (iii) Adherents allowing only ax-
ial deformations (iv) Axial stresses in the adherents are uniformly
distributed over the cross-section and (v) Constant thickness and
width of the adherents. These conditions are to date also widely
used as physical assumptions in joint models based on fracture
mechanical theories.
Fracture mechanic evaluation was performed by Ranish [3],
who used Volkersens basic assumptions, and addressed issues re-
lated to large stress peaks at x = 0 and at x = L, and questioned
shortcomings associated with evaluation of shear in the concrete
interface. He proposed that fracture mechanics could be used to
investigate the shear stress distribution and predict ultimate load
capacity. Gustafsson [6] too studied lap joint subjected to pure
shear, using a NLFM approach. A brittleness ratio was introduced
to characterize the joint and a uniﬁed method of analysis and
strength expressions were developed comprising fracture mechan-
ics. Especially the fracture energy was identiﬁed as an important
parameter when calculating the load capacity. Täljsten [7] applied
linear and NLFM as proposed in [6,8] to analyze concrete prisms
strengthened with FRP. The non-linear solution was used to im-
prove the results when the joint fractured. Täljsten found it prob-
lematic to compare experimental results to theory, since it was
difﬁcult to measure the mode II fracture energy of the interface.
Results however indicated that the derived models were predicting
the overall behavior correctly. Yuan et al. [9] also presented solu-
tions to bonded joint problems based on NLFM, using several dif-
ferent material laws related to concrete to FRP interfaces. Some
of the cohesive models used to date are shown in Fig. 3 together
with references to related authors.
1.3. Transversely compressed joints
A theory for transversely compressed joints as seen in Fig. 4, was
presented in Pichler [2]. Transverse pressure enables friction in the
cracked interface and changes the principal stress direction. Pichler
studied the effect of transversely compressed steel to concrete
joints, in connection with anchorage of steel plates to concrete
beams. The study showed increase of the anchorage capacity when
(ii)(i)
Fig. 1. (i) Elastic material law for interfacial shear. (ii) Cohesive law for interfacial
shear crack
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 2. Principal single and double lap joint geometries: (a) pull–pull joint, (b)
push–pull joint, (c) double-lap joint, (d) top view.
(i) (ii) (iii)
(iv) (v) (vi)
Fig. 3. Commonly used shear-slip models and related authors: (i) Gustafsson [6]; (ii) Gustafsson [6], Holzenkämpfer [10], Wu et al. [4], Täljsten [7]; (iii) Yuan et al. [9]; (iv)
Ranish [3], Gustafsson [6], Holzenkämpfer [10], Yuan et al. [9], Wu et al. [4]; (v) Pichler [2]; (vi) Simonsen and Brincker [11].
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transverse pressure was applied. Analysis of the joint was per-
formed using NLFM, with a bond-slipmodel shaped as an ascending
power law, see Fig. 3v. The maximum shear strength used in the
power law was multiplied a contribution from the compression,
using principal stresses. The model did not include friction or con-
sideration of the mixed mode state in the interface. It is possible to
include friction in the bonded joint during pull-off, by using a differ-
ent cohesive law. In Simonsen and Brincker [11] friction was intro-
duced directly into a cohesive law describing an interface between
a steel ﬁber and concrete. A model for ﬁber pull-out was proposed
using this law, and NLFM was used for the theoretical analysis. The
model did not include the concrete stiffness.
1.3.1. Dilatation effects
When a crack is propagating in a granular material or interface
in mode II, the non-smooth fracture surface will introduce defor-
mations perpendicular to the pull-of direction, and create a mixed
mode state in the interface and at the crack tip, see Fig. 5. To the
authors knowledge, only limited attention has been on evaluation
of mixed-mode failure and dilatation effects in bonded joints.
However, some numerical implementations in ﬁnite element pro-
grams exists, see [12,13]. Furthermore the ﬁnite element package
DIANA has some different models incorporated for crack dilatancy.
The combined tension-shear fracture is in it self difﬁcult to
describe, but when compression is added to the interface with a
loading device that also hinders outward movement, see Pichler
[2], an additional dilatation induced compression appears on the
interface. The magnitude of the dilatation induced compression is
not investigated in this paper, but it will depend on the roughness
of the interface and stiffness of the device introducing the pressure.
In a literature survey covering regular lap-joint tests [1], the
concrete interface fracture was reported to occur within the ﬁrst
1–2 mm of the concrete surface, where the roughness is relatively
small. With this knowledge it is argued, that the hindering of
outward movement will create a contribution to the load capacity
of small magnitude, that may be neglected.
1.4. The present study
This paper presents a structural model, that can predict the
response of bonded joints with transverse pressure applied on
the bonded interface. The transverse pressure is accounted for by
a cohesive law incorporating a Coulomb friction contribution.
Additional pressure induced by a combination of the dilatation,
conﬁnement and loading is neglected. The cohesive law used to de-
scribe the interface, is a special case of the bond-slip law used in
Simonsen and Brincker [11]. It is deﬁned as a linear descending
branch followed by a horizontal plateau created by Coulomb fric-
tion in the interface, depending on transverse pressure. See
Fig. 7b. In Simonsen and Brincker [11] the stiffness of only one
adherent is considered, whereas the model in this paper incorpo-
rates both adherents. The theory is shown to correlate well with
tests, and may serve as a good engineering tool for evaluation of
transversely compressed bonded joints.
2. Theory
The general theory of bonded joints described by Volkersen [5],
has assumptions as described in Section 1.2. Using these assump-
tions and the basic geometry of a transversely compressed joint,
it is possible to draw a inﬁnitesimal element of the joint, see
Fig. 6. With the elastic properties of the adherents and the cohesive
properties of the interface, a model describing the behavior of the
joint can be derived. The joint is considered to be one unit wide,
and each of the adherents are assigned a thickness t and a Young’s
modulus E with a subscript denoting adherent number.
2.1. Interface material model
The interface material model used for the joint analysis, is a
cohesive law in the shear-slip plane, with a descending branch
originating from s(0) = sm. A uniform frictional stress Ds is added
due to the friction in the crack, emanating from the transverse
pressure rN on the joint. See Fig. 7b. When the crack propagates
in concrete, another possible interpretation of Ds is based on Cou-
lomb’s friction hypothesis. Considering Fig. 7a and b, it is seen
how the friction can increase the maximum shear stress from
sm to sp depending on the angle of friction h. It is then possible
to write
sp ¼ sm þ rN tanðhÞ ¼ sm þ lrN ¼ sm þ Ds ð1Þ
Fig. 4. Transversely compressed lap-joint.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Mixed mode failure of an interface with two different roughness: (a) rough,
(b) smooth.
Fig. 6. Inﬁnitesimal element dx of a bonded joint with compressive stress rN on the
interface.
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In the present paper, we will consider Ds as a universal parameter,
instead of a law connected to a speciﬁc material. The cohesive law
can then be written as
sðsÞ ¼ Dsþ sm
s
s0
for 0 < s 6 s0
Ds for s0 < s < s1
(
ð2Þ
2.2. Governing equations
During the general derivation, geometry and other deﬁnitions
are found in Fig. 6. The adherents are linear elastic and by assum-
ing only small strains we can write
e1 ¼ r1E1 ð3Þ
e2 ¼ r2E2 ð4Þ
Considering the inﬁnitesimal element in Fig. 6, the following hor-
izontal equilibrium conditions may be written for both adherents
as
dr1
dx
 s
t1
¼ 0 ð5Þ
dr2
dx
þ s
t2
¼ 0 ð6Þ
The kinematic conditions derived using Hooke’s law results in:
e1 ¼ du1dx ð7Þ
e2 ¼ du2dx ð8Þ
Deﬁning the positive slip in the interface as the difference in defor-
mation between adherents as
s ¼ u1  u2 ð9Þ
Differentiating (9) once with respect to x gives us
ds
dx
¼ du1
dx
 du2
dx
ð10Þ
Using Eqs. (3) and (4) in (10) results in
ds
dx
¼ r1
E1
 r2
E2
ð11Þ
Differentiating once more and applying (5) and (6) provides
d2s
dx2
x21sðsÞ ¼ 0 ð12Þ
where
x21 ¼
1
E1t1
þ 1
E2t2
 
ð13Þ
It will later prove beneﬁcial to introduce the constant
x22 ¼
sm
s0
x21 ð14Þ
It is now possible to write the differential equations valid for the
softening and friction part of the cohesive law substituting Eq. (2)
into Eq. (12).
2.3. Analysis
Theoretical expressions for shear stress, slip and force are de-
rived in different stages of crack propagation (a–d), see Fig. 8.
The Elastic region of the joint is denoted [E]. Regions of the joint
where Softening occurs is denoted [S]. Regions where only Friction
is present is denoted [F], and [D] is Debonding.
2.4. (a) Elastic–softening
The elastic–softening stage describes the beginning of crack
propagation. When inserting the softening part of Eq. (2) into Eq.
(12) we obtain the governing differential equation
d2s
dx2
þx22s ¼ x21sp ð15Þ
The solution consists of a homogenous and particular part, hence
s ¼ sh þ sp ð16Þ
By assuming the particular solution to be a constant, sp = C, and
inserting sp and s00p in Eq. (15), the full solution is given as:
sðxÞ ¼ A sinðx2xÞ þ B cosðx2xÞ þ sp s0sm ð17Þ
A point x = xr to the end of the elastic region of the joint is
deﬁned, describing the size of the elastic zone. At this distance
the assumption of no elastic contribution provides the boundary
condition s(xr) = 0. Since we have no elastic deformation, a second
boundary is obtained knowing equal strain state exists in the
adherents at x = xr. It is then implicitly given that ds(xr)/dx = 0.
Solving Eq. (17) with these boundary conditions provide us the
following results:
sðxÞ ¼ s0sp 1 cosðx2ðx xrÞÞð Þ
sm
ð18Þ
Inserting in Eq. (2) gives the shear stress
sðxÞ ¼ sp cos x2ðx xrÞð Þ ð19Þ
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Cohesive material model including a frictional contribution.
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The force can be found by using ds/dx = P/E1t1 at x = L.
P ¼ 1þ E1t1
E2t2
 
sp sin x2ðL xrÞð Þ
x2
ð20Þ
2.5. (b) Elastic–softening–friction
When xr has been moved towards x = 0, the slip exceeds s(L) = s0
and shear stress attains a pure friction state at x = L. Eqs. (18) and
(19) may be reused in the interval xr 6 x < xs, because similar
boundary conditions have to be used. xs is found by solving
s(xs) = s0 for xs. Using Eq. (18) for this purpose provides the
expression
xs ¼ p cos1 sm  spsp
 
þx2xr
 
x2 ð21Þ
In the simple case of no transverse pressure the solution reduce to
xs ¼ xr þ p2x2 ð22Þ
The friction region of the response needs to be solved in the
interval xs 6 x 6 L. The governing equation for the friction region
can be solved when inserting the friction part of Eq. (2) into Eq.
(12)
d2s
dx2
¼ x21Ds ð23Þ
The full solution to Eq. (23) is found by integrating twice.
sðxÞ ¼ 1
2
Dsx21x
2 þ Dxþ E ð24Þ
Applying boundary conditions s(xs) = s0 and dsS(xs)/dx = dsF(xs)/dx to
solve Eq. (24), we obtain the expressions
sðxÞ ¼ s0 þ Dsx
2
1ðx xsÞ2
2
þ sp
sm
s0x2 sin x2ðxs  xrÞð Þðx xsÞ ð25Þ
sðxÞ ¼ Ds ð26Þ
The force can be found by using ds/dx = P/E1t1 at x = L.
P ¼ 1þ E1t1
E2t2
 
sp sin x2ðxs  xrÞð Þ
x2
þ DsðL xsÞ
 
ð27Þ
It is now possible to write the expression for force partly as a func-
tion of the fracture energy. Inserting xs into Eq. (27) and rearrang-
ing, we obtain the expression:
P ¼ 1þ E1t1
E2t2
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Gf
x21
s
þ DsðL xsÞ
" #
ð28Þ
The fracture energy Gf is deﬁned as the area engulfed by the cohe-
sive law from 0) s0.
Gf ¼ s02 2Dsþ smð Þ ð29Þ
2.6. (b*) Full softening-friction
When the crack has propagated through the entire joint and
xr = 0, the maximum capacity of the joint is found. The expression
for force is similar to Eq. (27), but the expression for xs, Eq. (21),
may be simpliﬁed to:
xs ¼ p cos1 sm  spsp
  
x2 ð30Þ
2.7. (c) Softening-friction
After reaching stage (b*), the remaining degraded region from
x) xs will continue degrading. The response for stage (c) is found
by imposing a slip value, s(0) = se, ranging from 0 to s0 in magni-
tude. The elastic zone is gone since xr = 0, and we have a ﬁctitious
crack spanning the entire length of the bond line. This will result in
shear stresses s < sp at x = 0. The response is again found by solving
Eqs. (15) and (23) for the initial conditions. Initial conditions are
chosen as: s(0) = se and dsS(0)/dx = 0. See a discussion of this choice
in Section 2.11. The softening region is solved by inserting the
initial conditions into Eq. (17). We derive the expression
sðxÞ ¼  cosðx2xÞðs0sp  sesmÞ
sm
þ sm
sp
s0 ð31Þ
Shear stress is found by insertion in Eq. (2). For the friction region
we have the initial conditions s(xs) = s0 and dsS(xs)/dx = dsF(xs)/dx.
With these boundary conditions used for solving Eq. (24), we can
derive
sðxÞ ¼ Dsx
2
1ðx xsÞ2
2
þx2 sinðx2xsÞðx xsÞðs0sp  sesmÞ
sm
þ s0
ð32Þ
The force is found by using the ﬁrst derivative of the slip in the fric-
tion region of the interface at x = L, and isolating P in dsF(L)/dx = P/
E1t1. After rearranging we obtain the expression for P as
P ¼ E1t1 Dsx21ðL xsÞ þx2 sinðx2xsÞðs0sp  sesmÞ=sm
 	 ð33Þ
(a)
(b)
( (d)
(
(c)
Fig. 8. Stages of fracture: (a) elastic–softening, (b) elastic–softening–friction, (b*) full softening-friction, (c) softening-friction, (c*) full friction, (d) debonding-friction.
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To ﬁnd the position of xs, we isolate xs when inserting s(xs) = s0 in
the softening region.
xs ¼ p cos1 s0ðsm  spÞs0sp  sesm
  
x2 ð34Þ
2.8. (c*) Full friction
Stage (c*) where se = s0 is a special case of stage (c). Inserting
se = s0 gives us the following result:
P ¼ 1þ E1t1
E2t2
 
DsL ð35Þ
2.9. (d) Debonding-friction
In stage (d), the adherent 1 is pulled of adherent 2, while only
friction from the transverse pressure on the crack contributes to
the load capacity. At the left end from x = 0 to x = xd, a free surface
is created due to debonding. The response is found by changing the
length of the completely debonded region, xd. Initial conditions are
chosen as s(xd) = s0 + xd and ds(xd)/dx = 0. Solving Eq. (24) with
the given boundary conditions we obtain
sðxÞ ¼ Dsx
2
1xðx 2xdÞ
2
þ xd þ s0 ð36Þ
Shear stress and force is calculated using ds/dx = P/E1t1 at x = L.
sðxÞ ¼ Ds ð37Þ
P ¼ 1þ E1t1
E2t2
 
DsðL xdÞ ð38Þ
2.10. Elastic contribution
In the analysis of the joint, elastic contribution to deformations
in the interface was neglected. However, force transfer is still pres-
ent in the elastic region and will contribute to the total force until
the joint has fully softened in stage (b*). It is during the derivation
of the elastic force contribution assumed that the linear elastic
material law in Fig. 1i, is not affected by the applied transverse
pressure. It is sometimes preferable to use elastic deformation in-
stead of strain if the adhesive thickness or shear transfer zone is
known. Elastic slip is then written as sel = helcel, where hel is the
height of the shear transfer zone. Using this deﬁnition we can write
the elastic material law as:
sðsÞ ¼ sm
sel
s for 0 < s 6 sel ð39Þ
Inserting Eq. (39) into Eq. (12), we obtain the governing differ-
ential equation for the elastic region
d2s
dx2
x2els ¼ 0 ð40Þ
where we deﬁne the elastic load distribution factor as
x2el ¼
sm
sel
1
E1t1
þ 1
E2t2
 
ð41Þ
The full solution to this standard second order differential equation
is given as
sðxÞ ¼ A coshðxelxÞ þ B sinhðxelxÞ ð42Þ
Inserting in and using Eq. (11) as boundary conditions at x = 0 and
x = L, we obtain ds(0)/dx = Pel/E2t2 and ds(L)/dx = Pel/E1t1. The solu-
tion is derived as
sðxÞ ¼ Pel E1t1 coshðxelðL xÞÞ þ E2t2 coshðxelxÞð Þ
xelE1t1E2t2 sinhðxelLÞ ð43Þ
The contribution of elastic force to the capacity may be obtained by
calculating Eq. (43) to sel at x = xr, and solving for P. We then reach
the expression
PelðxrÞ ¼ E1t1E2t2xelsel sinhðxelxrÞE1t1 þ E2t2 coshðxelxrÞ ð44Þ
This contribution provides an estimate of the elastic load contri-
bution, as a function of the crack position xr. The elastic load con-
tribution will result in a higher load capacity, where the magnitude
of the contribution depends on the geometry and material
parameters.
2.11. Discontinuous boundary condition between stage (b*) and (c)
Between stages (b*) and (c), a change in boundary condition at
x = 0 occur. The assumption of no deformation in the elastic region
of the interface in stages (a), (b), (b*), provides the boundary ds/
dx(0) = 0. That differs from the boundary condition ds/dx(0) = P/
E2t2 in stage (c), where the latter is obtained from Eq. (11). This
discontinuity of ds/dx(0) between stages, will result in a discontin-
uous solution between stages (b*) and (c). Therefore, to overcome
the un-physical problems and to create continuity in the force–
deformation curve, see Fig. 9, it seems to be a sufﬁciently valid
assumption to use ds/dx(0) = 0 as a boundary condition. This
assumption is also used between stages (c), (c*) and (d).
3. Results
Results are presented using the following standard material
parameters: E1 = 156 GPa; E2 = 38.6 GPa; t1 = 1.6 mm; t2 = 400
mm; s0 = 0.35 mm; Ds = 2 MPa; sm = 5 MPa; L = 400 mm. To de-
scribe the effect of the added friction, the most relevant plots for
bonded joints are presented for different values of Ds. First the
general normalized plot of the load-slip relationship is described.
The joint will reach 4 different stages of crack propagation, stages
(a–d). These are depicted in Fig. 9. In stage (a), we see the ﬁrst on-
set of crack propagation. It ends when the slip value exceeds
s(L) = s0 and a portion of the bonded surface will be solely in
friction. The friction provides the inclination of the otherwise hor-
izontal curve in stage (b). At the end of stage (b) the maximum load
is reached. Stage (c) follows with the ﬁnal degradation of the
remaining descending part cohesive law, leaving only the friction
contribution behind at the end. The present example shows elastic
unloading or snap-back behavior. This is due to the chosen bond
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length. Smaller bond lengths may avoid snap-back behavior. Stage
(d) shows the friction contribution present until the interface is
fully debonded. The debonding process continues until full
separation.
To show the inﬂuence of Ds on load-slip behavior, six different
values of Ds, ranging from 0 to 5 MPa are plotted in Fig. 10. With
Ds = 0 MPa we ﬁnd the classic behavior of a cohesive descending
law without any frictional contribution. The initial stiffness and
stiffness during stage (b) is increased during crack propagation.
When applying friction in the order of the shear strength sm of
the interface, it can be seen that the maximum load is increased
signiﬁcantly, along with a substantial increase in slip.
When performing parametric studies on the bonded length of a
lap-joint, it is found that the joint will reach a limit for transferable
load, the so-called anchorage length, even if the length of the joint
is increased. When this load is reached, steady state crack propaga-
tion occurs. This is the case when cohesive laws without any
friction is used. When a cohesive law contains a friction contribu-
tion, the load will continue to increase as long as there is uncracked
interface in which the crack may propagate. This is shown in
Fig. 11. Here six different values of friction is used for the paramet-
ric study. As expected, the case without friction has no further
increase in maximum load at large bond lengths, whereas those
with friction has an increase highly dependant on the amount of
applied pressure.
4. Experiments
59 shear tests were performed by Pichler [2], where 53 of the
tests comprised single shear push–pull joints, Fig. 12a, and six tests
were performed on a double shear pull–pull joint setup Fig. 12b.
Principles are shown in Fig. 2b–d. Adherent 1 was a steel plate
bonded to concrete, adherent 2. The experimental setup is seen
in Fig. 12. Double shear pull–pull test setup consisted of two con-
crete prisms with t2 = b2 = 120 mm, 500 mm concrete prism length
with L = 400 mm, and embedded£14 steel rods for loading. Size of
the single shear push–pull concrete prism was not given explicitly,
but it is indicated via sketches and illustrations that t2 = 200 mm
and b2 = 400 mm. This geometry is used in the evaluation of test
results. Elastic modulus of the steel and concrete was given to
200 GPa and 35 GPa respectively. The steel was bonded to the con-
crete using a two component epoxy based concretin SK 41 (Elastic
modulus 11 GPa, compression strength 110 MPa). Pressure on the
steel was applied using a compressing plate anchored with con-
crete anchorages, HSA M6, M8, and controlled through either
wrench moment or strain gauge measurements on the anchor rods.
Setup of the compressing plate was designed to allow strain gauge
measurements on the steel plate surface. Both pressure (rN > 0)
and no pressure (rN = 0) was included in the test matrix. Lubricant
was used in the interface between the compressing plate and steel
to reduce friction. The remaining friction was not measured. Single
shear push–pull testing (a) was performed using a steel support
system on the concrete prism, enabling tensioning of the bonded
steel plate. Neither of the experimental procedures revealed
whether tensioning of the steel was deformation- or load con-
trolled. Using either one of the loading methods does not affect
the result of the ultimate joint capacity, but for load controlled case
leave out the possibility of revealing the post-peak response. Ten-
sioning of the steel was performed until joint failure. Pichler tested
a large variety of specimens to reveal the inﬂuence on load capac-
ity due to change of steel width b1, bonded length L, thickness t1,
concrete strength fc and applied pressure rN, see Table A.2. Change
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of failure mode was seen to depend on the applied pressure: (i) No
pressure and pressure below 5 MPa caused failure in the concrete.
(ii) Pressure from 8.8 MPa and above caused fracture in the
adhesive. (iii) Failure modes between 5 MPa and 8.8 MPa showed
different locations of the fracture line, changing between concrete
and adhesive during loading. The concrete compressive strength fc
was not given consistently by Pichler. This is noted in Table A.2.
4.1. Evaluation of tests
During tests, Pichler recorded the maximum load for all test
specimens unless noted in Table A.2, and for specimens marked
with ⁄, strain at different load levels. To obtain the unknown
parameters sm and s0, inverse analysis is applied to shear tests
without any pressure applied.
4.2. Inverse analysis
The basic principle of inverse analysis is to minimize an error
function, E, by varying the unknown variables sm and s0. The error
function is deﬁned as the difference between theoretical maximum
load and maximum load obtained in tests, squared. Parameters sm
and s0 is dependant on the base material from where they are
being derived. If a population of size N consisting of the same con-
crete is given, the error function can be written as
E ¼
XN
i¼1
bPi  Pi
 2 ð45Þ
where bPi is calculated maximum load capacity and Pi is maximum
measured load for the ith sample.
Minimizing E gives the best possible guess for sm and s0. It
should be noted that an optimization scheme based on only one
parameter such as the load capacity and not several values such
as a strain proﬁles, may lead to a signiﬁcant dependency of initial
guess values. This conclusion was also found in Savoia et al. [14].
The results are divided into groups deﬁned by the concrete
compressive strength. The groups are: 1–3; 4–6; 10.1–13.4;
18.1–18.5; 20.1–23.4; 30.1–33.1; 34.1–37.1 and 46.1–46.5. Results
are reported in Tables 1 and A.2. A comparison between test and
theory is given in Section 5. In the tests Ds was estimated using
the concrete friction angle of 37. Since no information concerning
the elastic response of the specimens was included in [2], elastic
load contribution has been neglected in the inverse analysis, and
calculation of the load capacity.
5. Comparison between tests and theory
Since only specimens 1–6 are double shear pull–pull joints and
widths of adherents are not similar, see Fig. 12, this must be
considered in the analysis. It can be shown that the following mod-
iﬁcations of previous equations are valid, see Wu et al. [4]:
x21 ¼
1
E1t1
þ b1
b2E2t2
 
ð46Þ
The maximum load for double shear pull–pull joints become:
P ¼ 2b1 1þ b1E1t1b2E2t2
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Gf
x21
s
þ DsðL xsÞ
" #
ð47Þ
And for the single shear push–pull joint:
P ¼ b1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Gf
x21
s
þ DsðL xsÞ
" #
ð48Þ
The measured and theoretical maximum load is shown in
Fig. 13. It is seen that the theoretical maximum capacity predicts
the same tendency as in the tested specimens, but underestimate
the results with approximately 16%. There are one group of tests
that differ signiﬁcantly. Specimens 31.1–33.1 are in average 30%
below the predicted load. Within these tests, the only parameter
changed besides compression is the base steel material. Instead
of using Fe E235 steel, CK 45 (tough hardened 0.45% carbon) steel
was used. The stiffness should be the same as Fe E235 steel, and
therefore not have any inﬂuence on the load capacity. Specimens
34.1–37.1 had a better theoretical ﬁt to test results, even though
the steel type was changed. The concrete was in this case of a bet-
ter quality than in specimens 31.1–33.1.
The squared correlation coefﬁcient, R2, is used to validate the
test results. The test matrix comprise 28 experiments with
transverse pressure and may be sensitive to a low amount of
tests. The calculated value of R2 = 0.922 however indicate a
strong correlation between tests and theory. This together with
the data in Fig. 13, suggests a correct behavior of the proposed
model. Note that R2 is independent of the mean error, thus cor-
rection factors may be applied added to achieve an optimized
mean error.
Table 1
Results from inverse analysis. Concrete strengths are given in Table A.2.
1–3 4–6 10.1–13.4 18.1–18.5 20.1–23.4 30.1–33.1 34.1–37.1 46.1–46.5
sm (MPa) 11.1 10.5 11.2 11.8 11.3 11.3 12 8.73
s0 (mm) 0.137 0.187 0.0735 0.103 0.118 0.0731 0.0992 0.0504
Gf (N/mm) 0.76 0.98 0.41 0.61 0.67 0.42 0.59 0.22
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6. Discussion
6.1. Tests
The tests performed by Pichler provide a good base for veriﬁca-
tion of the presented theory. Shortcomings in some parts of the
information regarding test equipment and speciﬁc information
on the fracture mode and path for each test etc., could have an
effect when discussing the theory in comparison with tests. Some
of the uncertainties between tests and theory are:
(i) The comparison of tests and theory resulted in a strong coef-
ﬁcient of determination, indicating a correct principal inclu-
sion of transverse pressure in the model. Calculating the
mean error between measured and calculated loads, shows
results 16% too low. The mean error can be minimized by
multiplication of constants related to the test setup and
effective fracture width.
(ii) Accurate determination of the internal concrete angle of fric-
tion. The friction contribution is very sensitive to minor
changes in friction angle, and seems to be dependant on
the composition of the material in the fracture interface.
According to Pichler [2, chap. 4], the fracture path alternates
between concrete and adhesive when pressures are below
8.8 MPa, and into pure adhesive or steel/adhesive interface
fracture at exceeding pressures. A majority of the tests com-
prises pressures below 8.8 MPa, and the common friction
angle of 37 for concrete is assumed to be a reasonable esti-
mate when verifying the theory against tests, since parts of
the fracture is through the concrete. It is still an open discus-
sion whether the applied pressure has any effect on the fric-
tion angle, since information in this ﬁeld seems to be a
shortcoming. It was however veriﬁed by Pichler that the
pressure had an effect on the location of fracture line (con-
crete, adhesive or adhesive/steel interface).
(iii) Friction between pressure-plate and steel adherent. Any fric-
tion between the steel adherent and the compression plate
will lead to a source of error. Friction coefﬁcient in the pres-
sure/steel interface therefore has to be sufﬁciently investi-
gated to verify the magnitude of error related to this source.
(iv) Effective bond width was not considered. Pulling a steel or
carbon FRP (CFRP) plate of a wider concrete prism, often
involves a fracture surface through the concrete adherent.
This may result in a few millimeters wider fracture width.
Such a fracture could enable a noticeable increase in load
capacity.
6.2. Theoretical assumptions
6.2.1. One-sided crack growth
In this paper one-sided crack growth has been considered.
When analyzing pull–pull lap-joint models, this is not always the
case. Normally, elastic stress peaks are present i both joint ends.
The problem was discussed in Wu et al. [4], where it was shown
how cracks can emanate from both sides of a pull–pull lap-joint.
Wu et al. used a cohesive law for the analysis, comprising both
elasticity and softening. Using only a descending cohesive law, en-
ables free choice of crack initiation at one of the joint ends. This is
possible because the elastic part is neglected. Usually a cohesive
crack will propagate from the end, where maximum shear stress
is reached, obtained from a linear elastic analysis. When elastic
shear stress reach the maximum shear stress at the other end, a
cohesive crack will begin to propagate from this point as well. This
is not possible to predict with the model used in this paper, and
crack propagation is restricted to one side.
6.3. Application to structures
The derived theoretical model enables users to account for
transverse pressure applied at an interface between two bonded
materials. An expression for the maximum load is given by Eq.
(28). Depending on the magnitude of the pressure on the bonded
interface in the anchorage zone, the load capacity may be increased
signiﬁcantly. Some examples for useful application of the theory
are strengthened beams and plates, Fig. 14a, where sufﬁcient utili-
zation of the strengthening material can be difﬁcult, due to prema-
ture anchorage failure. Compression may then be introduced to
increase the capacity of the anchorage, by using a compression
plate fastened to the structure with mechanically or chemically
fastened bolts. The effect is seen in Fig. 10. For shear strengthening
the same principle applies, see Fig. 14b.
7. Conclusions
A bonded joint loaded in tension with transverse pressure ap-
plied on the bonded interface, was analyzed using a cohesive mate-
rial law for the interface. The cohesive law allowed effects from
transverse pressure to be considered, by addition of an evenly
distributed uniform friction-type stress contribution from. It was
shown that transverse pressure on a bonded interface results in in-
creased load capacity. This is in particular the case, when the
bonded length is longer than the minimum anchorage length, cal-
culated with no compression. The full response of the model was
derived using NLFM. The theory predicts an increased ductile
behavior of bonded joints when the transverse pressure is of signif-
icant magnitude, which is a desirable behavior in structures. The
analytical model was compared to experiments performed by Pich-
ler [2]. A good correlation between tests and theory was found, and
the model predicts the load capacity with a good accuracy when
pressure is applied to the interface. Overall the following conclu-
sions can be made.
(i) The load capacity was predicted 16% lower than the correct
maximum load in average. Within this average are some
experiments that deviated signiﬁcantly from other groups
of tests. With this in mind and the fact that not all experi-
mental details are known, it can be concluded that the ana-
Fig. 14. (a) Beam strengthened in bending, with transverse pressure in anchorage
zone. (b) Beam strengthened in shear, with transverse pressure in anchorage zone.
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lytical model predicted the maximum load with a good
accuracy. No curve ﬁtting factors to improve the mean error
has been used, which is often seen in similar research. Fur-
thermore the coefﬁcient of determination calculated as
0.922 is close to one, indicating a strong correlation between
tests and theory.
Table A.2
Test matrix with selected test results.
No. w (mm) L (mm) t1 (mm) rN (MPa) fc⁄⁄ (MPa) P (kN) sm (MPa) s0 (mm)
1⁄⁄⁄ 50 400 6 0 C25/30 128.5 11.1 0.137
2⁄⁄⁄ 50 400 6 2 C25/30 218.0 11.1 0.137
3⁄⁄⁄ 50 400 6 4 C25/30 261.4 11.1 0.137
4⁄⁄⁄ 50 400 6 0 C40/50 146.2 10.5 0.187
5⁄⁄⁄ 50 400 6 2 C40/50 229.3 10.5 0.187
6⁄⁄⁄ 50 400 6 4 C40/50 294.0 10.5 0.187
10.1 20 150 5 0 – 18.6 11.2 0.0735
10.2 20 150 5 0 – 16.2 11.2 0.0735
10.3 20 150 5 8.8 – 33.5 11.2 0.0735
10.4 20 150 5 8.8 – 31.6 11.2 0.0735
10.5 20 150 5 8.8 – 32.9 11.2 0.0735
13.1 20 150 10 8.8 – 44.3 11.2 0.0735
13.2 20 150 10 8.8 – 41.9 11.2 0.0735
13.3 20 150 10 20 – 57.6 11.2 0.0735
13.4 20 150 10 20 – 51.2 11.2 0.0735
18.1 20 400 5 2.4 – 48.0 11.8 0.0735
18.2 20 400 5 0 – 21.8 11.8 0.103
18.3 20 400 5 4.8 – 60.7 11.8 0.103
18.4 20 400 5 4.8 – 60.8 11.8 0.103
18.5 20 400 5 0 – 20.5 11.8 0.103
20.1⁄ 20 400 5 2 47.2 35.00 11.3 0.118
21.1⁄ 40 400 5 0 50.0 35.00 11.3 0.118
21.2⁄ 40 400 5 2 51.0 80.0 11.3 0.118
21.3⁄ 40 400 5 0 51.0 46.0 11.3 0.118
22.1⁄ 20 400 2.5 0 51.0 18.8 11.3 0.118
22.2⁄ 20 400 2.5 2 51.0 36.5 11.3 0.118
23.1⁄ 20 625 10 0 51.0 37.0 11.3 0.118
23.2⁄ 20 625 10 2 51.0 69.0 11.3 0.118
23.3⁄ 20 625 10 0 51.0 35.0 11.3 0.118
23.4⁄ 20 625 10 4 51.0 87.0 11.3 0.118
30.1 50 400 6 0 C16/20 46.5 11.3 0.0731
30.2 50 400 6 0 C16/20 43.7 11.3 0.0731
30.3 50 400 6 0 C16/20 47.8 11.3 0.0731
30.5 50 400 6 0 C16/20 51.3 11.3 0.0731
30.6 50 400 6 0 C16/20 48.5 11.3 0.0731
31.1 50 400 6 2 C16/20 123.3 11.3 0.0731
32.1 50 400 6 4 C16/20 143.8 11.3 0.0731
32.2 50 400 6 4 C16/20 165.5 11.3 0.0731
32.3 50 400 6 4 C16/20 152.5 11.3 0.0731
32.4 50 400 6 4 C16/20 149.6 11.3 0.0731
32.5 50 400 6 4 C16/20 149.2 11.3 0.0731
33.1 50 400 6 6 C16/20 170.0 11.3 0.0731
34.1 50 400 6 0 C50/60 52.7 12.0 0.0992
34.2 50 400 6 0 C50/60 49.4 12.0 0.0992
34.3 50 400 6 0 C50/60 59.4 12.0 0.0992
34.4 50 400 6 0 C50/60 60.0 12.0 0.0992
34.5 50 400 6 0 C50/60 63.0 12.0 0.0992
35.1 50 400 6 2 C50/60 100.7 12.0 0.0992
36.1 50 400 6 4 C50/60 125.7 12.0 0.0992
36.2 50 400 6 4 C50/60 128.7 12.0 0.0992
36.3 50 400 6 4 C50/60 127.0 12.0 0.0992
36.4 50 400 6 4 C50/60 147.8 12.0 0.0992
36.5 50 400 6 4 C50/60 129.1 12.0 0.0992
37.1 50 400 6 6 C50/60 141.4 12.0 0.0992
46.1 50 450 6 0 <C12/15 35.2 8.73 0.0504
46.2 50 450 6 0 <C12/15 32.4 8.73 0.0504
46.3 50 450 6 0 <C12/15 34.0 8.73 0.0504
46.4 50 450 6 0 <C12/15 35.3 8.73 0.0504
46.5 50 450 6 0 <C12/15 36.3 8.73 0.0504
⁄ Max. load determined from [2], appendix.
⁄⁄ Concrete strength is either measured, missing, or corresponding to concrete type as given in [15].
⁄⁄⁄ Double-lap specimens.
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(ii) The load capacity and semi-ductility is highly dependant on
the friction contribution, Ds.
(iii) Addition of a uniform frictional stress distribution inspired
by the Coulomb friction hypothesis, provided a good correla-
tion between tests and theory, and thereby validates the
method of evaluating effects from the transverse pressure.
(iv) Comparing joints with equal bond lengths with- and with-
out transverse pressure, the compressed joint will reach a
higher load capacity. It is also possible to shorten the neces-
sary bond length, since a compressed joint is able to transfer
the same force over a shorter distance.
(v) The model may be a useful tool for evaluation of different
structures, using compression in the anchorage mechanism.
Appendix A. Test matrix
Test matrix and maximum load as reported in Pichler [2] (see
Table A.2).
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a b s t r a c t
The structural potential for cracking of externally strengthened concrete tension members,
can be predicted with three parameters, describing the structural cracking potential based
on fracture mechanical properties of the of concrete and interface between concrete and
strengthening medium. With these parameters, it is possible to design reinforcement
and obtain a required cracking behavior of a given structure. Design recommendations
for single and multiple cracking of the tension specimen are given in terms of fracture
mechanical parameters, and a structural stiffness parameter.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
External bonding of steel or ﬁber reinforced polymers (FRPs) plates to the surface of concrete structures, has since the
1960s been used as a method for increasing load carrying capacity [1]. Reasons for strengthening structures are numerous.
Rehabilitation to original load capacity because of overloading damage or seismic excitation, increased static load, large
crack widths, structural errors and redesign or functionality changes of the structural system. In the 1950s the ﬁrst houses
built of precast concrete elements started to appear in Denmark. Walls were typically built without or with very small
amounts of reinforcement, and robustness of the structure was not considered in the design. Therefore, when changes to
the structural system are made in such old buildings and some sort of strengthening is needed, it is very likely that the
strengthening has to be performed on un-reinforced or very lightly reinforced concrete structures. Experimental research
has shown the strengthening method using external bonding of steel or FRP plates to the surface of concrete structures,
to be effective for increasing the moment capacity for both beams and plates as seen in [2–5]. A structure strengthened
in bending may reach its ultimate load capacity before the calculated moment capacity is reached, if the beam fails in shear.
FRP fabrics and laminates bonded to the side of concrete beams has been shown to increase the shear capacity, or force the
failure mode to change to bending, see [6,7]. Concrete walls loaded in-plane have a high load capacity due to their physical
nature, and are therefore not of any immediate interest for in-plane strengthening. Openings in concrete shear walls are
however known to weaken the wall according to the size and placement of the opening, if no extra reinforcement is used.
Openings in shear walls disturbs the ﬂow of stress, weaken the wall and initiate cracks in the opening corners. A review of
experiments comprising strengthened walls with and without openings was presented in Sas et al. [8], but no parts of the
research considered theoretical predictions of strengthened structures. Moreover, methods and principles for designing
walls with cut-up openings were proposed based on frame analogies in [8], but they were not veriﬁed by experiments. There
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are many similarities between the main failure mechanisms in concrete and masonry walls. A review of available models for
strengthening of masonry walls in shear has been collected in [9], but none consider openings or other structural changes.
This brief summation on strengthening of shear walls, clearly exemplify the need for a theoretical framework to describe
strengthened concrete shear walls with openings, or in general terms, strengthened concrete disks of arbitrary shape.
In many cases the cohesive properties of concrete in tension are not considered when analyzing cracking of strengthened
concrete structures. This is, however considered here. In strengthened concrete structures, cracks will always in principle
initiate and propagate as a combination of mode I – concrete and mode II – interface cracks. To describe the interaction
and inﬂuence on the structure from both concrete, interface and strengthening medium, it is crucial to model both the mode
I and II cracking. The simultaneous propagation of mode I and mode II crack is denoted two-way crack propagation.
Nomenclature
Arabic
a crack length
a0 initial crack length
A constant
B constant
C constant
D constant
E1,2 Young’s modulus
ft tensile strength
Gc concrete fracture energy
GI interface fracture energy
K integration constant
KI stress intensity factor, mode I
Lp fracture process length
Ltr load transfer length
P load
Pc cracking load
PI maximum interface load transfer
Pm local maximum load
s slip
s0 critical slip
t1,2 thickness
u deformation
u1,2 deformation of adherents
ux,y deformation along x, y-axis
wa,b,c,d,e,f equilibrium crack solutions
wa,b,c,d,e,f+ equilibrium crack solutions slightly increased
wa,b,c,d,e,f equilibrium crack solutions slightly decreased
w crack width
wc critical crack opening
w0 critical crack opening
x axis
y axis
Greek
d deformation
H fracture mechanical and geometric constant
k1 stiffness parameter
k2 shear distribution parameter
r1,2 tensile stress
rw cohesive tensile stress
s shear stress
sm maximum shear stress
X geometric constant
X1,2,3 fracture mechanical classiﬁcation parameter
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1.1. Two-way crack propagation
Any crack problem in a strengthened concrete structure starts with a tensile crack in concrete propagating along with
debonding cracks in the interface between concrete and strengthening medium. Thus, a full description of the cracking pro-
cess should consider both mode I and II cracks. Several authors have utilized the method of two-way crack propagation to
analyze different types of structures, such as ﬁber reinforced concrete (FRC), Steel reinforced FRC, laminates and so on. An
example on modeling reinforced FRC tension members can be found in [10,11], based on theory for cracking of composite
laminates from [12]. Concrete in tension was described using an empirical model proposed in [13], and the interface be-
tween reinforcement and concrete was simpliﬁed with a uniform bond stress distribution. Results corresponded well to
experiments, and the ability of the model to describe the principal behavior of the concrete member was good.
In [14] both strengthened and un-strengthened concrete tensile members with and without steel reinforcement, were
analyzed with a numerical model based on the ﬁnite difference method. Non-linear material behavior was introduced for
both concrete in tension and the interfaces. Compared to tests, good correlation of crack spacing, location and overall re-
sponse was obtained.
In [15] modeling of straight ﬁbers in concrete was carried out using a ﬁber-to-concrete bond model based on Volkersen
theory [16], and a cohesive crack model for concrete in tension. An ascending cohesive law for the interface corresponding to
linear elasticity was used. The use of such an interface law was assumed possible, since only conditions leading to multiple
cracking and strain hardening of the composite material had to be described. This was assumed to take place at small slip
levels. With their framework, it was found possible to predict crack spacing, strain hardening or softening behavior of the
FRC and corresponding limits of ﬁber volume concentration.
All the above models describe or are capable of describing a strengthened concrete tension member. The numerical solu-
tion in [14] can use any cohesive law for concrete and interface, but it does not characterize the structure or provide a suit-
able method to classify the crack growth. Brincker et al. [11] proposed a brittleness number to describe the type of crack
formation, but it was not found usable for lightly or moderate ﬁber reinforced concretes, thus not a completely general
description of the structure was given. In [15] a critical ﬁber volume content in FRC was derived to describe the transition
to multiple cracking and strain hardening. This is equivalent to describing minimum reinforcement for reinforced concrete
structures.The cohesive laws used in [15] are not useful for externally strengthened concrete structures. Softening cohesive
laws for both interface [1] and concrete [17,18] should be used for the best accuracy.
In order to arrive at a general description providing a classiﬁcation of the crack growth and identiﬁcation of key param-
eters, an analytical analysis is needed to describe and characterize the two-way crack propagation. Since the cracking behav-
ior in concrete and interfaces will be described with non-linear fracture mechanics (NLFM), the characterization should be in
form of fracture mechanical parameters for concrete and interface. To generalize the problem and describe the cracking re-
sponse, a unit width section of the strengthened disk can be extracted as a strengthened concrete tension member for further
analysis. A strengthened concrete tension member is in this paper deﬁned as a unit width inﬁnite concrete prism with FRP
plates bonded to the surface as seen in Fig. 1.
1.2. Fracture mechanical modeling
1.2.1. Concrete modeling
Fracture mechanical modeling of concrete relies on the ﬁctitious crack model, also called the cohesive crack model, de-
scribed in Hillerborg et al. [17] and seen in Fig. 2a. A tensile crack (Mode I) propagates when the concrete stress reach the
tensile stress ft. The concrete is still able to transfer a cohesive stress, rw(w), as a function of the crack opening w, until com-
plete separation is achieved atw = w0, and all stress transferring ligaments have broken. The crack proﬁle is assumed to close
smoothly, which leads to the stress intensity factor KI = 0 at x = a.
1.2.2. Interface modeling
Fracture mechanical modeling of an interface in shear is in general more complicated to model than tensile fracture, since
shear fracture in an interface may imply mixed mode behavior during crack propagation. An interface combining two mate-
rials loaded and deformed in shear, will initiate a crack with a certain roughness, depending on the composition of the sur-
rounding materials. If the boundaries are not restrained, the roughness will lead to separation of the two materials, forcing
one above the other and creating dilation, see Fig. 3. Thus the roughness induced deformations perpendicular to the imposed
deformation, will create a mixed mode state at the crack tip, as well as a mixed mode crack opening mode in the cohesive
Fig. 1. Strengthened concrete tension member with two-way crack propagation.
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zone, that calls for use of a mixed mode analysis of crack propagation. Several material models for combined tension-shear
cracking in concrete have been developed for numerical implementation in ﬁnite elements, see [19,20]. Results correlated
well with tests. Since roughness is dependant on the composition of the interface material, it is clear that an interface crack
through a material like concrete with large aggregates, will tend to have a larger mode I contribution when sheared (uy in
Fig. 3), than a crack in a ﬁne epoxy or cement mortar. Experimental evidence from pull-of tests of FRP from concrete, shows
that the crack propagation path usually avoids large aggregates in the concrete, but stays in the vicinity of the concrete cover,
thus reducing the surface roughness and approaching predominantly mode II cracking. In a literature survey covering lap
joint tests [1], the concrete interface fracture was reported to occur within the ﬁrst 1–2 mm of the concrete surface. With
this background it has been chosen to model the interface with a pure mode II cohesive shear traction-sliding law, s(s),
where s is the slip between the two adherents. A principle model of the interface model is shown in Fig. 2b, where it is de-
scribed as crack with length, a, consisting of traction free and cohesive parts of size a0 and Lp.
1.3. Structural modeling
To model two-way crack propagation in a strengthened concrete tension member, the physical interaction between
adherents must be deﬁned in a sufﬁciently accurate manner. In this paper we adopt the Volkersen principle of joint modeling
[16], to its easy implementation, sufﬁcient accuracy [21] and possibility to obtain closed form solutions for structural clas-
siﬁcation. Volkersen considered two elastic adherents joined by an interface deformed and loaded solely in shear. Moment
and shear deformation of adherents are neglected and small strains are assumed.
1.4. The present investigation
In this paper the basic framework to analyze a strengthened concrete tension member is presented in the following man-
ner: A set of cohesive laws for concrete and interface is established and used in a structural model, describing a strengthened
concrete tension member with one crack. No steel reinforcement is considered or modeled in the concrete material, because
of the reasoning in Section 1. If any reinforcement is present in a given problem, the cohesive law for the concrete should be
replaced with an effective one including the steel, concrete and the interface between.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Principles and deﬁnitions of a cohesive crack. (a) Tension. Opening mode I crack perpendicular to x-axis. (b) Shear. Two adherents are separated by a
cracked interface loaded in mode II with the slip s. Here a0 is initial or traction free crack and Lp is the length of the fracture process zone.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Mixed mode failure of an interface with two different roughness: (a) Rough. (b) Smooth.
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Using appropriate boundary and equilibrium conditions, solutions for the equilibrium crack state at the cracking load are
derived and discussed. The equilibrium crack conditions lead to the establishment of simple factors able to describe the
approximate structural cracking behavior, thus enabling classiﬁcation and design of strengthened concrete tension members
easily. It is in this way possible to provide an estimate of the minimum reinforcement to obtain a speciﬁc cracking behavior
of the tension member. The results were found to have a good correlation compared to ﬁnite element analysis.
2. Outline of problem
The concrete tension member in Fig. 1 is generalized in Fig. 4 to consist of outer adherent 1 and inner adherent 2. Mod-
eling the tension member is done using 1/4 symmetry as shownwith dots. The coordinate system is oriented with positive x-
direction towards the concrete crack, from a position determined by Ltr. Here Ltr is the load transfer length, deﬁned as the
length over which the stress in adherent 2 increases from the cohesive concrete stress rw(w), to the tensile strength of
the concrete ft. Load is applied monotonically to the member at inﬁnity, until a crack appears. The ﬁrst cracking load is also
the load applied to tension member during this investigation. The load is given as
Pc ¼ ft½t2 þ t1E1=E2 ð1Þ
The analysis is now controlled by monotonically increasing the crack widthw. Shear tractions are transferred in the interface
between the adherents according to the interface model provided, while normal stress will increase from r2(Ltr) = rw(w) to
r2(0) = ft. The stress at the crack face rw(w), is determined from the cohesive law of the concrete and the crack opening.
2.1. Material models
2.1.1. Concrete
A cohesive law descending from ft atw = 0 to 0 atw = w0 is used to describe the behavior of concrete in tension. Forw0 < w
the crack is stress free.
rw ¼
ft 1 ww0
h i
if 0 6 w 6 w0
0 if w > w0
(
ð2Þ
The fracture energy is deﬁned as
Gc ¼ 1=2f tw0 ð3Þ
2.1.2. Interface
A linear softening law where shear stress is maximum sm at s = 0 and descending to s = 0 at s = s0 is used for modeling.
Such a model has proven good when used in analysis of lap-joints [1]. For s > s0 the crack is stress free.
Fig. 4. Geometry and modeling assumptions for strengthened tension member.
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sðsÞ ¼ sm 1
s
s0
h i
if 0 6 s 6 s0
0 if s > s0
(
ð4Þ
The interfacial fracture energy is deﬁned as
GI ¼ 1=2sms0 ð5Þ
3. Theoretical modeling
The general behavior of the joint is governed by the assumptions given in Section 1.2. To model the tensile member, a
differential equation describing the slip can be derived as follows.
Consider the inﬁnitesimal element in Fig. 5. Horizontal equilibrium for adherent 2 can be expressed as:
dr2
dx
þ s
t2
¼ 0 ð6Þ
The adherents are assumed linear elastic following Hooke’s law, which is justiﬁed when small strains are considered, and
the positive slip in the interface is deﬁned as the difference in deformation between adherents.
s ¼ u1  u2 ð7Þ
Differentiating (7) twice with respect to x may after some calculation be written as:
d2s
dx2
 k21sðsÞ ¼ 0 ð8Þ
where
k21 ¼
1
E1t1
þ 1
E2t2
 
ð9Þ
It will later prove beneﬁcial to introduce the shear distribution parameter
k22 ¼
sm
s0
1
E1t1
þ 1
E2t2
 
ð10Þ
It is now possible to solve the differential equation for any interface model, s(s), substituted into Eq. (8). In the case of
linear softening, (4) is inserted in (8), yielding:
d2s
dx2
þ k22s ¼ k22s0 ð11Þ
d2s
dx2
¼ 0 ð12Þ
3.1. Analysis
Analysis of must be undertaken in two parts. Part I considers the case when w0 6 2s0 and Part II when w0 > 2s0. The ﬁrst
part considers the case where the cohesive stress in adherent 2 reaches zero before the interface debonds completely. The
second part considers when cohesive stress in adherent 2 is still present after debonding in the interface.
Fig. 5. Inﬁnitesimal element dx.
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3.2. Part I: w0 6 2s0
Analysis is performed in three stages. Stage I is valid when w <w0, Stage II is valid when w0 6w < 2s0 and Stage III when
w > 2s0. For softening, the stages are shown graphically in Fig. 6.
The general approach taken to derive the response is provided in detail. Further explanatory comments are given during
the actual derivations.
1. Using boundary conditions: s(0) = 0 and s(Ltr) =w/2 the governing differential equations (11) and (12) is solved.
2. Using the solution for s(x), the shear stress distribution s(x) can be determined from the appropriate cohesive law, see
Eq. (4).
3. The expression for stress, r2(x) in adherent 2 is found by integration of Eq. (6).
4. The integration constant K is found by requiring r2(Ltr) = rw(w). It is in this way ensured that the tensile stress in
adherent 2 always corresponds to the actual cohesive tensile stress in the crack at x = Ltr.
5. Load transfer length, Ltr, is ﬁnally determined by equating r2(0) = ft.
3.2.1. Stage I and II: 0 6 w < 2s0
The solution may be obtained as:
1. The general solution to the governing differential equation, Eq. (11) is given as
sðxÞ ¼ A sinðk2xÞ þ B cosðk2xÞ þ s0 ð13Þ
where s0 is obtained by substitution of s00(x) and s(x) into Eq. (11). Using boundary conditions s(0) = 0 and s(Ltr) = w/2 we
obtain
sðxÞ ¼ 2s0ðsinðLtrk2Þ  sinðk2ðLtr  xÞÞ  sinðk2xÞð2s0 þwÞÞ
2 sinðk2LtrÞ ð14Þ
2. Shear stress distribution is obtained from Eq. (4) resulting in
sðxÞ ¼ sm½2s0 sinðk2ðLtr  xÞÞ þ sinðk2xÞð2s0 wÞ
2s0 sinðk2LtrÞ ð15Þ
3. Inserting in and integrating (6) provides
r2ðxÞ ¼ sm cosðk2xÞð2s0 wÞ þ 2s0sm cosðk2ðx LtrÞÞ2s0t2k2 sinðk2LtrÞ þ K ð16Þ
At this point it is necessary to divide the solution into two stages, since the solution is dependant on the cohesive concrete
stress rw(w), see Eq. (2).
4. Integration constant K is determined in stage I for w 6 w0 using
Fig. 6. Different stages during crack propagation. Graphs are depicted around the center-line of the crack. S and D denotes softening and debonding regions
of the concrete tension member, respectively. I: w <w0 < 2s0. II: w0 6w 6 2s0. III: wP 2s0.
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r2ðLtrÞ ¼ ft 1 ww0
 
ð17Þ
Stage II is entered when rw(w) = 0. For both stages we may derive
K ¼
ft 1w=w0½  þ 2s0smð1cosðk2Ltr ÞÞþwsm cosðk2LtrÞ2s0t2k2 sinðk2LtrÞ if w 6 w0
2s0smð1cosðk2LtrÞÞþwsm cosðk2LtrÞ
2s0t2k2 sinðk2Ltr Þ if w0 < w < 2s0
8<: ð18Þ
5. Using r2(0) = ft and isolating the length Ltr, we obtain the load transfer length Ltr for stage I and II as a function ofw.
Ltr ¼
2 tan1 2f t s0k2 t2wsmwo ð4s0wÞ
h i
k2
if w 6 w0
2 tan1 2f t s0k2 t2smð4s0wÞ
h i
k2
if w0 < w < 2s0
8>><>>: ð19Þ
3.2.2. Stage III: wP 2s0 and 0 6 s 6 s0
The solution may be obtained in the load transfer region between x = 0 and x = Ltr by using Eq. (13). Applying boundary
conditions s(0) = 0 and s(Ltr) = s0, we may obtain the solution for slip as
sðxÞ ¼ s0ð1 cosðk2xÞ þ cotðk2LtrÞ sinðk2xÞÞ ð20Þ
Shear stress is found from Eq. (4). The normal stress in adherent 2, r2(x) is found by integration of Eq. (6). The integration
constant is found by requiring r2(Ltr) = 0. The solution yields
r2ðxÞ ¼ 2 sinðk2LtrÞ  sinðk2xÞ  s0smðsinðk2ð2Ltr  xÞÞÞ
2s0t2k2 sinðk2LtrÞ2
ð21Þ
The load transfer length is now found, by equating r2(0) = ft. Isolating Ltr in this expression yields
Ltr ¼
2 tan1 ft t2k2sm
h i
k2
ð22Þ
It is seen that Ltr attains a ﬁxed value, independent of w.
3.2.3. Stage III: wP 2s0 and s > s0
The full solution is obtained by double integration of Eq. (12), resulting in:
sðxÞ ¼ Cxþ D ð23Þ
Setting ds/dx from the load transfer region equal to ds/dx from the debonded region at x = Ltr, and s(Ltr + Ld) =w/2 as
boundary conditions, yields
sðxÞ ¼ w
2
 s0k2ðLd þ Ltr  xÞ
sinðk2LtrÞ ð24Þ
where Ld is the debonded length. This length is found by imposing s(Ltr) = s0.
Ld ¼ ðw 2s0Þ sinðLtrk2Þ2s0k2 ð25Þ
3.3. Equilibrium crack solutions and classiﬁcation of structures
In the derived equations, the load is equal to the cracking load Pc = ft[t2 + t1E1/E2] with no slip at x = 0. However, to insure
equal strain in both adherents at x = 0, certain requirements must be fulﬁlled.
3.4. Stage I – Crack growth with cohesive concrete stress
The derived system of equations has valid solutions, when all boundary conditions are fulﬁlled. Since strain in both adher-
ents is considered equal for negative x-values, this region must have no slip and no difference in change of slip. Since s = 0 at
x = 0 is satisﬁed by the choice of boundary conditions, we must require the ﬁrst derivative of shear stress to be equal to zero,
ds/dx(0) = 0. Differentiating (15) once with respect to x, equating to zero, inserting x = 0 and solving for w, we obtain
w ¼ 2s0ð1 cosðLtrk2ÞÞ ð26Þ
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Inserting Ltr from Eq. (19), and solving for w again, we obtain three solutions for w where all equilibrium and boundary con-
ditions are fulﬁlled.
wa ¼ 0 ð27Þ
wb ¼ 4s0smw
2
0
Xs0f 2t þ smw20
ð28Þ
wc ¼ 4s0 ð29Þ
where X is deﬁned as
X ¼ 4k21t22 ð30Þ
The ﬁrst root wa = 0 is trivial. Crack opening solution wc = 4s0 is not possible since the derived equations are only valid in
the interval 0 6w 6 w0. The last root found, wb, describes a point in the interval wa 6 wb 6wc. Analyzing the limits of use for
Eq. (28), we ﬁnd for wb approaching w0:
XP
smw0
f 2t s0
ð4s0 w0Þ ¼ X1 ð31Þ
For wb approaching 0 we ﬁnd X? approaching 1. With this knowledge, the regime of valid solutions for crack growth
with cohesive concrete stress can be described as
X1 6 X ð32Þ
It is observed that geometric and stiffness values can be chosen for a given set of fracture mechanical parameters, pro-
viding solutions where all equilibrium and boundary conditions are fulﬁlled. It is also possible to calculate a load transfer
length as a function of X. By substitution of Eq. (28) into Eq. (19) and reducing the expression, load transfer length at valid
solutions for w is obtained as
Ltr ¼ 2k2 tan
1 w0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tm=s0
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
p
ft
" #
ð33Þ
3.5. Stage II – Stress-free cohesive concrete crack
Solutions in equilibrium after the concrete stress has reached zero, are checked within the crack opening interval fromw0
to 2s0. To reach an expression for w, we differentiate (15) once with respect to x, equate to zero, insert x = 0 and solve for w.
We obtain the expression:
w ¼ 2s0ð1 cosðLtrk2ÞÞ ð34Þ
Inserting Ltr for w0 < w < 2s0 from Eq. (19) and solving for w, we again obtain three solutions for w where all equilibrium
and boundary conditions are fulﬁlled. Only one, however, is applicable. We reach the following expression:
wd ¼
2s0 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4s20 X
f 2t s0
sm
q
sm
ð35Þ
Analyzing the limits from w0 to 2s0 of Eq. (35) we obtain the following limits for X:
X1 < X 6 X2 ð36Þ
where
X2 ¼ 4s0smf 2t
ð37Þ
It is seen that one limit coincides with X1 as could be expected. Moreover, X2 will always be larger than X1. The devel-
opment of load transfer length can be predicted, if Eq. (35) is substituted into Eq. (19). Introducing the parameter H as
H ¼ ft
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Xsm
4s0
s
ð38Þ
it is possible to write the load transfer length as
Ltr ¼ 2k2 tan
1 H
sm þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s2m þH2
q
264
375 ð39Þ
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3.6. Stage III – Debonding with constant load transfer length
When the concrete crack opening reachesw = 2s0, a constant load transfer length is reached and we will have steady state
crack propagation, see Section 3.1. To determine a point where stage III has a solution in equilibrium, we follow the same
calculations as in Section 3.5. We obtain that ds/dx(0) = 0 is fulﬁlled when
X ¼ 4s0sm
f 2t
¼ X2 ð40Þ
This value coincides with the limit found in Eq. (37).
3.7. Classiﬁcation of structural potential
The connection betweenX and w is vital when analyzing the results. From Eqs. (28) and (35) we may plot w as a function
of X as depicted in Fig. 7. With X approaching inﬁnity, w approaches zero, indicating that equilibrium solutions for crack
growth may only be found close to w = 0. WhenX approachesX1, wwill approachw0 as expected. The next solution interval
was found between X1 and X2. The boundaries for w of the valid solutions are given by w0 and 2s0, where the latter also
provides the speciﬁc requirement,X2, for a steady state debonding process. In the same interval two equilibrium crack solu-
tions are obtained.
A way to describe the stability of equilibrium crack width solutions, is to investigate solutions just outside the equilib-
rium crack solution, as shown in Fig. 7a. The solid line describes the equilibrium solution. The investigation is now performed
by assuming a concrete member that has a given crack width wb or wd in equilibrium, where the superscript denotes the
speciﬁc solution. If crack widths are either increased or decreased, the superscript + or  is added. With changed w-value
a change in ds/dx at x = 0 appears, see Fig. 7b. If the changed crack width results in ds/dx > 0 the load must become lower,
and higher if ds/dx 6 0. This may be interpreted in load-crack width diagram as seen in Fig. 8. The schematic ﬁgure is drawn
inspired by ﬁnite element calculations. In (a) the load initiates at Pc and continues to increase until a local maximum value,
Pm, is reached. The local peak load occur since combinations of transferred interfacial shear stress and tensile stress in adher-
ent 2, can provide higher or lower load values than Pc. The local maximum load is not investigated further in this paper. The
load then descend towards the ﬁrst crack equilibrium solution deﬁned by wb and passes Pc with a negative slope. From the
previous considerations, the change in ds/dx for increasing crack width, tells us that the load must pass with a negative slope.
This is deﬁned as unstable crack growths. After reaching w =w0 the load will increase towards the fracture mechanical
capacity, PI, given in [22] as:
PI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2GIE1t1 1þ E1t1E2t2
 s
ð41Þ
In (b) we see the same tendency as in a, but only until w =w0. After this, the load increases and intersects Pc at the second
equilibrium crack solution wd. From the previous examination of wd+, we know that Pc is intersected with a positive slope
until PI is reached. From w = w0 to w = 2s0 we deﬁne the crack propagation as stable, because load increases as crack width
increase. Because of the second crack equilibrium solution, it is always given that Pc will be exceeded. However, it is not
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Equilibrium crack width given as function of X. Part I.
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always the case that Pmwill be exceeded. This depends on the material parameters and is discussed later in this section. In (c)
we ﬁnd no equilibrium crack solution. The explanation is that the interaction between material parameters determined byX
and X1, results in a load that will never become less than Pc. However, the load will still drop from Pm as the crack width
reaches w =w0 and then increase towards PI afterwards.
The cracking potential varies from (a) to (c). In (a) neither Pc nor Pm is reached again and no other cracks can form. In (b) Pc
is intersected at wd, and it now depends on the magnitude of Pm if multiple cracks will occur. It can be shown that the mag-
nitude of Pm compared to Pc depends on the properties of adherent 2. It can also be shown that for typical fracture mechan-
ical properties of regular concrete, Pm will stay close to Pc, thus justifying the X-method for classiﬁcation of strengthened
regular concrete structures. For case (c) multiple cracking is predicted if PI > Pm. If Pm > PI, this particular case has the advan-
tage, that the load continues to stay above Pc during crack propagation.
3.8. Part II: w0 > 2s0
To avoid lengthy derivations, this section will in brief describe the process of deriving part II equations and focus on the
classiﬁcation. In Stage I where 0 6 w 6 2s0, the stress and slip equations from Part I in Section 3.2 are still usable. When Stage
II is entered and 2s0 <w 6 w0, the interface will debond completely and the concrete crack still transfer tensile stress. Along
the debonded area, the tensile stress in adherent 2 will remain constant. In Stage III the crack opening is so large that all
tensile stress has vanished and the load settles at PI. With this basis, it is possible to write equilibrium crack solutions using
the same method as in Section 3.3.
3.9. Equilibrium crack solutions and classiﬁcation of structures
It may be shown that the structural cracking potential with w0 > 2s0 can be described as in Fig. 9.
The structural behavior is now described with parameters X2 and X3 where
Fig. 8. Load deformation curves for all X-intervals. The cracking load is Pc and PI is the maximum load transferable in the interface.
(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Equilibrium crack width given as function of X. Part II.
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X2 ¼ 4s0smf 2t
ð42Þ
and
X3 ¼ smw
2
0
f 2t s0
ð43Þ
The equilibrium crack width for X2 6X 6X3 can be calculated as
we ¼ w0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X2
p
=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
p
ð44Þ
For X >X3, the crack width is given as:
wf ¼ 4s0smw
2
0
Xs0f 2t þ smw20
ð45Þ
These constants are derived analyzing the limits of Eqs. (44) and (45). The stability of the crack growth is again analyzed
as in Part I, and it is found that any increase in crack width will create unstable crack growth. A schematic illustration of the
load deformation behavior is seen in Fig. 10, based on knowledge from position of the equilibrium crack solutions, cracking
stability and ﬁnite elements in case (c). In case (a) we know that the combination of shear and tensile stress will increase the
load to a maximum value Pm. It will then decrease towards the only equilibrium crack solution at we, which is smaller than
2s0. Since we know from a stability analysis that the load will decrease with increasing load and the fact that no more solu-
tions exist, the load must decrease until it reaches a plateau at PI. The exact same behavior is valid for case (b). However, the
crack equilibrium solution wf, is now larger than 2s0. In case (c) there is no crack equilibrium solution available, thus PI must
be larger than Pc. After reaching the maximum load, the load settles at PI, see Eq. (41). As in Part I, the maximum load is due
to the combination of load transferred in both the interface and tensile crack.
4. Examples
To show how the response of a given system can be predicted using X, three different examples are provided for part I.
Part II is not investigated, but it can be shown that the same correlation exists between ﬁnite element analysis and theory as
in part I. Stiffness parameter E1 is varied to accommodate solutions for different X intervals. For purpose of comparison, an
analysis has been performed in the ﬁnite element program Diana 9.4.2. The FE-model is described in Section 4.1.
4.1. Finite element analysis
The geometry used for analysis can be directly derived from the model shown in Fig. 4, inserting t1 = 5 mm and
t2 = 100 mm. Thickness of the adhesive is considered as small and negligible. The model utilizes symmetry around the
two dash/dotted symmetry lines, and the fracture energy of the concrete, Gc is therefore halfed by setting w0 =w0/2. Loading
is applied as a uniformly distributed deformation d on the left hand side of both FRP and concrete. The model is supported at
the bottom of the concrete in the y-direction, in x- and y-direction at the concrete crack interface element, and in the x-direc-
tion at the hand side if the FRP. See Fig. 11. The output load is taken as the summation of reactions in x-direction, and w/2 is
taken as the average opening of the concrete crack with over the entire thickness t2. Element types used, are for FRP and
concrete eight node quadratic quadrilateral plane stress elements (CQ16M). Interfaces are modeled using 2-D six node qua-
dratic line interface elements (CL12I). To accommodate the idealized material laws given in Section 2.1, interface elements
are provided a large initial stiffness. Mesh sensitivity analysis was performed, and an element size/side length of approxi-
mately 5 mm was found sufﬁcient.
Fig. 10. Load deformation curves for all X-intervals, Part II.
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4.2. Comparison
With the geometry given in Section 4.1, a ﬁnite element model is compared to the proposed theory. Since the extracted
data from the ﬁnite element comprises of crack width measurements corresponding to w/2 and load P, the theoretical values
are halfed. The following material constants were used in the comparison: sm = 5 MPa; s0 = 0.2 mm; ft = 5 MPa; w0 = 0.1;
E2 = 3000 GPa. Young’s modulus for adherent 1, E1 varies in each case to accommodate X-values in all three intervals. For
X2 <X, E1 = 40 GPa; for X1 6X 6X2, E1 = 55 GPa; for 0 6X <X1, E1 = 250 GPa. Please note that values for especially adher-
ent 2 may be somewhat artiﬁcial, but the value is chosen to avoid convergence issues during the non-linear solution in Diana
9.4.2. Results are seen in Figs. 12–14. The same tendencies are seen as described in Section 3.7, and the intersection of the
load deformation curve obtained with ﬁnite element analysis is found to correlate well with the equilibrium crack solutions
from Eqs. (28) and (35). In Fig. 13 we observe a case where PI is smaller than the maximum load and only one crack will form.
If X ’X2, Pc and PI are almost similar, and depending on the fracture mechanical properties of concrete, Pm will become lar-
ger than PI. Therefore, in a design situation, one should be careful not to design the strengthening close to X2, if multiple
cracking is a criteria. The calculation of Pm is not investigated in this paper.
5. Discussion
Part I. As shown in the comparison of load–deformation relationships in Figs. 12–14, there is a distinct difference in
behavior of a strengthened concrete tension member, depending on the choice of X. When a single crack forms and Pc > PI
the peak load will usually be obtained at very small crack widths relative to w0, see Figs. 12 and 13. Steady state debonding
crack propagation will occur at the level of PI and multiple cracks can not form. For almost any civil structure, this would be
an unwanted behavior, because a single crack will become large and the load will decrease from Pc. A better choice is to have
smaller and distributed cracks. When two equilibrium solutions are found, it is ensured that P > Pc after second equilibrium
crack solution, wd. If the maximum load obtained before w0 is exceeded, the structure has potential for multiple crack prop-
agation, but in the case of Fig. 13, this load is never exceeded. However, if a lower concrete fracture energy is used, the peak
will be lowered, making classiﬁcation of the structure with X1,2 more accurate. Thus, assuming the concrete fracture energy
is low compared to interface fracture energy, it may be assumed that the ﬁrst local maximum load is equal to Pc. From a
structural point of view it is preferable if the load stays P > Pc. When this is valid, the load is transferred to the strengthening
layer through the interface faster than in other cases, and the load will not drop below Pc. This is shown in Fig. 14.
Part II. Multiple cracking was not a consequence of having large ductility in the tension crack (w0 > 2s0). It was instead
shown how the maximum load always peaks above cracking or interface load, thus Pm > Pc and Pm > PI always. This is due
to the signiﬁcant and sustained contribution from the tensile cohesive stress in adherent 2, combined with the force trans-
ferred in shear. It is preferable that the load does not drop below Pc, thus design should aim for an X <X2.
Fig. 11. Finite element mesh, supports and loading.
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Fig. 12. Load deformation for X-interval X2 <X. wd = 0.0381 mm.
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5.1. Design
When strengthening has to be designed for a given concrete structure with known stiffness and fracture mechanical
parameters for both concrete and interface, the required stiffness of strengthening may be determined depending on the
cracking response wished for, in terms of X1,2. Using Eqs. (30), (31) and (37) we may derive minimum requirements to
the strengthening material as:
Part I.
E1t1 ¼
4E2t22
E2X14t2 if X < X1 ¼
smw0
f 2t s0
ð4s0 w0Þ
4E2t22
E2X24t2 if X < X2 ¼
4s0sm
f 2t
8><>: ð46Þ
From a design point of view, it is an advantage to obtain multiple cracking for as low amount of reinforcement as possible.
With the assumption that the concrete fracture energy is low, multiple cracking is obtained when X <X2. This is shown in
Section 3.7. However, the load will drop below the cracking load, before the interface starts to transfer a signiﬁcant amount
of load. It might therefore be of interest if the structure is designed so X <X1. To achieve the favorable multiple cracking
behavior and ability to maintain a load above cracking load after crack initiation, the structure must be designed in this inter-
val. Since X1 is always smaller than X2, it is seen from Eq. (46) that the amount of strengthening will become larger design-
ing for X >X1.
Part II. Since the same suggested requirement X <X2 is given in Eq. (46), this equation may be used for recommended
design.
6. Conclusion
A model was created to describe simultaneous crack growth of mode I and mode II cracks in strengthened concrete ten-
sion members. The theoretical model was able to predict equilibrium crack width. The model was veriﬁed through FEM anal-
ysis in speciﬁc cases. The equilibrium crack solutions deﬁned in terms of cracking load Pc, were established as points, where
all physical conditions and requirements to the model were fulﬁlled. It was possible to derive equilibrium crack widthswb,d,e,f
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Fig. 13. Load deformation for X-interval X1 6X 6X2. wd = 0.0514 mm. we = 0.2799 mm.
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Fig. 14. Load deformation for X-interval 0 6X <X1.
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as a function of new fracture mechanical parametersX andX1,2,3, describing the structural cracking potential. Analysis of the
limits ofwb,d,e,f andX enabled the derivation of limit values, describing important transition zones in crack development. The
overall conclusions were found as:
 The structural potential for cracking may be predicted utilizing four new derived constants:X,X1,X2 andX3. HereX is a
stiffness parameter and X1, X2 and X3 are fracture mechanical parameters.
 By isolating one or more stiffness parameters included inX, it is possible to design the structure to obtain a certain crack-
ing behavior. Since the geometry of the derived specimen is very general, the theory may be used for analysis or classi-
ﬁcation of FRC and conventionally reinforced concrete tension members.
 To design a structure with multiple cracking behavior, X should be chosen smaller than X2, and preferably smaller than
X1.
 It was proven possible to predict the stability of crack propagation. The crack is deﬁned as being unstable, if the load
becomes lower than the cracking load while increasing the crack width.
 A 2D ﬁnite element model proved that simpliﬁcations made in the 1D analytical model did not jeopardize the accuracy of
the solution.
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Abstract A concrete tension member strengthened
with fiber reinforced polymer plates on two sides
is analyzed with non-linear fracture mechanics. The
analysis of the strengthened tension member incorpo-
rates cohesive properties for both concrete and inter-
face between concrete and strengthening medium, and
results in closed form solutions for the load-crack open-
ing relationship. To distinguish between single and
multiple cracking in a design process, structural clas-
sification parameters are derived. The minimum rein-
forcement ratio for obtaining multiple cracking derived
from the structural classification parameters, is inves-
tigated in a non-dimensional analysis, and found to
depend strongly on the ratio between interfacial and
concrete fracture energies.
Keywords Concrete · Fiber reinforced materials ·
Cohesive zone modeling · Fracture mechanics · Crack
growth · Debonding · Interface fracture · Bonded joints
1 Introduction
Methods of upgrading concrete structures to sustain
larger loads, has since the 1960’s included bonding of
C. S. Hansen (B) · H. Stang
Department of Civil Engineering, Section for Structural
Engineering, Technical University of Denmark,
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
e-mail: csh@byg.dtu.dk
steel and later fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) plates
to the tension face on especially concrete beams, see
Chen and Teng (2001). The use of external bonding as
a strengthening method, has since evolved from beams
in bending, to beams in shear, columns, plates and other
special structural elements, see as examples Triantafil-
lou and Plevris (1992); Täljsten (1994); Enochsson
et al. (2007); Rusinowski and Täljsten (2009); De Luca
et al. (2011). Developing theories for the load capacity
of in-plane loaded strengthened walls and disks, has so
far been omitted in the vast majority of research related
to strengthened structures, Sas et al. (2009). Due to the
in-plane stress distributions, disks are by nature diffi-
cult analyze.
A half-infinite strengthened disk is seen in Fig. 1a.
When the applied far field stress, σ , reaches a cer-
tain level, the concrete will exceed the tensile strength
and crack. The crack opening will initiate a debond-
ing crack immediately. As the tensile crack propagates
through the concrete, the debonding crack will con-
tinue to expand. The two-way crack propagation in
both concrete and interface, complicates a full anal-
ysis of the cracking response significantly. Instead of
analyzing the problem of the full disk, we will simplify
the analysis by looking only at a 1D section, as seen in
Fig. 1b. By simplifying the problem in this way, only
stiffness in the loading direction is considered. It is now
possible to establish a unified approach in 1D to the
load deformation response of a strengthened tension
member, taking both concrete cracking and interface
debonding into consideration. Since both tensile and
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 a Strengthened concrete tension member with two-way
crack. b A principal cut-out disk from the shear wall propagation
interfacial cracks must be accounted for in the response
of such a strengthened concrete tension member, the
analysis will depend on the fracture mechanical prop-
erties of the concrete in tension, interface and the
strengthening medium, see Hansen and Stang (2011).
Thus, a full description of the problem in Fig. 1,
requires analysis of the two-way crack propagation
with respect to the mentioned parameters. Before a
model for the two-way crack propagation can be writ-
ten, we need to form a basis for the fracture mechanical
description of the model.
1.1 Fracture mechanical modeling
Concrete modeling The fracture mechanical model-
ing of concrete in mode I, will be based on the fictitious
crack model described in Hillerborg et al. (1976). The
fictitious crack model is also named the cohesive crack
model, due to the cohesive stress connecting the adja-
cent crack surfaces. When a tensile concrete crack is
slightly opened, it may still be able to transfer a stress
in the remaining ligaments. At a critical crack opening,
w0, the crack will become stress free and fully open. A
material model describing the relationship between the
cohesive stress σw(w) and the crack opening, is called
a cohesive law. A typical cohesive law will start at the
tensile strength, ft , of the concrete, and then descend
towards zero at the critical crack opening. The shape
(a) (b)
Fig. 2 Mixed mode failure of an interface with two different
roughnesses: a Rough, b Smooth
of the cohesive law is dependant on the material com-
position.
Interface modeling Fracture mechanical modeling of
an interface in shear is in general more complicated to
model than tensile fracture, because of load and fracture
related dilatation. An interface loaded and deformed
in shear, will initiate a crack with a certain rough-
ness, depending on the composition of the surround-
ing materials. If the roughness of the interface is large,
the effect of dilatation may create mixed mode frac-
ture state in the interface, see Fig. 2. This will lead
to a mixed mode analysis of crack propagation. Some
material models for combined mixed mode cracking in
concrete have been developed for use in finite element
analysis (FEA), see Carol and Prat (1997); Nielsen
et al. (2010). Theese models are however not appli-
cable in the modeling strategy applied in this paper.
Since the roughness of the interface is a governing
parameter for the mixed mode state, it must be veri-
fied that the roughness of shear fractures in FRP plates
bonded to concrete has a negligible impact on the
results. In Chen and Teng (2001), the concrete inter-
face fracture was usually determined to occur within
the first 1–2 mm from the concrete surface, meaning
that the fracture would propagate through small aggre-
gates, thus the roughness should be negligible. With
this background it has been chosen to model the inter-
face with a pure mode II cohesive shear traction-slid-
ing law, τ(s), where s is the slip between the two
adherents.
1.2 Two-way crack modeling
Problems involving cracking of strengthened or rein-
forced concrete structures, requires analysis of both
tensile cracks in concrete and debonding cracks in
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the interfaces between strengthening and the concrete.
Sometimes the concrete tensile stress is disregarded in
such analysis, see Aveston et al. (1971); Balázs (1993);
Yang and Chen (1988), but to model the first cracking
load correctly, it is important to consider the concrete
contribution as well. This requires analysis of the two-
way crack propagation, that will occur in the specimen
seen in Fig. 1b. A typical load-deformation response
of a cracked concrete tensile member as in Fig. 1b, is
shown in Fig. 3. When the concrete crack is opened, the
load rises from the crack initiation load, Pc, to the local
maximum cracking load, Pm . Until the crack reaches
w0, the total load is superposition of both tensile and
interfacial contributions. After the concrete cross sec-
tion is fully cracked, load is only transferred in the
interface. If it is possible to predict the first local max-
imum load, Pm , it is also possible to find the potential
cracking response in terms of single or multiple crack-
ing, as defined in Fig. 3. Multiple cracks will appear in
a strengthened tension member, if the load transferred
in the interface, PI , exceeds the first local maximum
load, Pm , at the crack width w = wm . It is assumed that
the strengthening medium is strong enough to transfer
PI in all cases.
One of the first key papers to describe the single
and multiple cracking in composite materials with brit-
tle matrices, was Aveston et al. (1971). The interfacial
stress distribution between matrix and embedded fibers
was assumed to be uniform, and the criteria describing
single and multiple fracture were outlined. In Chris-
tensen and Brincker (1997) and Brincker et al. (1997)
the theory was expanded and used to analyze fiber
reinforced concrete (FRC) reinforced with steel using
non linear fracture mechanics (NLFM). The Aveston,
Cooper and Kelly model was used and extended with
softening of the tensile cracks according to a cohe-
sive law given in Stang and Aarre (1992). Theoreti-
cal results of the load versus strain relationship corre-
lated well with experiments. The cracking response of
concrete tensile members was investigated in Ouyang
and Shah (1994), using a non linear fracture energy
approach, taking strain energy, sliding and debonding
energies into account. A closed closed form solution
was derived, and it facilitated a simple derivation of an
expression for minimum reinforcement ratio for steel-
reinforced concrete tension members. The predicted
behavior corresponded quite well with test results. In
Fantilli et al. (1999) the minimum reinforcement ratio
was investigated in reinforced concrete tension and
bending elements. The method used was a combina-
tion of traditional Volkersen analysis along with cohe-
sive laws describing the interface and tensile cracks.
The problem was described with differential equa-
tions and non-linear cohesive laws. A method of solu-
tion based on numerical integration was suggested. No
explicit solution for the minimum reinforcement was
suggested, since the criterion separating single and
multiple cracking was not solved in closed form. In
Ferretti and Savoia (2003), concrete tension members
strengthened with FRPs and reinforced with steel bars
were analyzed using a non-linear numerical model.
The structural modeling was based on an extended
Volkersen analysis, where bending of the externally
bonded plates was taken into consideration. Cohesive
laws of arbitrary shape was used to model interface and
concrete cracks. Solution of the governing differen-
tial equations made numerically and their results from
modeling showed a good correlation to test results.
In addition to the results presented in the discussed
papers, a clear and unified presentation of the influ-
ence on all ingoing parameters affecting the cracking
behavior is still missing. Such parametric studies will
be undertaken.
1.3 The present paper
The present paper presents a new method of analyz-
ing strengthened tension members with a tension and
debonding crack. Structural modeling is based on a
shear-lag theory presented in Volkersen (1938). In the
model it is assumed, that the interface is deformed
and loaded in pure shear and only small strains are
present. The model neglects shear and moment defor-
mations and considers only axial deformation of both
linear elastic adherents. Accuracy of the model and jus-
tification of the assumptions, was found to be good
in Yuan et al. (2004). The shear lag theory is then
combined with cohesive crack models for tensile and
debonding cracks. Based on decoupling of tensile and
debonding cracks and superposition, the load-crack
opening relationship is determined with NLFM in
closed form. If cohesive laws have complicated shapes,
closed form solutions may not always be possible to
obtain. If both interface and concrete cohesive laws
facilitates closed form solutions, a local or global max-
imum load, Pm , along with the corresponding crack
width, wm , see Fig. 3, will be determined. Knowing Pm
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Fig. 3 Principal load
deformation response of a
single crack with softening
interface and softening
concrete. Definition of
single and multiple cracking
and wm facilitates a straight forward investigation of
the cracking response of strengthened concrete tension
members, which again enable the establishment of a
multiple cracking criteria, using new fracture mechan-
ical parameters Ω and Ωm . Results from the analyt-
ical investigation will be compared to solutions from
finite element calculations and the theory presented in
Aveston et al. (1971). The present investigation expand
the solutions in Hansen and Stang (2011), where solu-
tions to the governing differential equations were found
at a determined load level, to a general form. A gen-
eral form that facilitates determination of the full load-
deformation response.
2 Fundamentals
The strengthened concrete tension member is in this
case defined as an infinitely long unit width member,
constructed of a concrete core (Adherent 2) and FRP
plates bonded to top and bottom faces (Adherent 1).
The interface and cracks in concrete are described with
cohesive laws. In the modeling, quarter symmetry is
used, see Fig. 4a, b.
2.1 Material models
2.1.1 Concrete
Both linear softening, linear hardening and power-law
cohesive concrete models are used to model the tensile
crack. These crack models are capable of approximat-
ing a wide variety of concrete types, including fiber
reinforced concrete. For linear softening we may write
the cohesive law as:
σw(w) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
ft
[
1 − w
w0
]
if 0 ≤ w ≤ w0
0 if w0 < w
(1)
Where σw(w) is the cohesive stress, w the crack width,
w0 the critical crack opening and ft the tensile strength.
The fracture energy is defined as:
Gc = ftw0/2 (2)
The hardening cohesive law is written as:
σw(w) =
{
ft + fh− ftw0 w if 0 ≤ w ≤ w0
0 if w > w0
(3)
Here fh is the hardened concrete stress at w0 and fh ≥
ft . The fracture energy is defined as:
Gc = ( ft + fh)w0/2 (4)
Another softening model for concrete was described in
Stang and Aarre (1992). The post-peak response was
be described with two experimentally determined val-
ues; p: Exponential factor and w50: Crack opening at
0.5 ft . The cohesive law was given as:
σw(w) = ft1 + (w/w50)p (5)
2.1.2 Interface models
Interface models can take many shapes, depending on
the type of materials bonded together, the bonding
agent etc. In this study, the two principal cases of linear
softening and linear hardening are considered. Linear
softening can be written as:
Linear softening
τ(s) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
τm
[
1 − s
s0
]
if 0 ≤ s ≤ s0
0 if s > s0
(6)
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(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 4 Geometry and modeling assumptions for strengthened tension member
where τm is the maximum shear stress, s the slip and s0
the critical slip when the shear stress reach zero. The
fracture energy is defined as:
G I = τms0/2 (7)
Linear hardening
τ(s) =
{
τm + τh−τms0 s if 0 ≤ s ≤ s0
0 if s > s0
(8)
where τh is the hardened shear stress at s0, s the slip
and s0 the critical slip when the shear stress drops to
zero. Note that τh ≥ τm . The fracture energy is defined
as:
G I = (τm + τh)s0/2 (9)
3 Theory
Governing equations for the provided geometry can be
derived in general for any interface model. If we utilize
Volkersen’s pragmatic approach, we can create a simple
model describing the general behavior of the interface
during loading. If we neglect bending and shear defor-
mations the differential equation describing the slip can
be derived as follows: Horizontal equilibrium in Fig. 4c
gives:
dσ1
dx
− τ
t1
= 0 (10)
dσ2
dx
+ τ
t2
= 0 (11)
Overall force equilibrium at a random location pro-
vides:
P = σ1t1 + σ2t2, (12)
where P is given as force per unit width. Adherents are
assumed linear elastic following Hooke’s law, which
is justified when small strains are considered. We may
therefore define
ε1 = σ1E1 =
du1
dx
(13)
ε2 = σ2E2 =
du2
dx
(14)
Defining the positive slip in the interface as the differ-
ence in deformation between adherents
s = u1 − u2 (15)
Differentiating (15) once and twice with respect to x
and using Eqs. (13), (14), (10) and (11) yields
ds
dx
= σ1
E1
− σ2
E2
(16)
and
d2s
dx2
− λ21τ(s) = 0, (17)
where
λ21 =
[
1
E1t1
+ 1
E2t2
]
(18)
The solution of the governing differential equations
combined with cohesive tensile stress in a crack in a
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concrete crack, may be established in various ways.
Numerical solution using algorithms for iterative solu-
tion of differential equations is one method. Another
numerical method is the finite element method (FEM),
and finally the new analytical solution based on super-
position.
3.1 Numerical solution of differential equations
The governing differential equations can be solved
numerically, when it is impossible to obtain analytical
solutions on closed form. This is especially the case for
complicated shapes of the interface cohesive law. The
procedure is now to set up boundary conditions, and
solve the problem using a numeric algorithm. A set of
boundary conditions are set up for x = 0 and x = Ltr ,
see Fig. 4. At x = 0 we assume equal strain in the adher-
ents, since all load has been transferred along Ltr . This
gives full composite interaction between adherents. If
we neglect elastic deformations in the interface, no slip
can occur at negative x-values, thus we may write the
boundary conditions as:
s = 0 (19)
σ2 = P/ [t2 + E1/E2t1] (20)
σ1 = E1/E2σ2 (21)
At x = Ltr the slip is known to be half of the crack
opening and the stress is determined from force equi-
librium. We may then write the boundary conditions
as:
s = w/2 (22)
σ1 = σw(w) (23)
σ2 = P/t2 − σ1 (24)
The response of the system can now be determined
by solving the system of differential equations con-
sisting of Eqs. (11) and (16). The method is to solve
the two equations as an initial value problem (IVP). A
numerical integration scheme for IVP’s, such as fourth
order Runge–Kutta or Adams–Moulton–Bashforth as
suggested in Fantilli et al. (1999), is then applied. For
further details, please refer to Fantilli et al. (1999).
3.2 Finite element analysis
Finite element analysis is a popular method to solve
complicated systems of differential equations. The
Fig. 5 Finite element mesh of strengthened concrete tension
member with quarter symmetry
problem is in this case possible to solve analytically,
but FEA is used to check the correctness of the theo-
retical solution.
The FEA was performed in Diana 9.4.2 with 8 node
quadratic quadrilateral plane stress elements (CQ16M)
used for FRP and concrete. Interfaces were modeled
using 2D 6 node quadratic line interface elements
(CL12I). To accommodate the idealized material laws
given in Sect. 2.1, interface elements were provided a
large initial stiffness. Mesh sensitivity analysis was per-
formed, and an element size of approximately 5 mm was
found sufficient. The geometry of the specimen can be
found in Fig. 4, inserting t1 = 5 mm and t2 = 100 mm.
The strengthened tension member was modeled using
quarter symmetry. The thickness of the adhesive was
considered small and negligible. The fracture energy
of the concrete, Gc was therefore halfed due to the
symmetry condition, hence w0 =w0/2. The model is
supported at the bottom of adherent 2 in the y-direc-
tion, the concrete in x- and y-direction at the vertical
symmetry interface, and strengthening material in x-
direction at the vertical symmetry interface, as seen in
Fig. 5. The structure was loaded with a deformation, d,
at the left hand side of concrete and FRP. The model was
thensolvedbystepwiseapplyingthedeformationd.The
output load was taken as the summation of reactions in
x-direction, and w/2 as the average opening of the con-
crete crack, over the entire thickness t2. Details and
results from the calculation are presented in Sect. 5.
3.3 Superposition method
The superposition method is a theoretically simple way
of solving the two-way crack problem. The method is
based on a summation of stresses transferred through
the interface and the tensile crack, and it relies on two
basic assumptions. First of all the interface and tensile
cracks are assumed decoupled and cracking modes are
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handled individually, meaning the equilibrium solution
for interfacial shear as a function of the crack width
can be added to the equilibrium solution in the tensile
crack to obtain the total load. Secondly it is assumed
that solutions for the shear stress in the interface can
be obtained as a function of the crack width at x =
Ltr , s(Ltr ) = w/2. With these assumptions, the pro-
cedure is now to solve Eq. (17), to find the load trans-
fer length and an expression for the force, P(w), and
add the contribution from the cohesive tensile stress,
σw(w)t2. Equation (17) is solved for both linear soft-
ening and hardening. The crack opening, for which the
maximum load is found, is dependant on the relation-
ship between and size of w0 and 2s0. The solution for
the maximum load is therefore divided into two parts:
Part I when 2s0 ≥ w0 and part II when 2s0 < w0.
3.3.1 Interface with linear softening
To find an expression for, P(w), we substitute Eq.
(6) into (17) and solve using the boundary condi-
tions s(0)= 0 and s(Ltr )=w/2. The shear stress dis-
tribution is found with Eq. (6), and the load transfer
length, Ltr , is thereafter calculated using the condition
ds(0)/dx = 0. The expression is for all instances of
softening interfaces given as
Ltr = cos
−1 (1 − w/(2s0))
λ1
√
τm/s0
(25)
The expression for force is found after some calcu-
lations, using Eq. (16) and ds/dx = P/(E1t1) at x =
Ltr , as:
Part I: 2s0 ≥ w0 After some calculations the solution
for the force is found to be:
P(w) =
[√
wτm(4s0 − w)
4s0λ21
+ σw(w)t2
]
×
[
1 + E1t1
E2t2
]
(26)
Maximum load occurs where d P/dw = 0. This crack
opening value at maximum load is denoted wm . After
some calculations we find the crack width at maximum
load Pm for a linear softening crack to be:
wm = 2s0 −
2 ft
√
Ωτms
3
0
√
Ωs0τm f 2t + τ 2mw20
(27)
For a hardening concrete type, Eq. (3), the local max-
imum load occurs at wm =w0. The parameter Ω is
given in Eq. (36), and is defined as the sum of inverse
stiffness of each adherent, multiplied by the squared
thickness of adherent two times four.
Part II: 2s0 < w0 Since the same equations define the
problem, the maximum load is the same as Eq. (26). For
a hardening concrete type, Eq. (3), the local maximum
load occurs at wm = w0.
Stang & Aarre model, Eq. (5). The load deformation
response is given by Eq. (26). Inserting Eq. (5) as the
cohesive law in Eq. (26), differentiating with respect to
w and equating to zero, results in the the expression:
0 = τm(2s0 − wm)√
Ωτms0wm(4s0 − wm)
− p ft (wm/w50)
p
wm [(wm/w50)p + 1]2
(28)
from where wm must be solved iteratively. The first
local maximum load is for all cases given as
Pm = P(wm) (29)
3.3.2 Interface with linear hardening
Linear hardening is found using the same method as
before, except the cohesive law is given by Eq. (8).
The different cohesive law for the interface provides
a new expression for the load transfer length, for all
instances of linear hardening:
Ltr =
2 sinh−1
(√
w(τh−τm )
4τms0
)
λ1
√
(τh − τm)/s0 (30)
The expression for force as a function of crack width
is then found to be:
Part I: 2s0 ≥ w0.
P(w) =
[√
w (4s0τm + w (τh − τm))
4s0λ21
+σw(w)t2]
[
1 + E1t1
E2t2
]
(31)
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The maximum load occurs where d P/dw = 0. After
some calculations we find the crack width at maximum
load Pm for a linear softening concrete crack to be:
wm = 2τms0
( ft
√
Ωβs0 − β
)
β(τh − τm) . (32)
where
β = Ω f 2t s0 − w20(τh − τm) (33)
For a hardening concrete type, Eq. (3), the local maxi-
mum load occurs at wm = w0.
Part II: 2s0 < w0 Since the same equations define
the problem, the crack opening at maximum load is
the same as Eq. (32), provided Pc is higher than the
maximum load transferrable in the interface, PI . When
PI ≥ Pc, the crack width at maximum load will settle
at wm = 2s0. For a hardening concrete type, Eq. (3),
the local maximum load occurs at wm = w0.
Stang & Aarre model, Eq. (5). The load deformation
response is given by Eq. (31). Inserting Eq. (5) as the
cohesive law in Eq. (26), differentiating with respect to
w and equating to zero, results in the the expression:
0 = 2s0τm + w(τh − τm)√
Ωs0w(4s0τm + w(τh − τm))
− p ft (wm/w50)
p
wm [(wm/w50)p + 1]2
(34)
This equation must be solved iteratively for wm .
The maximum load is for all cases given as
Pm = P(wm) (35)
4 Structural classification
A useful way of classifying crack growth in this type of
problems, is to compare the first local maximum load,
Pm , obtained while the cohesive concrete stresses are
still present, with the maximum load transferred in the
interface, PI , at eitherw = 2s0 orw = w0. If PI > Pm ,
multiple cracks can be formed in the strengthened ten-
sion member. With this method, a fracture mechanical
parameter, Ωm , can be derived, describing a limit for
obtaining multiple cracking or the structural cracking
potential. When Ωm is found, the minimum required
reinforcement can be derived from Eq. (36), first given
in Hansen and Stang (2011).
Ω = 4λ21t22 (36)
The classification is made for materials with 2s0 ≥ w0
or 2s0 < w0.
Softening Interface, Softening crack, 2s0 ≥ w0. First
of all, the total load in Eq. (26) is compared to the max-
imum transferable load in the interface given as:
PI = √τms0/λ1(1 + E1t1/E2t2) (37)
Setting Pm > PI and substituting Ω into the inequality
and solving for it, gives after some calculations:
Ω < Ωm . (38)
Where Ωm is given as:
Ωm = τm
s0
(√
4s0wm − w2m − 2s0
)2
ft (1 − wm/w0)2
(39)
Here wm must be substituted from Eq. (27). It is not
possible to solve forΩm when the substitution has taken
place, because wm is a function of Ω as well, and the
solution must be found found by solving two equations
with two unknowns iteratively.
Softening interface, softening crack, 2s0 < w0. Since
the concrete adds a contribution to the load until w =
w0, the maximum load will always become larger than
the load transferred only in the interface. Because of
this, classification does not apply in this case.
Softening interface, hardening crack, 2s0 ≥ w0. We
once again compare Eqs. (26) to (37) and substitute Ω
into the expression. Since the hardening concrete law
provides a monotonically increasing contribution to the
load until w = w0, the position of local maximum load
is always wm = w0. Insertion of w = w0 in Pm > PI
gives the limit value for multiple cracking as:
Ω < Ωm . (40)
where
Ωm = τm
so f 2h
(
2s0 −
√
w0(4s0 − w0)
)2
(41)
Softening interface, hardening crack, 2s0 < w0. As
for the case with the softening crack, the load will stay
above PI at all times, and make a sudden drop when
the concrete crack is exhausted. Again classification is
obsolete.
Softening interface, Stang & Aarre model, Eq. (5). In
the Stang & Aarre model, the solution for PI > Pm in
terms of Ω is not available in closed form, due to the
way the cohesive concrete stress is defined. Requiring
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PI > Pm , we may write an expression involving the
two unknowns as
√
wmτm(4s0 − wm)
s0
+
√
Ω ft
1+(wm/w50)p =
√
4τms0
(42)
Solving the two Eqs. (28) and (42) for the two
unknowns wm and Ωm is done with an iterative pro-
cedure.
Hardening interface, softening crack, 2s0 ≥ w0. To
classify a hardening interface, we must compare Eq.
(26) to the maximum load transferrable in the interface
PI . For an interface with a hardening, the maximum
transferred load can be found to
PI =
√
s0(τh + τm)/λ1(1 + E1t1/E2t2) (43)
Finding the maximum load with Eqs. (31) and (32),
setting Pm < PI and substituting Ω into the expres-
sions, we obtain an expression where Ω must be solved
iteratively with:
Ω < Ωm . (44)
where
Ωm =
[√
wm (4τms0 + wm(τh − τm)) − √γ
]2
s0 f 2t (wm/w0 − 1)2
(45)
and the constant γ is introduced as:
γ = 4s20 (τh − τm) (46)
Hardening interface, softening crack, 2s0 < w0. In
this case the maximum load may always be found in the
interval 0 ≤ w ≤ 2s0. The crack width at maximum
load is given by Eq. (32), and is valid until wm ≥ 2s0,
whereafter it remains constant at wm = 2s0. It is pos-
sible to find a regime defined by Ω , where the maxi-
mum load is found before wm = 2s0. Differentiating
Eq. (31) once with respect to w, substituting w < 2s0
and rearranging, we reach the inequality:
Ω >
τ 2h w
2
0
f 2t s0(τh + τm)
(47)
for obtaining solutions of wm between 0 ≤ w < 2s0.
The maximum load, Pm , will always become larger
than PI , and classification is in this case obsolete.
Hardening interface, hardening crack, 2s0 ≥ w0. For
a structure with both hardening interface and crack, the
load will increase until the tensile crack can not transfer
any more load, and then drop to the load level built up
in the interface. Therefore the local maximum load can
be found at wm = w0. Requiring Pm > PI from Eqs.
(31) and (43) and substituting Ω , we obtain the closed
form expression:
Ω < Ωm (48)
where
Ωm = (
√
δ − √γ )2
s0 f 2h
(49)
and δ is defined as
δ = w0 (4s0τm + w0(τh − τm)) (50)
Hardening interface, hardening crack, 2s0 < w0.
According to the nature of the hardening laws, the max-
imum load will always remain above PI , until the ten-
sile cohesive stress is exhausted and the load drops to
PI . Therefore, classification is obsolete.
Hardening interface, Stang & Aarre model, Eq. (5).
In the Stang & Aarre model, the solution for PI > Pm
in terms of Ω is not available in closed form, due to the
way the cohesive concrete stress is defined. Requiring
PI > Pm , we may write an expression involving the
two unknowns as
√
wm (4s0τm + wm(τh − τm))
s0
+
√
Ω ft
1 + (wm/w50)p =
√
4s0(τh + τm) (51)
Solving the two Eqs. (34) and (51) for the two
unknowns wm and Ωm is done with an iterative pro-
cedure.
4.1 Parametric studies
4.1.1 Minimum reinforcement for multiple cracking
To uncover the relationship between all input param-
eters, the amount of strengthening needed to obtain
multiple cracking has been mapped, where the results
are presented in dimensionless form in Figs. 6, 7,
8, and 9. The parametric study was performed with
base parameters E2 and t2, resulting in the dimen-
sionless variables E1t1E2t2 ,
τm
E2 ,
τh
E2 ,
ft
E2 ,
fh
E2 ,
s0
t2
and w0t2 .
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Fig. 6 Minimum reinforcement for: softening interface, soften-
ing concrete
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Fig. 7 Minimum reinforcement for: softening interface, hard-
ening concrete
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Fig. 8 Minimum reinforcement for: hardening interface, soft-
ening concrete
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Fig. 9 Minimum reinforcement for: hardening interface, hard-
ening concrete
The reinforcement needed for multiple cracking is
obtained by isolating E1t1 in Ω < Ωm . The set of
parameters has been chosen to resemble commonly
found values for fracture and stiffness parameters in
strengthening problems as: E1 = 150 GPa; t1 = 1 mm;
E2 = 30 GPa; t2 = 100 mm; τm = 5 MPa; τh = τm +
2 MPa; s0 = 0.2 mm; ft = 5 MPa; fh = ft + 2 MPa;
w0 = 0.1. The variation of parameters were made
with multipliers: Low values: 1/100. High values: 3.
The results are shown as the minimum reinforcement
normalized by the reference reinforcement ratio as a
function of the multiplier. It is clearly seen that all
parameters within a reasonable range of the reference
values has a significant impact on the minimum rein-
forcement ratio. However, for the case of hardening
interfaces, the influence of the hardening shear stress,
τh , is so significant, that it diminishes the effect of w0
and τm in Figs. 8, 9, respectively. Increasing harden-
ing parameters τh and s0 belonging to the interface is
seen to decrease the required minimum reinforcement,
whereas the opposite holds for concrete parameters.
An interesting tendency, is that parameters related to
either interface or concrete fracture energy are grouped.
What may be derived from this, is that changes in one
of the parameters belonging to either concrete or inter-
face fracture energy (for instance s0), will be approxi-
mately similar to a change in the other variable (in this
case τm). With these observations in mind, it is rele-
vant to look at the relationship between the fracture
energy of interface and concrete. It is obvious that such
a plot is not self-sufficient, but must be supported by the
before mentioned figures. In Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13 the
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Fig. 10 Minimum reinforcement ratio as a function of fracture
energy ratio: softening interface, softening concrete
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Fig. 11 Minimum reinforcement ratio as a function of fracture
energy ratio: softening interface, hardening concrete
minimum reinforcement ratio normalized by the ref-
erence reinforcement ratio is shown as a function of
fracture energy ratio for each variable. The similar
shape of the curves indicates there is a strong rela-
tionship between the minimum reinforcement and the
fracture energy ratio. The asymptotic behavior of the
graphs is due to Pm > PI . The combination of fracture
mechanical constants does not allow for enough stress
to be transferred through the interface to exceed the
first local maximum load. In all curves except Fig. 13,
the required minimum reinforcement ratio is seen to
decrease as the fracture energy ratio G I /Gc increases.
In Fig. 13 results for variation of τm is different due to
the double hardening configuration.
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Fig. 12 Minimum reinforcement ratio as a function of fracture
energy ratio: hardening interface, softening concrete
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Fig. 13 Minimum reinforcement ratio as a function of fracture
energy ratio: hardening interface, hardening concrete
4.1.2 Load transfer length at Pm
With the Eqs. (25) and (30) for load transfer length, the
influence of each parameter is investigated in Figs. 14,
15, 16, and 17 in the same way as the minimum rein-
forcement ratio. The calculated load transfer length
is normalized with the load transfer length at refer-
ence value, each variable is normalized by its maxi-
mum value. The main governing parameters are mainly
the same as the ones responsible for the value of wm ,
namely ft , w0. Also E1t1 is significant and follows the
behavior of w0 closely. In all instances, an increase in
either parameter results in an increase in load trans-
fer length. When ft is included in the equations, load
transfer length is increasing for decreasing value of ft ,
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Fig. 14 Load transfer length for: softening interface + softening
concrete
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Fig. 15 Load transfer length for: softening interface + hardening
concrete
until a plateau is reached. In cases for hardening con-
crete laws, τm has a significant impact, where smaller
values results in large load transfer lengths. In the case
of softening concrete, the influence of τm is close to
none. The hardening stress τh is shown to have a very
small significance. Finally the critical slip value s0 has
a small significance on the load transfer length, except
at small values, where a peak or drop is visible.
5 Comparison with finite element analysis
A comparison of theoretical results with FEA is a
way to validate the correctness theoretical solution to
other independently obtained solutions. If the solutions
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Fig. 16 Load transfer length for: hardening interface + softening
concrete
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Fig. 17 Load transfer length for: hardening interface + harden-
ing concrete
coincide, the theoretical solution can omit FEA for
obtaining the load-deformation response, in future
applications of the theory. Earlier, shear stress distri-
butions in an interface from softening cohesive laws
were compared to FEA in the literature, (Wu et al.
2002), and it was furthermore verified in Hansen and
Stang (2011), that FEA and special solutions of the
softening interface and softening concrete case coin-
cide. The finite element model is described in Sect. 3.2.
Material parameters used in the comparison with the-
ory are: E1 = 100 GPa; E2 = 3,000 GPa; τm = 5 MPa;
s0 = 0.2 mm. For softening and hardening concrete
laws we use ft = 5 MPa with w0 = 0.05 mm and
fh = 7 MPa with w0 = 0.14 mm. In the Stang & Aarre
model, p = 2.5 and w50 = 0.05 mm. The correlation
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Fig. 18 Theory and FEA solutions for the load-crack opening
relationships of a joint with hardening interface and softening,
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Fig. 19 Relative error for theoretical load Eq. (31) divided by
result from FEA, for both hardening, softening and Stang & Aarre
concrete laws
between theory and FEA solutions is in Fig. 18 seen to
be good. The error between theory and FEA is shown in
Fig. 19, where it is found to be low, thus the analytical
solution is verified with the finite element results. How-
ever, from both Figs. 18 and 19, it is seen that the FEA
has difficulties converging to a correct solution in the
beginning of the analysis. This is primarily due to two
things. First of all, the length of the specimen is long
compared to the developed length of the interface de-
bond at small crack widths. The elastic deformations
in the specimen, makes it difficult for the finite ele-
ment program to reach a correct equilibrium solution,
because the concrete crack needs to soften immediately
after applying load. This condition is met by inserting
a large stiffness for the second adherent. Secondly, the
cohesive law for both concrete and interface is not com-
putationally sound, due to the lack of a “lead-in” linear
elastic part.
6 Discussion and conclusion
6.1 General
One of the most obvious uses of the proposed theory,
is determination of the criterion for multiple cracking.
All criteria for minimum reinforcement of the softening
and hardening material laws were earlier derived, and
results are in some cases available in closed form. If
the cohesive laws attain shapes that gives lengthy solu-
tions for the force transferred in the interface, chances
are that a for the full response solution is only avail-
able numerically. However, cohesive laws with sim-
ple shapes has been shown to provide useful results
when applied in analysis of strengthened structures,
Chen and Teng (2001). Because of this, it is argued
that the derived models in this paper can be used for
their intended purpose and approximate the most com-
mon properties of interfaces and concrete. The derived
theory is also usable for fiber pull-out, reinforcement
pull-out and other similar problems, where the material
in the plane of the reinforcement, can be considered as
a special material with a non-linear cohesive material
law according to P(w).
In the parametric studies, Sect. 4.1, PI > Pm was
not always possible to achieve. In some parameter
intervals, multiple cracking was simply impossible to
obtain. This shows in the form of asymptotic behavior
of the required reinforcement ratio. This knowledge
is useful when designing strengthening for an existing
concrete structure, since a proper adhesive can be cho-
sen or other precautions can me taken to insure multiple
cracking. A specimen designed to obtain single crack-
ing, will in a load controlled system fail brittle, whereas
a specimen able to obtain multiple cracking can sustain
higher loads, thus increasing the ductility.
The criterion for minimum reinforcement was seen
to be strongly dependant on the ratio between fracture
energies. This is on one hand obvious, since the maxi-
mum load transferred in the interface, PI , can be written
as a function of G I . On the other hand, the magnitude
of Pm is not possible to derive directly in terms of frac-
ture energy, and the parametric study is the only way
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to map the relationship between fracture mechanical
parameters.
6.2 Comparison to other work
This unified theory based on the Volkersen solution and
superposition is in some special cases directly compa-
rable to other well known models. The most basic com-
parison is the ACK theory proposed in Aveston et al.
(1971), where tensile stress is neglected and the shear
interface law is constant: τ(s) = τm . By either reducing
the already known solutions, or inserting τ(s) = τm in
(17) and setting σ(w) = 0, we can by using the known
procedure obtain the following expressions for force,
crack width opening at fully developed load transfer
length, and load transfer length as:
P(w) =
√
wτm
[
E1t1
[
1 + E1t1
E2t2
]]
(52)
The crack width opening, wc is:
wc = f
2
t t
2
2 λ
2
1
τm
(53)
which inserted into the expression for load transfer
length as a function of crack width, gives the final
expression:
Ltr = ft t2/τm (54)
This expression is equivalent to what can be found in
Aveston et al. (1971) if they are rewritten with the same
conventions and definitions. It is thereby proven that
the proposed method in this paper, reduces to the the
classical ACK solution.
6.3 Conclusions
From the investigations of this paper, it is possible to
draw the following conclusions:
– Minimum reinforcement for obtaining multiple
cracking was presented in form of a dimensionless
analysis. At normal values and variations, almost all
ingoing parameters were shown to have significant
influence on the minimum reinforcement ratio. A
coherence between the fracture energies for inter-
face and concrete was found and investigated in a
non-dimensional analysis. The minimum reinforce-
ment ration was found to be strongly dependant on
the fracture energy ratio G I /Gc.
– Closed form solutions for the load-crack opening
relationship are possible, when the interface contri-
bution can be solved in closed form.
– For closed form solutions, expressions for crack
opening at local maximum load can be obtained
and provide the basis for classification of structures
and determination of minimum reinforcement. In
some cases the first peak load must be determined
by solving the equations numerically.
– The Volkersen theory in combination with the
superposition principle, was found to correspond
well with 2D finite element analysis.
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Abstract Crack propagation in strengthened concrete disks
is a problem that has not yet been addressed properly. To
investigate this problem, a cracked half-infinite disk of con-
crete is strengthened with a linear elastic material bonded
to the surface, is analyzed using two different finite ele-
ment modeling approaches. First method is 3D modeling
of strengthening, interface and disk, and second method is
modeling of an equivalent disk in 2D, with an effective co-
hesive crack, equivalent thickness and equivalent stiffness.
The 2D modeling approach simplifies modeling of the prob-
lem significantly and reduces the computational efforts and
time. A good prediction of the cracking response, global re-
sponse and load was obtained with the 2D model, whereas
prediction of the size and shape of the interface debond only
approximate. It is concluded that the effective cohesive mod-
eling approach is can be used instead of 3D calculations to
predict the response of a structure and that it opens up for
simpler evaluation of strengthened concrete structures using
the finite element method.
Keywords Concrete · Fiber reinforced materials · Cohesive
zone modeling · Fracture mechanics · Crack growth ·
Debonding · Interface fracture · Bonded joints
1 Introduction
Since the 1960’s strengthening and upgrading of concrete
structures, has been performed by bonding steel, and later
fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) plates, to the tension face
on concrete beams, plates etc., see Chen and Teng (2001).
C. S. Hansen
Technical University of Denmark
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Section for Structural Engineering
Tel.: +4545251762
E-mail: csh@byg.dtu.dk
Use of FRP materials for strengthening beams and plates in
bending spread rapidly to other uses, such as strengthening
of beams in shear, columns, concrete confinement, masonry
structures and other special structural elements, see as a few
examples Täljsten (1994); Rusinowski and Täljsten (2009);
Triantafillou and Plevris (1992); Zhuge (2010); Täljsten (2006);
Enochsson et al (2007) and design guidelines ACI (2008);
CNR (2004); fib (2001); JSCE (2001).
According to a literature study in Sas et al (2009), design
guidelines and other research has not been focused on the
theoretical analysis of strengthened shear walls to a satisfac-
tory degree. The research found on strengthened walls, con-
cerns mostly masonry walls. Masonry walls inherit some of
the same properties as concrete walls, and research on fail-
ure of strengthened in-plane loaded unreinforced masonry
walls has been undertaken in Stratford et al (2004). A se-
ries of masonry walls were strengthened with FRP sheets
on one side, and tested with simultaneous in-plane and ver-
tical loading. The failure modes were identified, and a set
of simple design equations were derived for the maximum
load, but the entire load-deformation relationship and ten-
sile stress transferred in the cracks was not accounted for.
As pointed out in Sas et al (2009), there is currently no the-
ory that is able to describe the behavior and fracture of a disk
strengthened with FRP materials. The absence of a well es-
tablished theoretical framework for strengthened disks and
the fact that basically no attempts have been made to estab-
lish one, makes it a difficult area to approach. However, lin-
ear elastic fracture mechanics has earlier been used in anal-
ysis of disks and plates.
Click here to view linked References
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2 Christian Skodborg Hansen, Henrik Stang
1.1 Analysis of strengthened metallic disks with linear
elastic fracture mechanics
Repair of metallic structures with composites has been known
for many years in the aircraft industry. Aircraft structures
are of particular interest since they are susceptible to fatigue
loads and cracking, and must repaired to remain in service.
Bonded composites offers a light weight strengthening so-
lution and does not require any further fasteners. It is usu-
ally due to fastener holes or other stress raisers that fatigue
cracks occur in aircraft structures, see Sanford (2002). To
predict the crack propagation rate after strengthening of a
cracked structure, the stress intensity factor of the cracked
plate has to be calculated. In a classical paper by Erdogan
and Arin (1972), the stress intensity factor was found by
deriving and solving integral equations for a strengthened
disk with an interface debond, and applying a limit to the
maximum shear stress in the interface. It was thereby pos-
sible to derive the shape of the debond and find the stress
intensity factor. It was later proved in Ratwani (1978) that
solutions of the integral equations corresponded well to fi-
nite element calculations of the same problem. Later Kim
and Lee (2000) analyzed the patched crack problem, as-
suming the composite patch over the crack to act as a 1D
spring between the crack surfaces. The stress intensity fac-
tor was then found by the weight function method. An in-
clusion theory was derived in Rose (1981) for strengthen-
ing of cracked orthotropic composite plates with elliptically
shaped orthotropic patches. It was used to estimate the stress
intensity factor in the base material when a crack was present.
An inclusion was defined as an area of a plate with higher
stiffness properties due to the composite action between metal
and strengthening.
Because of the nonlinearity of concrete, the theory of
linear elastic fracture mechanics from metallic disks is not
applicable for strengthened concrete structures, but some of
the basic ideas and concepts can be used. Especially the idea
of having an inclusion or area having higher stiffness prop-
erties or an equivalent stiffness, and the 1D principle ap-
plied by Kim and Lee will be put to use later. Since con-
crete and interfaces in concrete behave quasi-brittle, the co-
hesive crack model in Hillerborg et al (1976) is appropriate
for analysis of the concrete crack and the interfacial crack
between concrete and the strengthening medium.
1.2 Analysis of a cracked strengthened half-infinite disk
with interface debonding
A principal investigation of crack propagation in a strength-
ened disk requires modeling of the interaction between ten-
sile concrete cracks and debonding between the strength-
ening medium and concrete. This is shown for the case of
a half-infinite disk in Figure 1 a). Furthermore, this prob-
lem requires a specimen free of geometrical dependencies
to focus conclusions on the fracture parameters and not the
finite geometry. Because of this, a half-infinite disk is em-
ployed for the analysis, where the only predetermined and
necessary geometrical size is the initial crack length, a0.
A 3D finite element model is able to predict structural re-
sponse when both cracks are modeled with cohesive ele-
ments. However, non-linear finite element models will in a
layered configuration require substantial computational ef-
fort compared to plane 2D problems. It is therefore the pur-
pose to investigate if a 3D problem can be modeled as a
plane 2D problem. Going from 3D to 2D modeling, requires
that all non-linear effects from crack propagation in the in-
terface, can be lumped into a single effective cohesive law,
σe(w). See Figure 1 b). The effective cohesive law will con-
sist of contributions from Mode I and Mode II cracking. The
effective cohesive stress, σe(w), as a function of the crack
width, w, is found by distributing the force over a chosen
reference thickness, te. The method is described in further
detail in Section 2.2.1.
1.3 The present paper
By using non-linear fracture mechanics (NLFM), it is the
purpose of this paper to identify, derive and validate the
use of effective cohesive laws in 2D finite element analy-
sis (FEA), as an alternative to 3D FEA of strengthened con-
crete disks. The paper compares a 3D analysis with a plane
2D analysis coupled with an effective cohesive law. Compar-
isons between crack growth in concrete, debond, global be-
havior and far-field stress are made to validate the accuracy
of the proposed 2D model. The effective cohesive law is de-
rived from a model of a strengthened concrete tension mem-
ber derived by the authors in Hansen and Stang (2012a).
2 Theoretical background
NLFM can be used to describe the fracture of strengthened
concrete structures. This section will describe the material
models used to model tensile fracture in concrete and in-
terface debonding between the concrete and strengthening
material.
2.1 Concrete and interface modeling
2.1.1 Concrete
The cohesive crack model described in Hillerborg et al (1976),
has been widely accepted for modeling of cracks in con-
crete. A cohesive crack model, describes the tensile stresses
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Fig. 1 Geometry of the half-infinite disk in a) Composite structure and b) Equivalent structure.
transferred between crack faces in the fracture process zone
of a crack in concrete, as a function of the distance between
the crack faces. At a critical crack opening, w0, the crack be-
comes stress free. A softening cohesive law describing the
mode I fracture of concrete is defined in terms of the cohe-
sive tensile stress, σw, and the crack opening, w. A linear
softening version is used throughout the paper and is given
as:
σw(w) =
 ft
[
1− w
w0
]
if 0≤ w≤ w0
0 if w0 < w
(1)
Here σw(w) is the cohesive stress, w the crack width, w0 the
critical crack opening and ft the tensile strength.
2.1.2 Interface
Interfacial fracture is also covered by the fictitious crack
model. A cracked interface loaded in shear, consists of a par-
tially and a fully debonded part. In the partially debonded
part, the interface is being degraded according to a given
cohesive law, but is still able to transfer shear stress until
a critical slip value, s0 is reached. Dilatation effects due to
the rough crack created in the interface may create mixed
mode fracture state in the interface. Dilatation is neglected
in this paper, but an elaboration is given in Hansen and Stang
(2012b). We will use a linear softening cohesive law to de-
fine the behavior of the interface. The material law is given
as:
τ(s) =
 τm
[
1− s
s0
]
if 0≤ s≤ s0
0 if s> s0
(2)
Here τm is the maximum shear stress, s the slip and s0 the
critical slip when the shear stress reach zero.
2.1.3 Structural modeling
The two cohesive laws will serve as input in the structural
models. Modeling of the composite structural element ne-
glects shear and moment deformation of both adherents, thus
only axial deformation and stress is allowed, as can be seen
in Figure 2.
Adherent 1
Interface
Adherent 2
τ (s)
dx
t2
t1
s(x)
x, u
Fig. 2 Principle of the Volkersen shear-lag theory
The interface is loaded and deformed in shear only. These
assumptions were originally presented in Volkersen (1938).
For a full description and derivation of the governing equa-
tions, see Hansen and Stang (2012b) and Hansen and Stang
(2012a).
2.2 Superposition method
A solution to the differential equation for a strengthened ten-
sion member, as in Hansen and Stang (2012a), is based on
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the theory proposed in Volkersen (1938), where the effect of
a tensile cohesive concrete crack is included by superposi-
tion. The principle formula for the force as function of crack
opening, is given as:
P(w) =
[
1+
E1t1
E2t2
]
(PI(w)+PC(w)) (3)
where PI is the load transferred in the interface and PC is
the load transferred in the concrete crack. With linear soft-
ening cohesive laws for both concrete crack and interface
debonding and the given restriction 2s0 ≥ w0. The load on
the unit with strengthened tension member as a function of
crack opening is given in Hansen and Stang (2012a) as:
P(w) =
[√
wτm(4s0−w)
4s0λ 21
+σw(w)t2
][
1+
E1t1
E2t2
]
(4)
the load transfer length is given as:
Ltr =
cos−1 (1−w/(2s0))
λ1
√
τm/s0
(5)
where
λ 21 =
[
1
E1t1
+
1
E2t2
]
(6)
and E1,2 and t1,2 is the stiffness and thickness of adherents.
It is now possible to derive an effective cohesive law from a
unit width tension member.
2.2.1 Effective cohesive law
The principle behind an effective cohesive law, is that the
load-crack-opening response of a strengthened tension mem-
ber, can be re-written as a cohesive law, by division of the
load-crack-opening relationship with an equivalent thickness,
te. The equivalent stiffness is then derived as Ee. The com-
plete equivalent 1D element will then consist of a bar with
equivalent properties, and a crack with cohesive properties
corresponding to σe(w). For the problem in this paper, we
can derive the effective cohesive law as follows:
If the force found in (4) is distributed across both mate-
rials, we have the effective cohesive law defined as
σe(w) =
P(w)
t1+ t2
=
P(w)
te
(7)
If strains in adherent 1 and 2 are required to be equal, we
may define a common strain, εe, as
ε1 = ε2 = εe (8)
and thereby follows
σ1 = E1εe (9)
σ2 = E2εe (10)
With these definitions, horizontal force equilibrium can be
expressed as, see Hansen and Stang (2012a):
P(w) = (E1t1+E2t2)εe (11)
Inserting Equation (11) in (7) we obtain
σe(w) =
P(w)
t1+ t2
=
E1t1+E2t2
t1+ t2
εe = Eeεe (12)
It is now assumed that the strengthened area of the disk
can be modeled as a disk with the equivalent thickness te =
t1 + t2 and equivalent stiffness Ee, as as it was also done in
the inclusion theory by Rose (1981). All deformations due
to interface within the disk are thereby neglected and only
considered in the effective crack.
3 Finite element modeling
Comparison of the two different modeling approaches is made
with two finite element models in the finite element program
DIANA 9.4.2. Modeling is performed on half of the half-
infinite disk in Figure 1 due to symmetry. One 3D model
incorporating interfacial debonding, concrete cracking and
FRP strengthening. FRP strengthening is modeled in a sim-
plified manner using isotropic elements. The 3D model is
compared to a 2D model with the equivalent properties and
effective cohesive law from Section 2.1. Material and geo-
metrical properties are given for the 3D model as a= 25mm,
b= 4025mm, h= 2000mm, t1 = [0.1,0.2,0.3,1.4]mm, t2 =
100mm, τm= 5MPa, s0 = 0.2mm, ft = 2.9MPa,Gc= 0.125N/mm,
w0 = 2Gc/ ft , E2 = 30GPa, ν1 = 0.3, ν2 = 0.3, E1 = 155GPa.
Here Gc is the fracture energy of the concrete and ν1,2 Pois-
son’s ratio for the adherents. Four different thicknesses of
strengthening are investigated in the 2D model, whereas the
3D model only compares t1 = [0.1,0.2]. The effective co-
hesive laws needed for input in the 2D model are given in
Figure 3, where the effective cohesive stress is plotted as a
function of the half crack opening. When using symmetry in
the finite element modeling, only half of the fracture energy
from the effective cohesive law is considered.
It is possible to classify the structural behavior of a strength-
ened tension member from the shape of the effective cohe-
sive law, see Hansen and Stang (2012b,a). Based on the the-
oretical considerations in these papers, the cohesive laws in
the cases of t1 = [0.1,0.2,0.3]mm have no potential for mul-
tiple cracking, whereas the disk in the case of t1 = 1.4mm
can undergo multiple cracking. When reviewing the results
from the finite element calculations, these characterizations
will be evaluated.
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Fig. 4 a and b): 2D and 3D principal layout of finite element models of the strengthened disk with element types, loads, constraints and controls.
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Fig. 3 Effective cohesive laws for use in the 2D model.
The 3D model consists of a concrete disk interconnected
with the FRP disk through a 3D cohesive interface element,
as seen in Figure 4 b). Here DIANA element type names are
also given. The cohesive elements are depicted as springs.
Concrete and FRP disks are modeled as 2D membrane el-
ements. Concrete and FRP materials are assumed isotropic.
The concrete crack is modeled as a cohesive line interface,
also depicted by springs. Next to the crack is the initial crack
a0. The concrete crack, and parallel strengthening edge, are
both supported in the x−direction. To maintain structural
stability, the upper left strengthening and concrete edges are
supported in the y−direction. Supports in z−direction are
added to the faces of the concrete and strengthening medium
to insure a stable model. These z−axis supports are not de-
picted. Since all crack propagation is assumed to take place
near the initial crack, it must be ensured that interface cracks
cannot appear elsewhere. Therefore a constraint requiring
equal deformation, and thereby equal strains and no inter-
facial shear stress, is applied at the two edges where the
load σ is applied. A sufficiently small mesh is found with an
element size of approximately 2mm near the tensile crack,
which is also sufficient resolution to monitor crack propaga-
tion. An arc-length method is applied in the solution proce-
dure, where the controlling deformation is the crack opening
of line marked CMOD in Figure 4 a) and b).
The 2D model is created using 2D membrane elements with
the equivalent properties: te, Ee and effective crack σe(w).
The concrete crack is modeled as a cohesive line interface
and depicted by springs in Figure 4 a). This line will have
effective properties, see Equation (7). The initial crack is
placed next to effective cohesive crack. The initial crack is
also modeled as a cohesive line interface, since FRP debond-
ing will take place here as well. This will result in an effec-
tive cohesive law, without the contribution from concrete.
Supports are applied to the cohesive line interface and the
left hand side. Loading and control of the analysis is similar
to the 3D model.
4 Comparison of 2D and 3D finite element models
In the comparison of the two models we will direct our atten-
tion to the cracking response. More specifically the relation-
ship between length of the tension crack, the crack opening
shape, the debonding size and shape and the far-field stress,
σ . Global behavior of the disk is investigated by plotting the
deformation at the load vs. the far-field, stress thus revealing
the capability to predict possible snap-back behavior. The
response of an unreinforced disk is furthermore compared
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6 Christian Skodborg Hansen, Henrik Stang
to those of four strengthened disks to evaluate the effect of
strengthening on the cracking propagation.
4.1 Comparison of crack growth and far-field stress
Predicting the position of the tensile crack as a function of
the far-field stress with high accuracy is important because
it is able to describe the stability of the crack propagation
and characterize the crack growth indirectly. A comparison
is made using the cases of t1 = [0.1,0.2]mm and is seen in
Figure 5. Crack propagation in the disk starts with an as-
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Fig. 5 Crack length as a function of far-field stress for 2D and 3D finite
element model. ECL: Effective cohesive law.
cending part, leading to a plateau where the peak load is
found. Hereafter, the load drops without much or any crack
propagation. It is also here the main contribution to the load
changes from concrete to strengthening. Finally a plateau
is reached, where the strengthening has overtaken a large
part of the load transfer. The response is seen to correlate
well between 2D and 3D model for t1 = 0.1mm, where the
only visible deviation is found at the descending part, when
the crack begins to increase its growth rate. In the case of
t1 = 0.2mm there is the same correlation in the ascending
part and at the peak load between the 2D and 3D models,
but the load drop following the plateau is 36mm displaced
from the 3D model compared to the 2D model. The discrep-
ancy could be due to the isotropic strengthening elements,
but the t1 = 0.1mm case does not seem to be affected. A
more likely reason is found in the convergence of the finite
element program and this is discussed later in Section 4.4.
The descending plateaus are found to correlate well to each
other. Overall it can be concluded that the basic behavior and
phenomena are accurately predicted with the 2D model. A
parameter that is likely to be slightly more difficult to predict
is the size and extent of the debonded shape.
4.2 Prediction of debonding size and shape
Obtaining the size of the debond from the 3D calculation
in the finite element program is approximate. A method was
chosen where the outline of the debonded was found by find-
ing shear stress values very close to τm. This can be per-
formed with an accuracy of approximately 4mm. Further-
more the finite element program has an elastic stiffness that
will play a significant role for small crack openings. Debond
shapes for the 2D model is calculated by inserting crack
opening values from the finite element results into Equation
(5) and comparing with the shape found in the 3D results.
The comparison is shown in Figure 6 where the debonded
shape is shown for two different crack lengths. It is seen how
the discrepancy is high near the crack tips. This is mainly
due to the elastic stiffness the interface must be given in the
3D model. When the stress is still in the elastic zone, the
debond will not be registered. It is also seen that elastic stiff-
ness becomes less significant at larger crack lengths. Near
the initial crack the 2D model both under and overestimates
the 3D results, but the shape of the debond fairly good, apart
from the expected discrepancy from the elastic part of the
modeled interface. Isotropic elements can also play a role in
the under and over estimation of the predictions.
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Fig. 6 2D and 3D interfacial debonding compared at different crack
lengths.
The results furthermore suggest, that at least for uniaxial
tension, the debonded shape does not extend past the length
of the tensile crack, even though the strengthening was mod-
eled as an isotropic material. Similar findings were made in
Erdogan and Arin (1972) and Ratwani (1977).
4.3 Comparison of crack opening profiles
A comparison between crack opening profiles at two differ-
ent stages of crack propagation lengths similar to those of
the debond comparison is made for the case of t1 = 0.2 in
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Modeling of crack propagation in strengthened concrete disks 7
Figure 7, where the crack opening at different crack lengths
is plotted. Crack lengths are plotted as a coordinate, mea-
sured from the left side of the disk in Figure 4. Crack open-
ings are seen to agree well all along the cracked length. This
suggests the modeling of the initial crack is good and reli-
able in the simplified 2D model. Since cohesive laws will
have an abrupt change in value there the initial crack termi-
nates and the real crack begins, some discrepancy could be
expected here, but the results appear unaffected.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of crack opening profiles in 2D and 3D models at
different crack lengths.
4.4 Global behavior of disks
Even though the analysis consists of simulating the behav-
ior a half-infinite disk, it is still important to assess the abil-
ity of the 2D model to replicate the overall behavior of a
disk, in the form of the far-field stress as a function of the
deformation at the loading. Such plots are shown for t1 =
[0.1,0.2]mm in Figure 8. Like in Figure 7 the correlation
between the models is good and the overall behavior behav-
ior is correctly captured, except for the turning point during
snap-back, where there is a small divergence. Here the 3D
model predicts a slightly stronger snap-back. It is most likely
related to the crack length reached when snap-back initiates.
The difference in crack length predictions might be related
to the size in load steps taken by the finite element program
and thereby to the convergence of the load steps. This is fur-
ther suspected, because the case of t1 = 0.1mm is predicted
more accurate than for t1 = 0.2mm. A finite element analysis
investigating this further will not be computationally feasi-
ble and is not performed here. Despite this minor inaccuracy,
the 2D model prevailed in prediction of the global behav-
ior accurately, thus suggesting that the composite action and
stiffness prediction using the equivalent young modulus Ee
is good.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of displacement at the load and far-field stress.
Having shown that 2D and 3D calculations coincide well,
we can now use the computationally efficient 2D model with
effective cohesive law to compare the effect of strengthening
on concrete disks.
4.5 Effect of strengthening on disk behavior
Four different cases of strengthening are compared to an un-
strengthened reference case. Material values are kept iden-
tical with those from Section 3, but the thickness is varied
with values t1 = [0.1,0.2,0.3,1.4]mm to increase the amount
of strengthening and investigate different shapes of the ef-
fective cohesive law. It is desirable to achieve as ductile a
fracture as possible and not to have the load to drop sud-
denly after reaching peak load. Looking at the results from
the reference disk in Figure 9, it is seen that a peak load is
reached below the tensile strength. This is due to the initial
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Fig. 9 Comparison of load vs. crack length between a reference disk
and three strengthened members
crack and the stress concentration. After reaching the peak
value, the crack enters unstable crack growth, where the load
decrease as the crack propagates. It is also here snap-back
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Fig. 10 Snap-back behavior in disks at different degrees of strengthen-
ing. Deformation measured at the top point as a function of the far-field
stress. The circles mark the points where the crack has propagated fully
through the disk.
behavior will initiate. The shape of the descending curve is
dependant on the fracture energy of the concrete, whereas
the peak load is governed by the tensile strength. This was
also found in Dick-Nielsen (2008).
When strengthening is added the peak load is increased
a small amount, which is due to stress relief in the concrete
caused by the strengthening. Because of the load transferred
in the FRP, the disk will still be able to transfer load after the
concrete has fully cracked. A high load will be sustained for
longer time than the reference disk. However, after the peak
and after the plateau, a steep drop in load can be observed.
It occurs when the contribution to the load shifts from pre-
dominantly concrete to predominantly FRP strengthening.
The size of the drop and length of the plateau is dependant
on the amount of strengthening and the shape of the effective
cohesive law. If the load drop is too large or steep, snap-back
may occur due to the release of built-up energy in the elastic
disk. By plotting the load as a function of top deformation
this phenomena is clearly seen in the cases of the reference
and t1 = 0.1,0.2,0.3mm in Figure 10. A tendency towards
hindering snap-back is seen for increasing values of t1, sim-
ply because the interface and strengthening will take over
more load from the concrete earlier.
When using a larger amount of strengthening such as
t1 = 1.4mm, which a common value for prefabricated unidi-
rectional CFRP laminates, the load plateau is seen to be sus-
tained until the crack has reached the end of the disk. Since
the investigation concerns an infinitely large disk, the results
are not valid for general conclusions near the end of the disk,
but it is still an interesting phenomena. It shows that even if
the disk contains a very long crack or a crack has propagated
a long way through the disk, the load remains virtually unaf-
fected. For a strengthened structure, the case of t1 = 1.4mm
is the most preferable, since the structure is able to handle
crack propagation while still maintaining the same load. Ac-
tually some of same behavior seen for t1 = 1.4mm is seen in
the case of t1 = 0.3mm. The load is fully sustained as the
crack propagates through the disk. However, the load for a
fully propagated crack will not be able to reach as high a
value, as it is clearly seen from the effective cohesive laws
in Figure 3.
4.6 Evaluation of disk characterization
From the previously presented figures of load vs. crack prop-
agation and the shape of the effective cohesive law, the crack
propagation type and stability cannot be predicted with the
current knowledge. The effective cohesive law does not have
the capability to characterize cracks propagating along the
y−axis. The only case this could become possible, is if crack
has propagated fully through the specimen and the crack
opening profile is flat. This is clearly seen when compar-
ing cases of t1 = 0.3mm and t1 = 1.4mm, where the results
from the load vs. crack length analysis in Figure 9 show the
same ability to sustain the load. However, the load in the
case of t1 = 0.3mm drops after reaching the crack length
a = b, whereas the t1 = 1.4mm is able to sustain and in-
crease the load.
It was anticipated that the ability of the crack to sustain
load as it propagated through the entire disk, was only to be
achieved if multiple cracking was predicted, as it was the
case for t1 = 1.4mm, but this cracking behavior was also
seen for t1 = 0.3mm.
The findings suggest that analysis of cracking stability
cannot be determined directly through the ability of the strength-
ened concrete tension member model to predict multiple
cracking, but must be determined through the combined ef-
forts of materials properties and structural description of the
disk. It is out of the scope of this paper to investigate this
further, but since the 2D model combined with the effective
cohesive law is proving to be a good alternative to the 3D
modeling, it is likely it could be utilized for such an investi-
gation.
5 Discussion and conclusion
Based on the comparison of 3D and 2D finite element cal-
culations with an effective cohesive law of a half-infinite
strengthened concrete disk loaded in tension perpendicu-
lar to the concrete crack, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
– A 2D finite element model incorporating an effective co-
hesive law is with good accuracy able to predict the re-
sponse of a 3D finite element model with separate mod-
eling of tension and interfacial cracks.
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Modeling of crack propagation in strengthened concrete disks 9
– All important aspects of two-way cracking in the 3D
model, such as the length of the tensile crack, crack open-
ing shape, snap-back behavior and shape and size of the
debonded zone, all as a function of far-field stress, were
captured in the 2D model.
– Using a 2D finite element model instead of 3D, com-
putational time and effort can be significantly reduced.
Furthermore, a 2D model is far more operational and
easier to handle than a 3D model, where convergence
of a solution can be difficult obtain.
– Characterization of the strengthened disk is not possible
solely through the knowledge of multiple cracking crite-
rias derived from the effective law, but must consider the
combined efforts of the structural description of the disk
and the effective cohesive law.
The results in this paper is important for future efficient in-
vestigation of strengthened disks. It suggests that instead of
using large 3D finite element models to analyze strength-
ened disks, it is sufficient to know the fracture mechanical
properties of the interface and concrete and stiffness of the
adherents, use these to calculate an effective cohesive law,
and use the effective law in a 2D model. This will reduce the
required number of finite elements to 1/3 of the elements in a
3D model, if using the same mesh size. Using the method in
praxis, one encounters one of the limitations of the theory.
Since a half-infinite disk is investigated here, the interface
cracks are allowed to propagate infinite distances. In a real
structure the debonding crack can only propagate a certain
distance, that is determined by the geometry of the structure.
To avoid this, boundary conditions that fits the geometry of
the structure must be inserted into the theory of the strength-
ened concrete tension member and used in the effective co-
hesive law. An effective cohesive law will then not only be a
function of the material and geometrical properties but also
the finite boundaries and geometry of the problem at hand.
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Modeling of FRP strengthened concrete disks is performed with a new model based on an effective 
cohesive crack concept. The effective cohesive crack contains information about the tensile cracking and 
the interface debonding along its length. A strengthened concrete disk is a 3D modeling problem, but 
using the effective crack concept, the problem is reduced to 2D. Comparisons are made in a finite ele-
ment program and results indicate a good correlation between a 3D and 2D model. The 2D model is used 
to evaluate the capacity of a strengthened concrete beam in shear, which yields acceptable results.
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